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in the last decade, the nature of employment has undergone a fundamental and 
progressive shift. Many observers believe we are at the dawn of a major 'job shift' 
(Bridges, 1994). Futurists including Handy ( 1984), Robertson ( 1985). Bridges ( 1994). 
and Foot (1996) have ai i  pointed to the movement away from organisational jobs toward 
independent work. These individuals propose that individuals would become self- 
employed service providers, who would work on their own account to meet their own 
needs, often on a portfolio of contracts for different clients. There has k e n  significant 
factual support for these predictions. In Canada, self-employrnent grew twice as fast as 
paid employment over the past two decades. but between 1990 and 1995 it grew a 
staggenng Rine times as fast. 

The transition fkom a culture dominated by organisationai employment to one 
dominated by independent workers will bnng about fundamentai shifts, that may have a 
major impact on the findamental meaning and interpretation of the place of work in 
people's lives. The purpose of this study was to examine the potential impact of 
experiences of independent work on work centrality. Work centrality has k e n  defined as. 
"the beliefs that individuals have regarding the degree of importance that work plays in 
their lives" (Paullay, Alliger. Stone-Romero, 1994). Fortunately. there are many 
individuals who are currently working in this manner. and this study sought to obtain and 
understand their experiences of independent work in the context of work centrality. 

The most appropriate method with which to approach this study was deemed to be 
narrative analysis. The intent of this qualitative approach was to extract rich descriptive 
information that could generate greater understanding of the potentid effects of 
independent work on work centrality. A serni-stmctured interview format was employed, 
which sought to elicit the participants* stories, anecdotes and general experiences of 
independent working. Questions pertained &O salient characteristics of independent work. 
in the context of the value and decision making cornponents of work centrality. The 
results of the narratives were maintained on an individual to individual basis, in order to 
obtain a more holistic view of each unique expenence. Central themes were identified 
across the participants, and core narrative in respect of these themes was identified. 

Participant's narratives generated numerous insights into the nature and rneaning 
of independent work at the dawn of the post-industrial era. The pivotal factor emerged as 
the degree of control and autonomy inherent in the independent realm. In short, there was 
a much greater sense of ownership over their work behaviour. Participants were able to 
dictate the content and direction of their work, and their flexibiiity and control over work 
patterns allowed them more opportunity to position work according to personal values. 
needs and desires on a consistent basis. It eemrged that independent work can create a 
more transparent vessel, that can provide a more accurate reflection of work centrality 
relative to other life spheres. However, it emerged that this almost utopian world of 
independent work is heaviiy mediated by financiai security, the power balance between 
the individual and the market, and several unique characteristics of independent work. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Context for the Study 

In the last decade, the nature of employment has undergone a fundamental and 

progressive shift. Many observea believe we are at the dawn of a major 'job shifi' 

(Bridges, 1994). The catalyst for this shifi can be seen as the transition from the industrial 

to the 'post-industriai society'. The rapid advances in digital technology at the end of the 

20th century are serving to replace the industrial era's electromechanical infrastructure 

with a computational infrastructure (Fortune, May 17. 1993). The economy is 

increasingly fofused on knowledge and information in a service led economy, as  opposed 

to physical goods in a manufacturing economy. The subsequent impact is the creation of a 

fundamentally different society, with a wholly different economy and culture. 

These shifts have begun to erode traditional and standard forms of work. In their 

place, non-standard work is flourkhing. Standard employment is usually defined as a full 

year, full tirne job with a single employer. Most Canadians are employed this way. but 

trends suggest that this is rapidly changing. For example, the Econornic Council of 

Canada (1990) found that half of al1 new jobs created between 1980-1988 were 'non- 

standard.' Non-standard employment includes part-time, short term, temporary or 

contract jobs, and the 'own account' self-employed (The Advisory Group on Working 

Time, 1994). 



It is becoming a widely held belief that the non-standard work of today will soon 

become the nom,  and the traditional job will become the exception rather than the rule. 

David Foot (1996) believes that this proiiferation of non-standard work will result in a 

growing number of us having 'transitory' career paths, where the workfome will need to 

adopt whatever occupation is necessary to get work. Acting essentially as a self-employed 

service provider. individuals may need to deve!op a series of employment relationships to 

achieve the hours and income required. Handy (1994) predicts a similar environment, 

refemng to 'portfolio workers', who would perform different bits and pieces of work in 

different forms for different employers. Robertson (1985) refen to a re-birth of 

'ownwork' where individual workers focus on their own account to meet their own needs. 

This type of independent work will be increasingly mediated by communications 

technoiogy, as work becomes more decentralised and de-localised. Toffler ( 1980) spoke 

of a retum to the cottage industries characteristic of pre-industrial society, on a new 

higher electronic basis. This development was termed the 'electronic cottage' industry. 

The intuition and extrapolations of futurists like Toffler ( 1 !BO), Robertson ( 1985) 

Handy (1984) and Bridges (1994)' relating to how work will develop in a post-industrial 

society, are achieving significant credibility as major symptoms of their predictions 

emerge. Perhaps the largest surprise is the speed with which charactenstics of this 

predicted future have emerged. 

Self-employrnent grew twice as fast as paid employment over the past two 

decades, but between 1990 and 1995, it grew a staggering nine times as fast. Even though 

there are five times as many paid workers as selfemployed ones. the number of new jobs 

created by the two sectors was nearly equal during the first I I  months of 1996; 108.000 



paid employees and 94,000 selfemployed. From 1986 to 1996, growth in self- 

employment (39%) was four times that of paid workers (10%) (Perspectives on Labour 

and Income, Spring 1997). 

Central Research Ouestion 

There is evidence of a proliferation of independent workers who operate from 

home, on a contract portfolio basis. How will this way of working affect how work is 

interpreted and positioned for the individual? Does independent work lead to a 

fundamental re-evduation of the centraiity of work? 

Research Obiective 

To  develop a model that will identiw the key issues and factors that cm determine 

work centraiity in this world of independent work. It is intended that this model will 

highlight the decision-making processes involved in how work is positioned in the life of 

the individual. 

Significance of the Study 

This emerging 'job shift' wiil obviously have a major impact on the fundamental 

meaning of work and employment in peoples lives. The transition from a culture 



dorninated by organisational employees to one dorninated by independent workers will 

bring about fundamental s h i h  that will reverberate throughout society. 

Just as the dominant features of industrial society were quite different from those 
of the agricultural and religious society which it succeeded, so the dominant 
values. lifestyles, priorities, institutions and modes of thought in post-industrial 
society will be different from those that have k e n  dominant in the industrial age 
(Robertson. 1985. p.4). 

The critical question relates to the centraiity of work in such an environment. 

Such fundamental change will inevitably cause many to re-examine their motivations and 

their attitudes toward work. 

Now for the fint time in the human experience. we have a chance to shape our 
work to suit the way we live instead of our lives to fit Our work. We would be 
mad to miss the chance (Handy. 1989, p. 177). 

An alternative and less positive viewpoint cornes from Tom Peters. quoted in 

Bridges ( 1994), who suggested the transformation of today's employees into independent 

business people will be 'utterly wrenching' and it will take decades to achieve with 

significant 'social breakage.' Inevitably. for some this transition wiil be a liberating 

experience, for othen, traumatic. The opportunity for self-actualisation through work will 

be offset by the loss of security. Time will become unstructured, and the division of work 

and leisure time will becorne ambiguous and cornplex. In the more fiee and flexible 

world of the portfolio worker, would there be an increased salience of work in society as 

people engage in intrimicaDy motivaûng work? Or will the ongoing, hgmented and 

difficult search for short-term contracts, and the greater opportunity for leisure in a 



flexible workday lead to a downward revision of work as the central feature of human 

existence? 

h~lications for Leisure and Other Life S~heres 

The issue of work centrality has direct and profound consequences on the nature 

and meanings of leisure and other life spheres. An individual's life span is conceived as a 

combination of multiple spheres, where specific roles are carried out. The principal roles 

in modem society include work. family. community and leisure. The principal 

environmental contexts within which d e s  are played include the home, community, and 

the workplace. Temporal constraints rarely permit individuals the freedom to fulfil their 

desires in al1 spheres, which necessitates a decision process, relating the quantity of time 

and affect allocated to each role. Dubin (1956) raised the question of "cenual life 

interest", which relates to this evaluative process. Leisure is more likeiy to be considered 

secondary or even instnimenral when the individual has a strong work orientation 

(Goldman. 1973). ui contrast, when employment is regarded as instrumental. then work 

patterns may be adapted to leisure ends (Levitan & Johnston. 1973). Similarly. the 

relative salience of family and community will have significant effects on the centraiity of 

different spheres. 

The fundamental assumption of this research is that variations in the centrality of 

work will have irnrnediate effects in the other life spheres, family, community and leisure. 

Economic dependency on work necessitates its cenvality in terms of tirne and energy if 

not in te= of values and beliefs. The requirements of work continue to take precedence 



even for those who regard work as instrumental activity. Therefore it is a logical and 

practical research approach to view as the prïmary task. the determination of the potential 

cenaality of work. Only then, can the future salience of other spheres be contemplated. 

Fominately, for the purposes of this research. "millions are already attuning their 

lives to the rfiythms of tomorrow" (Toffler. 1980. p.23) and as such we cm gain valuable 

insights into the work style of the funire. by ascertaining their perceptions. To date. the 

vast majority of research undertaken in the area of work cennality bas been quantitative, 

establishing statistical relationships between work centraiity and various variables, such 

as demographics. nationality and occupaiional status (The MOW International Reseamh 

Team, 1987). However, it is strongly felt that such statistical indicaton are inadequate to 

represent the inherent complexities relating to how and why people position work 

centraily. or on the periphery of their lives. There is a need te develop a deeper and richer 

understanding of iadividuals' perceptions, feelings and experiences in relation to work 

centrality. This can only be effectively achieved through qualitative research approaches. 

ùlat c m  address the issues as a whole in the full context of the participants' 'world'. 

raiher &an on an individual variable level. This is particularly pertinent ro this study. as 

the phenornenon of widespread independent working. outside of traditionai organisations, 

is relatively new. The key task at this stage therefore is to enter the social world of the 

participant, and determine their social construction of reality. using thick description 

rather than reductionist statistical procedues. 



The qualitative methodology to be employed is narrative analysis. Narrative 

analysis takes as the object of investigation the story itself. and it typically takes the 

perspective of the teLler rather than that of society. Researchea do not have direct access 

to another's' experience, but they can attempt to interpret it through tatk. text. interaction 

and interpretation (Reissman. 1993). The purpose is to see how respondents impose order 

on the flow of experience to make sense of events and actions in their lives. how they 

represent and restnrcnire the wodd. Narrative analysis has two principal benefits. 

Through the telling of stories and anecdotes, narrators can be seen to be o p e ~ n g  a 

window on themselves and their culture. in this case. their working culture. This new 

working culture should 'speak itself through a senes of individual stories. Secondly. in 

the analysis stage, narrative analysis is different h m  other qualitative rnethodologies in 

that it does not fragment the texts. rather it holds the story together to provide a greater 

context, clarity and understanding as to why the individual holds certain opinions. or 

behaves in a certain way. 

Using the construct work centrality in a qualitative study is recognised as 

potentially problematic. The operational definitions of work centraiity have been 

established almost exclusively in the context of quantitative studies. This study intends to 

utilise the components of the constmct (MOW International Research Team, 1986) as a 

fiamework for investigation in a qualitative methodology. These components however. 



will only provide a provisional framework and will not be constraining on the direction 

the study takes. 

Furthemore, the population to which this study relates. that of freelance contract 

workers, who work independently, and / or in virtual environments, is recognised as 

highiy diverse, covering a broad spectrum of industries and professions. The small 

sample qualitative approach, by its nature precludes the possibility of a representative of 

the larger population. However, this is not an objective of this study. The pnmary 

objective is to generate themes and issues, which may relate to the broader population. 

Limitations 

The major limitation relates to the sample composition. With qualitative 

methodoiogies, specifically narrative analysis, very small sample sizes are standard. As 

outlined, the sample in this population will be approximately 5-7 individuais, as it is 

anticipated that thematic saturation cm be achieved with this number of participants. 

It is obviously important therefore, to identiw appropnate individuals. For this reason, 1 

intend to use a primary group of three consultants 1 have worked with, gaining insights 

and forming perceptions of these different working environments. As a relationship 

already exists, there is the possibility of a researcher to participant interaction effect. 

Moreover, there is the possibility that 1 have gone native to a degree, pre-judging the 

saiience of different issues on the basis of exposure over a period of time. This is 

acknowledged and will be taken into account. 



Definition of Tenns 

For the purposes of this investigation the following terms will be operationally 

defined: 

Post industrial society. 

Stephen Barley of Corne11 University noted that the economies of the advanced 

indusuial nations revolved around electrical power, the interna1 combustion engine and 

the telephone. These 'infrastructural technologies' facilitated the transition from an 

agricultural to a manufacturing society. Post-industriai society is characterised by the 

replacement of the industrial era's electromechanical infrastructure with a computational 

infrastructure (Fortune, May 17, 1993). Economies will increasingly be based on 

knowiedge and information as opposed to physical goods. The subsequent impact is the 

creation of a fundamentally different society, with a whoily different culture. 

"Job Shift." 

Bridges (1994) describes the job as a 'social artefact' that has become deeply 

embedded in our consciousness. He believes that not oniy is 'the job' an artificial 

creation. but furthemore, we have become oblivious to its artificiality. Post-industrial 

society is initiating the second great "job shifi", which wilf effectively result in the 'job' 



k i n g  dismantled. The focus, once again, wiii be on specific work that needs doing. rather 

than on a framework of jobs. 

Own account self-emploved. 

Self-employed on "their own accountl* relates to individuals who are self- 

employed but employ no paid help. This will be mostly described in terms of an 

independent worker. 

"Ownwork." 

lndividuals who will work on their own account to meet their own needs, to 

achieve their own purposes, in their households and local communities, on a personal and 

inter-personai level. This style of work, Robertson ( 1985) simply refers to as 'ownwork.' 

Portfolio worker, 

Handy (1994) predicts a society of portfolio worken. The portfolio would be a 

collection of different bits and pieces of work, in different forms for different clients, and 

the word 'job' will begin to mean a client (Handy, 1994). This way of working is seen to 

be an increasing necessity for independent workers, in increasingly fragmented labour 

markets. 



The transitory career path 

This is not dissirnilar to Handy's concept of the portfolio worker. Foot (1996) 

proposed that the transitory career path will involve adopting whatever occupation is 

necessary to get work. The transitory worker may work frequently in a temporary 

position, perhaps on short-term projects in 'virtual organisations.' 

Virtual working 

If something is described as virtual, it is said to have the effect but not the form. 

With virtual working. it is possible to see tangible business results. while the process of 

producing the work is largely transparent. People are working but cannot be seen 

(Birchall & Lyons, 1995). In the context of this study, this effectively relates to the notion 

of home-working, where new asynchronous and synchronous communications 

technologies permit work to be completed away from the client site. 



Work centrality 

Work centrality has been defined as, "the beliefs that individuals have regarding 

the degree of importance that work piays in their lives " (Paullay, Alliger. Stone-Romero, 

1994). Alternatively, Mannheim (1975) provided an operationai definition of work 

centrality or 'work role centrality,' 

the relative dominance of work related contents in the individual's mental 
processes, as reflected in responses to questions conceming the degree of concern, 
knowledge and interest invested in the work role relative to other activities, and in 
the individuai's emphasis on work related sub-identities" (p.8 1). 



Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

Part 1 : The Emereence of an Inde~endent Work Economy 

The assumption that the rapidly changing employment landscape of the late 20th 

century is simply a reflection of a slow ernergence from a global recession, is effectively 

erroneous. Rather, it appears reflective of major structural shifts in the Canadian 

economy. as the world economies move from the industrial into the pst-industrial age. 

Stephen Barley of Comell University noted that the economies of the advanced 

industrial nations revolved around electrical power, the intemal combustion engine and 

the telephone. These 'infrastructural technologies' facilitated the transition from an 

agricultural to a manufacturing society. The rapid advances in digital technology at the 

end of the 20th century, are serving to replace the industrial era's electromechanical 

infrastructure with a computational infrastructure (Fortune, May 17, 1993). 

Harvard sociologist, Daniel Bell was the fust to term the new era as the 'post- 

industrial society.' Naisbitt (1982) sees the same era as 'the information society'. The 

post-industrial society is often equated with the growing service economy which is a true 

shift (see below), but the overwheiming majority of service workers, are involved in the 

creation, processing and distribution of information. 
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Table 1 Sectoral Employrnent in Canada (96 of total business sector) 

Sector 

Prirnary 

Manufacturing 

Construction 

Source: Gera & Masse ( 1996). 

197 1 

11.7 

Services 

The 'knowledge economy' is yet another term for the new post-indusuial era, and 

the mega-shift from an industrial to an information society is highiighted by the shifts in 

the white-collar 'knowledge work-force.' Up-skilling in the Canadian economy is clearly 

evident, as the share of white-collar employment in total employment has increased from 

53.4% in 1971 to 68.3% in 1995. In contrast, the share of blue-collar ernployment fell 

fiom 46.6% to 3 1.7% over the sarne penod (Gera & Masse, 1996). 

27.8 1 

9.9 1 

The productivity of knowledge has already become the key to productivity, 
competitive strength, and econornic achievement. Knowledge has already become 
the primary indusüy, the industry that supplies the economy the essential and 
central resources of production (P-Drucker, cited in Naisbitt, 1982, p. 16). 

1981 

9.04 

50.58 

The re-stnicturing fiom an industrial to an information society will be equally as 

profound as the shift from an agricultural society to an industrial society. The key 

observation is that the shift from agricdturai to industrial took around a century to 

happen, whereas this shift has occurred over a couple of decades (Naisbitt, 1982). The 

23.07 

9.2 1 

1986 

8.16 

58.68 

199 1 

7.22 

2 1.28 

8.39 

19.15 

8.9 1 

62-17 64.73 



subsequent impact is the creation of a hndamentally different society, with a wholly 

different culture. 

A new civilisation is emerging on our lives, and blind men everywhere are trying 
to suppress it. This new civilisation brings with it new family styles; changes ways 
of working, loving and Living; a new economy; new political conflicts; and 
beyond al1 this an altered consciousness as well (Toffler, 1980, p.23). 

The fucus of this study will be on the major implications that the post-industrial 

society holcis for work and employment. The symptoms are already beginning to emerge, 

and the predictions for more distant horizons are consistent in their detail. In fact. it has 

become almost fashionable today, to hail the end of work as we know it. One such 

prophet is William Bridges whose 1994 work "Job Shifl" has raised a number of 

interesting perspectives: 

What is disappearïng today is not just a certain number of jobs, or jobs in certain 
industries, or jobs in some part of the coun try..... . What is disappearïng is the very 
thing itself: the job (Bridges, 1994. Preface). 

Bridges argues that the world economies are at the dawn of a second major 'job 

shift.' The first great job shifi occurred at the time of industrialisation, with the migration 

from an essentially agriculturai lifestyle to the Dickensian. 'dark, satanic rnills' of 

industrial society. The shift from pre-industrial to industriai society serves to provide a 

very important context for the shift fiom industrial to post-industrial society. Sirnilar 

kinds of economic shifts were evident and sirnilar kinds of distresses were felt. It parallels 

and illuminates the shift occurrir~g today. 



The First Great 'Job Shift': Industrialisation 

The job concept emerged in the early nineteenth century, to package the work that 

needed doing in industrialised nations. Previously people worked on clusters of tasks, in a 

variety of locations, schedules set by Sun, weather, and the needs of the day. Language 

reflects social reality, and the reality of the pre-industrial era was that people did not have 

'jobs' in the fixed and unitary sense: they did 'jobs' in the form of constantly changing 

string of tasks. 

In most (pre-nineteenth century English) households, an adequate subsistence 
depended on a complex of various forms of task-work and wage labour. Regular, 
full-time employment at a single job was not the nom (R.W. Malcolmson in 
Bridges, 1994, p. 29). 

Before 1800, job always referred to some particular task or undertaking and never 

to a role or position. Jobs were not provided by an organisation, but rather by the 

demands of the life situation. the requirements of an employer. and the various things that 

had to be done in that time and place (Bridges, 1994). Laurie ( 1989) referred to Noah 

Webster and his writings from 1785. Webster's contemporaries were apparently the 

epitome of self-sufficiency and venatility. Independent farmers who could usually turn 

their hand to whatever was required, in a distinctive lifestyle, commonly referred to as the 

'household factory' or 'household economy.' The transformation toward industrialisation 

would quickly erode self-suffïciency and remake artisans into workers dependent upon 

wages (Laurie, 1989). 



Hoiding a 'job' was undoubtedly alien for viliage folk. They lost the freedom to 

move about to complete varying tasks in different places on a schedule set by the earth's 

natural rhythms. There were no longer the fluctuating periods of low activity and feverish 

activity that so characterised the agriculturally based lifestyle. In stark contrast, the 

demands of work in factories never varîed. The machinery dictated the time, place and 

task for the workers. 

The new world of jobs destroyed the old inter-personal relations that defined 

social rights and obligations; it was making traditionai crafts obsolete and it was 

fundamentaiiy changing the way in which people had inter-woven home and work. 

Moreover, people had always provided as much as possible of their own food and 

clothing as they could, and worked jobs for money to meet additionai needs. Subsistence 

was maintained until new needs arose. The concept of working over and above current 

needs was a very new concept (Bridges, 1994). 

There was more to overcome than the change of employment or the new rhythm 
of work; there was a whole new culture to be absorbed and an old one to be 
traduced and spumed (Pollard. cited in Bridges. 1994, p.36-37). 

For several generations of industriai society, the vast majority of workers have 

been involved in long term, monogamous employment relationships, featunng 

standardised hours, locations, work schedules, and remuneration systems, with the mass 

workforce Living by similar rhythms set by organisations. These terms and conditions 

have become synonymous with having a 'job'. 



The Second Great Job S m :  Post-Industrial Societv 

Bridges (1994) describes the job as a 'social artefact' that has become deeply 

embedded in our consciousness. He believes that not ody  is 'the job' an artificial 

creation, but furthemore, we have become oblivious to its artificidity. What will happen 

if 'the job', in a conceptual and a pracûcal sense, becornes obsolete? According to 

Bridges we are now witnessing a second major 'job shift'; and we c m  anticipate sunilar' 

social breakage' as generations of employees are forced into an employment environment 

which is distinctiy aben to their expectations. 

The second great "job shift" will effectively result in the 'job' king dismantled. 

The focus, once again, will be on specific work that needs doing rather than on a 

framework of jobs. Indicators suggest that the field of work will be completed in more 

diverse, flexible, fluid and technologically mediated ways. Toffler ( 1980). like Naisbitt 

(1982). hiughted that the workers of the pst-indusuial era will be dealing with 

information and not with physicai goods. Therefore, if the flow of information has no real 

geographic Limitations, he anticipated that the new mode of production makes possible a 

retm to cottage industry on a new higher electronic basis. 

There is substantial evidence emerging in suppon of Bridge's theory. The 'jobless 

recovery' is a p w i n g  reality, and traditional full time jobs appear to be k i n g  rapidly 

replaced by more transient work fomis. At the sarne time, technology is displacing human 

labour while de-localking and de-centmiking work away from central offices and 

factories and into 'electronic cottage' industries (ToMer, 1980). These changes will have 



the same profound impact on our 'social rhythms'. as did the m i e o n  h m  the fields to 

the factories in the 19th century. 

The Emergence of an Indemndent Work Economv 

When considering the fuhm. most people are anxious as to where they will fit in 

the evolving economy. Rifkin (1995) beiieves politicians are stmngely deaf to what he 

believes will the most explosive issue of the decade, "will there be a job for me in the 

new Information Age?" In tnith. the answer to this question is probably no. The job has 

effectively encapsulated the meaning of work throughout the indusuial era, but in the 

short term, there will be very few jobs in the naditional sense. There will be work, but not 

for ail. The era of mass labour is probably at an end, and the era of independent work 

appzars to have b e p n  in earnest. 

The intuition and extrapolations of futurists like Toffler ( 1980). Robertson ( 1985) 

Handy (1984) and Bridges (1994). relating to how work will develop in a pst-indusnial 

society, are achieving significant credibility as major symptoms of their predictions 

emerge. Perhaps the largest surprise. is the speed with which characteristics of this 

predicted future have emerged. The inextricable advance of technoloa has facilitated 

change at such an unprecedented rate, that the work of the funire is no longer a distant 

horizon. 

Robertson in 'Future Work' (1985), suggested thai as the hopes of achieving full 

thne organisational employment fade in post-industrial society, the dominant forrn of 

work wiU no longer be seen as 'employment', but as self organised activity. Many more 



people will take control over their own work, as mass labour becomes confined to 

economic history. They will work on their own account to meet their own needs. to 

achieve their own purposes, in their households and local cornmunities. on a personal and 

inter-persona1 level. This style of work, Robertson simply refers to as 'ownwork.' This 

does appear a very idedistic vision, but the changing nature of organisations and the 

kinds of employment opportunities they are creating, combined with the decenualising 

effects of technology, to some extent points in the direction envisaged by Robertson. 

Bridges (1994) likewise, believes tomorrow's workers are going to be more craft 

based on an independent basis, than job based on an organisational basis. They are going 

to be more like independent business people than conventional employees. They become 

a portable resource for work, rather than a 'jobbed entity.' They may be employed full 

time for a while, then on contract to different organisations, then hired to consult. then 

working part-time. Work will be more hgmented and unpredictable. 

Responding in a sirnilar way to the emerging trends, Handy (1994) predicts a 

society of 'pordolio workers.' The portfolio would be a collection of different bits and 

pieces of work, in different forms for different clients, and the word 'job' will begin ro 

mean a client (Handy, 1994). 

Work no longer means, for everyone, having a job with an employer. As 
organisations disperse and conmct, more and more of us wiii be working for 
ourselves, often by ourselves. The new shape of work will centre around small 
organisations, most of them in the service sector. with a small core of key people 
and a collection of porâolio workers in the space around the core (Handy. 1994, p. 
74). 



Hala1 (1996) suggests these new employment relationships should be viewed as 

king on a continuum. At one end is the traditional full time job. while at the other end is 

the self-employed entrepreneur. The new employment contract lies at the middle of this 

continuum, offering a loose association with the employer but aiso the autonomy of the 

entrepreneur. 

Organisations will still be critical to the world of work, but as  organisers raîher 

than employers. Indeed, in addition to established organisations. the modem portfolio 

worker will have to create their own 'virtual organisations' made up of clients and CO- 

workers (Handy. 1994). Handy ( 1989) describes tomorrow's organisation as a 'shamrock' 

or a 'three leafoperation.' The fmt leaf is made up of the professional core. It wili consist 

of the professionals. technicians and managers who possess the skills that represent the 

organisation's core cornpetence. The second leaf is made up of external contracton who 

supply the services that used to be provided in-house. Some of these will work as 

individual contractors and some as employees of vendor companies. The third leaf is the 

contingent workforce (temporary workea and part-timers), who will come and go as 

needed. The second and third leaves relate more to non-traditional work, and will come to 

dominate the labour market. 

Many organisations could argue that the downsizing phenornenon of recent years 

has been an economic necessity, but a rninimaiist workforce achieved largely through 

'outsourcing' is increasingly an organisational strategy. Companies are beginning to focus 

on their core business, and outsourcing additional requirements to specialist service 

providers. Handy describes the new organisational structure using a doughnut analogy. 



The central hole of the doughnut relates to the core business, around which is a bounded 

space where partnerships and the new 'contingent workforce' will be housed. 

Today's organisation is rapidly king iransformed from a structure built out of 
jobs to a field of work needing to be done ....j obs are ngid solutions to an elastic 
problem. When the work that needs doing changes constantly. we cannot afford 
the inflexibility that the job bnngs with it (Bridges, 1994, p. 1 ). 

It is with these types of work opportunities that Foot ( 1996) believes will lead to a 

major growth in 'transitory' cmer paths. The transitory career path wili involve adopting 

whatever occupation is necessary to get work. The transitory worker may work frequently 

in a temporary position, perhaps on short-term projects in 'virtual organisations.' 

Bridges (1994) believes that Handy's three leaf analysis is very pertinent, but does 

not do justice to the fact that temporary workers now include the professionals as well as 

the traditional clencal ranks, and may be equally skilled and ambitious as the COR 

professional. Bdges views the demarcation between these different types of worken as 

less distinct, and will become increasingly fluid and flexible in terms of who does what. 

Increasingly people will be hired for the skills they possess to work on projects, 

and not to fil1 job vacancies. 

Employees will be seen by employers as talents in an enormous vending machine 
who can perfonn services, and it will become obvious that employee A is not as 
smart as employee B. There will be nowhere to hide .... people will no longer be 
able to stop learning, because they will have to distinguish themselves as a talent 
for sale (Industry Week, Aug 2 1, 1995, p.23). 



According to Foot (1996), transitory freelancers. will be generalists more than 

specialists, flexible enough to adapt quickly to rapid changes in demand for their services. 

Specialisation is still important, but it has to be part of a broader context. The penon who 

can offer a range of services within a broad speciality is the one most likely to prosper in 

the economy of the future. 

John Stanek, CE0 of International Survey Research Corporation, provided an 

interesting possibility of how this portfolio employment process may occur. He suggests 

that it won't be uncomrnon, for people to get their jobs the same way that longshoremen 

do today, by checking in at a central location to see if and where there is work, for whom 

and for how long. 

There could be a lot of one day, one month, one year jobs where people corne in, 
perform an assigned task and leave ... the average period of time that people will 
spend with individuai companies will drop dramaticaily (Industry Week, August 
21, 1995, p. 24). 

Industry Week (Aug 2 1, 1995) voiced the opinions of E. Lawler, of the University 

of Southem Caiifomia. Companies and individuals will have to develop multiple 

relationships. The idea of a single ernployment mode1 is gone. He suggests that 

companies are going to have to establish a portfolio of employment relationships and 

identiQ how many of each they will need to be successful. 

It is already clear that portfolio worken will not be a homogenous group. The 

hierarchies that exist in the world of full time employment will readily transfer. Rifkïn 

(1995) has talked of a shift from 'mas  labour' to a highly skilled 'elite labour'. There is a 

growing consensus that low skilled and poorly educated workers will be increasingly 



marginalised in a labour market that places a high premium on education and training. 

Bill Gates (1996) reflected on a growing perception that parents are insecure about their 

children's employment prospects. having read repeatedly that there will be two societies 

in the future: highly paid knowledge workers and Iow paid service workers. 

Charles Handy (1994) has also made the observation of an increasingly divided 

workforce. He argues that the knowledge workers, the professionals and the managers, 

are the real beneficiaries of the information age because they own the new property. 

''Focused intelligence, the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and know-how. is the 

new source of wealth (Handy, 1994, p.23). For individuals at the lower end of the 

education and skilfs continuum, the portfolio lifestyle is likely to involve a difficult 

existence, collecting available pieces of part-time. temporary and contract work to make 

ends meet. 

Existing Evidence for these Predictions 

The ~roliferation of non-standard emplovment. 

Time magazine (November 1993) noted that the labour market was 'in the rnidst 

of a profound structural transition', where the economy has begun to really move away 

from traditional sources of hiring. Non-traditional forms of employment are increasingly 

replacing hill-time work. Non-standard employment includes part-tirne, short term, 

temporary or contract jobs, and the 'own account' self-employed (The Advisory Group on 

Working Time, 1994). 



The landmark report from The Economic Council of Canada "Good Jobs. Bad 

lobs*' (1990) found that fully 50% of al1 new jobs created between 1980 and 1988 were 

non-standard. Technology. globaiisation and a sectoral shift toward the service sector 

have had profound effects on employment patterns. The story is the same in the USA. 

Lawrence Mishel and Jared Bernstein of the Economic Policy hstitute noted that 25.9% 

of jobs created in the recent recovery were part-time and 27.7% were temporary. New 

jobs have been created, but they tend to be in the lower paying service sectors (Mother 

Jones, ApriYMay 1994). 

Figures from Statistics Canada's publication. 'Perspectives on Labour and 

Incorne' (Winter, 1995) reported that large increases in non-standard work (part time, 

temporary, own-account self employed and multiple job holders) were particularly felt by 

the youngest segment, 15-24. Between 1989- 1994, females ( 15-24} in non-standard work, 

increased from 49% to 64%. and males (15-24) from 41% to 52%. The Financial Post 

Daily (Sep.23, 1994) quoted an alternative angle on figures from Statistics Canada, 

showing that the proportion of 15-24 year old workers with less than standard hoon more 

than doubled, from 24% in 1976 to 5 1% in 1993. 

Significant exuansion of part tirne work and multiple iob holding. 

Statistics Canada's definition of part-time work is a job of fewer than 30 hours a 

week Canadian Business (April 1996) reported that over the period of 1976-1993. the 

number of working Canadians employed for less than 30 hours a week, went up by 55%. 

As of July 1994, more than two million, or one in six Canadian employees work part-time 



(HRDC, 1994). This is very much a feature of femaie and youth employment patterns. 

Fully 50% of part-timea are women over the age of 25, and 40% are young people. 

These effects have directly stimulated the growth of multiple job holding, where 

people hold at least two jobs. Multiple jobholders or 'rnooniighters* averaged 650,000 in 

Canada between 1993 and 1995. Last year, 1996, saw a significant increase to 700,000. 

The proportion of multiple jobholders rose to 5.1% in 1996 from 4.9% in 1995 

(Perspectives on Labour and Income, Spnng 1997). 

There appears to be several factors behind this growth. With the decreasing 

oppominities for permanent full-time employment, rnany individuals are experiencing a 

growing need to take on more than one part-time or limited term job to fulfil their 

financial cornmitments. The low increase in real eamings in recent years has forced many 

worken to take on additional work. A second possibility is that the perceived erosion of 

job security may have pushed some people to take a second job as a buffer against sudden 

unemployment. 

Maior ex~ansion in self-emoloyment. 

For generations, society has gone to work in institutions and corporations, which 

became central to Our daily lives. The role of the employer became greatly extended to 

provide income, social contacts, self-esteem and even a sense of identity (Naisbitt, 1982). 

It is apparent that society has begun to wean itself off a collective institutional 

dependence, Iearning to tms t and rel y on ourselves. 



Statistics Canada have highlighted that between 19764994, the number of self 

employed women trebled to 598,000 and for men it doubled to 1.2 million. Over 1996, 

self-employment gains totalled 125,000, giving an updated figure for total self- 

employment in Canada of 2.4 million, or 17% of the population (Perspectives on Labour 

and home ,  Sprhg 1997). 

Selfemployrnent grew twice as fast as paid employment over the past two 

decades, but between 1990 and 1995, it grew a staggering nine tirnes as fast. Even though 

there are five times as many paid workers as self-employed ones, the number of new jobs 

created by the two sectors was neariy equal during the first 1 1 rnonths of 1996; 108,000 

paid employees and 94,000 self-employed. From 1986 to 1996, growth in self- 

employrnent (39%) was four times that of paid workers (10%) (Perspectives on Labour 

and Income, Spring 1997). 

This is in large part, seen as a reaction to changing labour market conditions. Self- 

employment has k e n  rising rapidly in recent years, partiy because of a restnicturing of 

both the private and public sectors. Many companies and public sector bodies have 

contracted out services that used to be provided in-house, which has stirnulated the 

growth of individual convact workers. The proliferation of temporary and contract work 

opportunities created by employers has indirectly swelled the ranks of the self-employed. 

Evidence that this is a major factor behind the growth can be taken from a closer 

analysis of where the growth in self-employment is corning from. In 1989, 7% of 15-64 

year olds were self-employed on "their own account" and a similar nurnber were 

"employers." By 1994, the number of employers fell marginally to 6%- while the "own 

account workers" increased to 9%. Among the different classifications of self- 



employment, "incorporated without paid help" experienced the greatest growth ( 1 l7%), 

between 1986 and 1996. In 1996, this group numbered 20,000 or 9% of al1 self- 

employed. The largest groups are the "unincorporated without paid help." They recorded 

the second largest growth (53%). In total, they numbered 1.2 million or 52% of al1 self- 

employed (Perspectives on Labour and Incorne, Spring 1997). 

It can be argued that the huge growth in self-employment is in many ways 

misleading. It masks the fact that a high proportion of the self-employed. are simply 

employees on a less secure basis. This group tends to be virtually indistinguishable from 

employees. The implication is that firm's treatment of workers as self-employed, takes 

them out of the statutory and social protection associated with traditional employee status. 

The Advisory Group on Working Time (1994) found grounds for concern in the situation 

of this sub-group of the selfemployed, termed the 'dependent contractors.' Self- 

employment suggests an inherent element of choice and control over houn and various 

aspects of work. However, in the modern context, the shifi from employee to self- 

employed is simply a change in the terms of employment, to free the employer from 

obligations. 

An additional explmation for the growth in self-employment is that many 

individuals have simply corne to the reaiisation that with the volatile and insecure nature 

of modem employment. 'sening up on your own' becomes an increasingly rational route. 

Organisations in both the public and private sectors can no longer be relied upon to 

provide ongoing employment- 



Changes in iob tenure. 

A direct consequence of these shifts. is that Canadian workers are experiencing 

declining job tenure, which in tum feeds the perception of falling job security. There has 

been a substantial shift from jobs that last between 1 and 5 years, to those lasting less than 

12 months. Between the penods 198 1-5 and 199 1-4. the proportion of jobs that lasted 1-5 

years decreased from 2 1% to 16%. At the same tirne the figure for jobs lasting less than 

12 rnonths increased from 59% to 64%. The fraction of jobs lasting between 5 and 20 

years ( 14%) and 20 years or more ( 16%) remained largely stable (Perspectives on Labour 

and Income, Winter 1996). 

Virtud Working: 'Electronic Cottage Industries' 

Moreover, not only does it appear society will see fundamentally altered 

employment relationships. The way work is can-ied out is undergoing revolutionary 

changes. as a result of technology's catalytic effects. Electronically mediated work will 

increasingly transcend the limitations of time and place (Haial, 1996). This is perhaps 

best reflected in two major changes in the nature of the workplace itself; the de-localising 

of work and the demise of the office. 

Firstly, work is becoming increasingly de-localised as technology has facilitated a 

geographical dispersal of operations in many organisations. For example. Metropolitan 

Life has a group of 150 people in County Cork, Ireland analysing the medical claims of 

people in North America (Bridges, 1994). This can have the positive effect of generating 



work in remote communities, but conversely it can cause fragmentation in a local 

working community. which may have depended on a specific industry or Company for 

generations. 

Secondly, the new mode of production, based on information rather than physicai 

goods, rnakes possible a r e m  to cottage industry on a new higher eiectronic basis, and 

with it a new emphasis on the home as the centre of society. This has k e n  greatiy 

facilitated by the development of synchronous and asynchronous technologies that allow 

the creation of virtual working environments. This has resulted in it k i n g  as easy to 

produce work and communicate with work teams from home as it would be from within 

the same building. 

Even as early as the late 1970's. hiturists such as ToMer (1980) were predicting a 

return to the old cottage industries, facilitated by technological communications 

advances. 

One change is so potentiaiiy revolutionaq, so alien to our experience, it needs 
more aîtention than it has received so far. This, of course, is the shift of work out 
of the office and the factory and back inio the home (Toffler, cited in Birchall & 
Lyons, 1995, p.20). 

The world of telecommuting has achieved almost rnainstream status in recent 

years. Inicially, issues of transponation and pollution were the rationales suggested, now it 

appears economics prevails once again. Telecornmuting saves the Company and the 

individual tirne and money. Bridges (1994) reported on Arthur Andersen. the huge 

consulting and accounting fm that has already equipped one-third of its professionals 

with lap top cornputers and cut them loose from the office. 



The home working phenomenon to date, has received mixed reactions. It is often 

fun for a while. but people soon begin to miss the 'high touch' elements of the workplace 

(Naisbitt. 1982), such as the office gossip and the warm interaction with CO-workers. To 

counterbalance this however, the electronic cottage phenomenon raises once more the 

possibility on a m a s  scale, of families working together as a unit, which in itself could 

lead to greater community stability, and a deepening of face to face relationships in the 

home and neighbourhood. There are obviously costs and benefits to this work fom. 

Alone in their electronic cottages, they feel a high tech isolation. Yet the 
attractions are still there - a chance for more time with the family, the choice to 
work at night. and if one so chooses, the opponunity to elirninate the word 
commuting from one's vocabulary (Naisbitt, 1982, p.35). 

Naisbitt (1982) argued that whenever new technology is introduced, it needs a 

counterbalancing human response, the 'high touch', or the technology is rejected. The 

alienation felt in the 1950's workplace was in response to the most intensely 

indusuialised period in history. The more technology driven we become, the more people 

seek human compensation and aggregation to offset the alienation factor. As a result of 

the emergence of these high tech independent-working environments, Naisbitt ( 1982) 

questioned the long-term success of electronic cottages. Work could become more 

vicarious and abstract as a result of technological intervention, which opposes the reality 

that people want to be with other people. The need for more 'high touch* collaborative 

networks between independents will therefore become paramount . . 



Networks are people talking to each other, sharîng ideas, information and 
resources .... the important part is not the network, the finished product, but the 
process of getting there - the communication that creates the linkages between 
people and clusters of people (Naisbitt, 1982, p. 192). 

Of course, networks have existed in al1 walks of life. However. in the new 

working environment, their significance and meaning changes as a result of the 

technologically mediated, virtual nature. If something is descnbed as virtual. it is said to 

have the effect but not the form. With virtual working, it is possible to see tangible 

business results, while the process of producing the work is largely transparent. Peopie 

are working but cannot be seen (Birchalllk Lyons, 1995). 

Virtual organisations are project focused, collaborative networks uninhibited by 
time and space. They are without the spatial territory and the cultural n o m  so 
important in traditional organisations (Hal Richman, cited in Birchall & Lyons, 
1995, p. 19). 

The proliferation of outsourcing is feeding the growth of independent tele- 

contractors and virtual working networks; equally. it could be said that the advances in 

communications technologies, facilitates and therefore feeds the outsourcing process. It 

appears to be a syrnbiotic relationship that is accelerating the progression away from 

traditional full t ine organisational jobs and toward non-standard work forms. 

The evidence therefore, is rapidly emerging to support the predictions of several 

futurist authon (Toffler, 1980; Naisbitt, 1982; Robertson, 1985; Handy, 1989, 1994; 



Bridges, 1994; Foot, 1996). The nature of work and employment in pst-industriai society 

is undergoing fundamental change. The catalytic impact of technology and globdisation, 

with the subsequent effects at the organisationai level, has dictated that the full-time job 

is no more. More transient and contingent employrnent opportunities and self- 

employment are rapidiy replacing the 'job'. In addition. the de-localisation of work 

continues at a significant rate. An independent work economy, filled with portfolio 

workers operating in virtual working environments appears a growing reality. 

Like it or not, man by man, modem by modem, we are becoming a freelance 
nation. We are insecure, sure, but we are also as  the word implies. free (Esquire. 
May 1995, p.74). 



Part Two: Work CenMtv in an hdewndent Work Economy 

The transition to post-indusaial society is causing a fundarnental change in the 

nature of work patterns. It is apparent that the nature of employment is shifing, featuring 

less stability and predictability, more change and uncertainty. It values performance and 

skills, not loyalty and tenure. Its 'players' are self sufficient rather than dependent. The 

predicted transition to an 'ownwork' or 'portfolio working' economy is likely to be one of 

the most explosive issues of the next decade. The features of the emerging 'job shift', are 

ükely to be a major departure from the vision most people hold at the present tirne, for 

how their working life is going to develop. Tom Peters, quoted in "Job Shifi" (Bridges. 

1994) suggests that the transformation of today's employees into independent worken 

will be 'utterly wrenching' and that it will take decades to achieve with significant 'social 

breakage. ' Charles Handy ( 1989) takes a very different perspective; 

Now for the fmt time in the human experience. we have a chance to shape Our 
work to suit the way we live instead of our Iives to fit our work. We would be 
mad to miss the chance (p. 177). 

Work is k i n g  increasingly rnoved outside of the organisation. and subsequently, 

more into the redm of the individual. This allows the individual more control over when 

and how we do the work. For society to begin to structure life around the portfolio 

employment lifestyle will be a major challenge. A society dominated by individual 

workers, rather than a nation of employees will naturally have a fundarnental impact on 

how society views the primary meaning and importance of work. In pre-industrial society, 



clear demarcations between work and other life spheres did not exist. Work followed the 

natural cycles of days and seasons. In the Industrial era, work became more organised. 

structured and standardised to achieve synchrony with the new means of production. 

Iust as the dominant features of industrial society were quite different from those 
of the agricultural and religious society which it succeeded, so the dominant 
values, Iifestyles, priorities, institutions and modes of thought in post-industrial 
society will be different from those that have k e n  dominant in the industrial age 
(Robertson, 1985, p.4). 

Therefore, the critical question emerges. How will work be interpreted and 

positioned in the post-indusuial world? 1s it likely that those living the portfolio lifestyle 

could utilise the associated freedom and flexibIe time structures to dlow thernselves to 

develop a more baianced and fulfilhng life? Woufd the potentiai for greater leisure be a 

key element of its attraction? Altematively, work as time may indeed decrease in a ' les  

work economy'. but conversely work as a primary need and motivator may need to 

increase if one is to maintain an acceptable income in the face of lirnited opportunities. 

Moreover, if individuals focus on a vocation that they find absorbing and fulfilling, and 

provide them with an intrinsic drive, work centrality could increase. 

Fortunately, as Toffler suggested back in 1980, "millions are aiready attuning their 

lives to the rhythm of tomorrow," and as such, some degree of insight can be obtained 

from this section of the workforce. 



The Orirrins of the Work Centralitv Construct 

A key observation to be made is that an enduring and fundamental belief in most 

societies of the world, is that work is central to human existence. The earliest origins for 

these beliefs are thought to have emerged from the dominant religions of the world. 

Consider the following statements. 

Man is made to be in the visible univeee an image and likeness of God hirnself, 
and he i s  placed in it in order to subdue the Earth. From the beginning therefore he 
is called to work. Work is one of the characteristics that distinguishes man from 
the rest of the creatures (Pope John Paul II, cited in Robertson, 1985, p.64). 

He who neither worketh for hirnself, nor for others, will not receive the reward of 
God (The Prophet Mohammed, cited in Furnham, 1990, p. 1) 

The activity of working has numerous outcomes, the most salient in the modem 

context k i n g  economic income, but work provides a multiplicity of non-economic 

benefits. These would include to sustain life, to maintain contact with reality, to be part of 

a cornrnunity, to serve God, to attain status, to structure time, as self-fulfilment in the 

improvement of society, self-esteem, identity and a sense of order (The Task Force on 

Work in America, 1973). The value of work over and above financial reward is illustrated 

by the fact that between 6595% of individuals in national labour force studies, in a 

varîety of countries, state that they would continue to work 'even if they had enough 

money to live comfortably for the rest of their lives without working' (MOW 

International Research Tearn, 1986). Work appears to be related to a broader social value, 

providing a purpose in life and a Link with society as a whole. 



Alienation and involvement. 

To assist in the understanding of work centraiity, it is purposeful to examine the 

concepts of alienation and its obverse, involvement. These two constructs are seen as  

bipolar States of the same phenomenon. Alienation has k e n  defined as "a dissociative 

state of the individual (a cognitive state of separation) in relation to some other element in 

his or her environment" (Schacht, 1970, cited in Kanungo, 1979, p.120). According to 

Marx ( 1844, 1932). labour or working on a job is, "the existentiai activity of man, his free 

conscious activity - not a means of maintaining his life. but for developing his universal 

nature" (cited in Kanungo. 1979, p. 12 1). Therefore, a state of work involvement will 

result when the work situation elicits behaviour that is perceived to be; voluntary, not 

instrumental for physical needs, instrumental for higher order needs including self- 

realisation, and conducive to developing individual abilities to their fullest potential. If 

these conditions are not met, then Marx proposed that a state of alienation from work 

would result. 

M m  identified two job conditions that are responsible for alienation. The fint 

condition relates to the separation of workee from the product of their labour. They feel 

that they have no sense of ownership over their work, and that they cannot influence the 

disposition or quality of the product. Secondly, that the worker feels a lack of control over 

the means of production. Overall, it is the lack of autonomy and control over one's work 

that defines the Manrian concept of dienation (Kanungo, 1979). 



What constitutes aiienation of labor? FUst that work is extemal to the worker, that 
it is not part of his nature; and that consequently, he does not fulfil himseif in his 
work, but denies hirnself, has a feeling of misery rather than well-king, does not 
develop freely his mental and physicd energies but is physically exhausted and 
mentally debased. The worker therrfore feels himself at home only during his 
leisure time, whereas at work he feels homeless. His work is not voluntary, but 
imposed, forced labor. It is not the satisfaction of a need, but only a means of 
satisfjmg other needs (cited in Kanungo, 1979, p. 12 1 ). 

Marx assumed that work is either instrumental as  a means to an end, or it is 

consummatory as  an end in itself. Workers who maintain an extrinsic value orientation 

are said to view work instmmentally, in that work possesses Iittle value in and of itself, 

but rather serves other ends. These ends usually include financial security, matenal 

standard of living, access to leisure activities, and social status both at the work place and 

within the comrnunity. In contrast, there are others who have an intrinsic value 

orientation, who do not value working simply for its instrumental outcornes, but rather 

regard it as a central integrating factor in their individual and social lives (Adrisani, 

1978). The job content is viewed as an important source of e ~ c h m e n t  in which 

individuals encounter challenges, assume responsibilities, make creative decisions, 

overcome obstacles, enhance competency, and express their personal aptitudes. Through 

this involvement, the worker is said to achieve psychological growth and self-fulfilment 

through work. 

Theories o f  human motivation suggest that human behaviour is purposive, it has 

directionality, and it is initiated by needs states. Behaviour will always be instrumental in 

satismng those need states. An individual work behaviour therefore, will also be 

purposive, in that it is aimed at both invinsic and extrinsic need states of the individual 



(Lawler, 1973). It could be argued therefore, that work can also be instrumental in 

satisfjmg intrinsic need States. 

The protestant work ethic (Pm). 

Analysis of the positioning of work for the individual and society has been 

addressed by rnany different theoretical constmcts. The concept of work centrality is 

thought to have its origins in the work of Weber (1930) with the Protestant Work Ethic 

(PWE). Weber stated that capitalisrn grew more rapidly in Protestant areas because of 

their different value system. The ethic of sobnety, social responsibility, restraint in 

lifestyle and devotion to work, led to the label of the "Protestant work ethic." Weber saw 

the Protestant Work Ethic as the key to the realisation of man's potentialities to the fullest 

extent. Weber was irnpressed by the, 

grandiose efficiency of a type of man, bred by free associations in which the 
individual had to prove himself before his equals, where no authoritative 
commands, but autonomous decisions, good sense and responsible conduct train 
for citizenship (cited in Kanungo, 1979, p. 122) 

In motivational ternis, it is implicit that if work cannot provide an environment 

that satisfies the needs for autonomy, responsibility and achievement, it will lead to 

aiienation. 

The work ethic implies that workers find a fundamental meaning in work roles. 

People work, because they want to, because it cm be satisfjmg and fulfilling to do 

something that has meaning and value io oneself and others. The work ethic traditionally 



related to the fact that every hour of idleness was an hour lost to labour for the glory of 

God. Over the centuries, this reiigious rationale for work became coloured by financial 

motivations. Weber believed it was the Puritans who introduced a financial association to 

the work ethic. 

Weber maintained that the Puritans felt obliged to be regarded as chosen by God 
to perform good works. Success in a caliing (occupational rewards) thus carne to 
be seen as a sign of king the elect. Puritans thus sought to achieve salvation 
through economic activity (Fumham. 1990, p.2). 

Central life interest. 

Dubin (1956) expanded on the PWE and developed the 'central life interest' (CLI) 

constmct. Dubin proposed that individuals in western society would not find work and 

the workplace, an overall central life interest. The construct, CLI, k i n g  operationdly 

defined as 'an expressed preference for a given locale or situation in carrying out an 

activity.' Dubin looked at work involvement as a Central Life Interest. A job involved 

penon is one who considers work to be the most important part of their lives and engages 

in it as an end in itself. A job alienated person engages in work in a purely instrumental 

fas hion. 

Subsequently, there have k e n  numerous examples of measures used by 

researchers and theorists to examine the attitudes or orientations toward work, such as 

work involvement, work dienation, job cornmitment. and work cornmitment. Measures 

include those that examine an individual's attitudes to work in general, and toward an 

individual's current job, such as Lodahi and Kejner's 'job involvement' measure (1965). 



Job involvement. 

These previous constnicts are from a sociological perspective. Psychology 

approached the same issue of dienation from the other end of the continuum, 

involvement Psychological perspectives are based on motivational theories, emphasising 

the need satisfying qualities of the job as basic deterrninants of job involvement. 

Lodahl and Kejner (1965) defined job involvement as the degree to which a 

person is identified psychologically with his work, or the importance of work in his total 

self image. They operationalised job involvement as the degree to which a person's work 

performance affects self-esteem. This is similru to definitions of French and Kahn (1962) 

who proposed that the centrality of an ability is the degree to which it affects self esteem. 

Vroom ( 1962) emphasised intrinsic need satisfaction as the essentid condition for higher 

job involvement. With higher autonomy and control, there is higher ego involvement, 

which increases job involvement. 

Lawler and Hall (1970) proposed that the definition of job involvement should be 

limited to the notion of psychological identification with one's work. They suggest that 

performance-self-esteem dimension is an index of intrinsic motivation and not job 

involvement, as they see self-esteem as an intrinsic need. However. supporters of this 

dimension argue that intrinsic need satisfaction is a necessary condition for job 

involvement. Lawler and Hall however, assume that intrinsic needs are central to the self- 

concept of the individual. 



Overall. the consensual opinion is that situations lacking in opportunity for the 

satisfaction of intrinsic needs of the individual such as self-esteem, achievement, 

autonomy, control, selfexpression and self-actuualisation will decrease individual 

involvement in work. 

Kanungo (1982) criticises the assumption that intrinsic motivation is central to the 

individual's job involvement. That satisfaction of intrinsic needs may be a sufficient but 

not a necessary condition for work involvement. It is quite likely that involvement in 

work may depend upon the degree to which the job is perceived to meet saiient needs. be 

they intrinsic or extrinsic. 

For the job involved worker. work would be a key part of his life, and would be 

afTected very much penonally by his whole job situation. On the other hand. the non-job 

involved worker does his living off the job. Work is not as important a part of his 

psychological life. His interests are elsewhere, and the core of his self-image, the essentiai 

part of his identity is not greatly affected by his work. 

Work involvement- 

Kanungo (1982) was one of the fmt researchers to clearly distinguish between the 

constructs that related to present job scenarios and those that related to broader meanings 

of work. Kanungo proposed that the involvement of the individual with work in general, 

refers to the normative belief regarding how important work should be. It is the issue of 

how central working is in one's iife when cornpared with other life roles. It is the 



development of a cognitive belief state of identification with work would depend very 

much on past and present socialisation experiences. 

Training in the PWE is one's formative years can produce a normative belief in 

the goodness and centrality of work. Western culture emphasises individudism. and 

promotes greater saliency for autonomy and persona1 achievement needs. PWE in such 

cultures trains people to believe that work can satisfy these salient needs and can bnng 

about a sense of individudism. 

Involvement with work in general is viewed as a generalised cognitive (or belief) 

state of psychologicd identification with work, in so far as work is perceived to have the 

potential to satisQ one's salient needs and expectations. Likewise work dienation. cm be 

viewed as generalised cognitive state of psychological separation. where work is 

perceived to lack the potential for satisfjring one's salient needs and expectations. 

Work Centralitv Defined 

The consûucts 'work centrality' (WC) or 'work role cenuality' relate more to the 

importance of work in a genenc sense. Paullay, AUiger and Stone-Romem (1994) 

completed a construct validation of two instruments. one designed to measure job 

involvement (JI) (W& Kejner, 1965) and one to measure work cenuality, which was 

actuaiiy the insaurnent thai operationalised the 'work involvement' construct oudined 

above (Kanungo, 1982). Results indicated that Ji and WC were moderately comlated but 

separate constructs, indicating that measurement of attitudes to work in general can be 

differentiated h m  atùtudes toward current jobs. Paullay et al (1994) also found that 



'work centrality' and PWE are separate constructs, contrary to their hypothesis that they 

were indicators of a cornmon constnict. They found that PWE items focused more on the 

strength of beliefs about the value of work, whereas the work centrality items tended to 

measure the persona1 meaning that the respondent places on work. 

Work centrality has been defined as, "the beliefs that individuals have regarding 

the degree of importance that work plays in their lives" (Paullay et al.1994). 

Altematively, Mannheim ( 1975) provided an operationd definition of work centrality or 

'work role centrality': 

the relative dominance of work related contents in the individual's mental 
processes, as reflecied in responses to questions concerning the degree of concem, 
knowledge and interest invested in the work role relative to other activities. and in 
the individual's emphasis on work related sub-identities (p.8 1). 

There remains a degree of conceptual confusion between the inter-relationships of 

PWE, CLI, job involvement, work involvement, and work centrality. These consuucts 

have shown to be distinguishable, and yet still moderately correlated. Therefore it is 

viewed that the work centraiity constmct is still evolving. For the purposes of th& study, 

the overall work centraCity construct proposed by The Meaning Of Work International 

Research Team (1987), will be adopted. The MOW International Research Team 

identified two major theoretical components of the work centrality construct. These two 

components provide a broader and more inclusive constmct, that acknowledges elements 

of the PWE, CU, job involvement and work involvement, as k i n g  relevant to the overall 

conceptualisation of work centrality. 



The f m t  component relates to a value orientation toward working as a life role. 

The second component relates to a decision-making orientation, regarding which life 

sphere is preferred for different behavioun. The value orientation component has itseif 

two elements, identification with working and involvement or commitment to working. 

Work identification is the result of cognitive consistency processes. where working is 

compared to an individual's perception of self. The individual develops a distinct 

identification where work may be central or marginalised in one's identity. The second 

element relates to the level of involvement or commitrnent to working. Work 

involvement is an affective measure, often examined from a behavioural perspective. in 

terms of how many hours an individual allocates to the work sphere. Cornmitment is 

more an enduring future intent to continue working, largely unaffected by short term 

events and circumstances. 

The decision orientation component of work centrality is very comparable to 

Dubin's (1956) 'Central Life Interest* analysis. This cornponent is based on the 

assumption that a persons life is divided into several sub-spheres, including work, family, 

leisure and other social roles, which are preferred differentially. The theory proposes that 

individuals will participate in less preferred spheres because of instrumental rewards that 

may be associated with these spheres, but will in general attach greater significance to 

behaviors that occur in the more preferred life spheres. The work sphere can occupy the 

centrai life sphere, or may be a less preferred sphere. Self-identification is closely 

associated with choice of most preferred Life dimension. The choice of preferred life 

sphere and the behaviors associated with it imply a level of involvement. As most 

individuals need not and indeed cannot be committed or involved to al1 spheres, 



cornmitment and involvement becomes a selective process (MOW International Research 

Team, 1987). The general notion of multiple role theorists is that the cornmitment to 

different roles can result in roie strains or even role overload (Mannheim & Scbiffin, 

1984). When role overload occun, coping may necessitate a reduction in the centrality of 

certain roles and adaptations in the others. The issue of which dimension or role should 

be positioned as central is as Godbey and Kelly (1992) suggest, not simply one of 

individual choice, but one which needs to be contextualised in the dominant values and 

culture of society. 

Interestingly. authors on the subject of work centrality tend not to single out any a 

priori explanation for why working should be important in an individual's life. For one 

individual it may be financial, for another it may be socio-psychological factors. 

Subsequently, measures of work centrality do not represent any specific rationale. 

However, research to date has indicated that work centrality and related constmcts 

are a factor of several variables. Mannhiern (1993) gave an overview of this research. 

Significant factors include dernographic and socialisation variables, such as age, sex and 

education (Lindsay and Knox, 1984; Mannheim, 1993; MOW International Tearn, 1987). 

Paullay et al (1994) argue that socialisation is central to the individuals positioning of 

work in their lives, and as such the beliefs that are held will be relatively endunng. Of 

particular interest to this study, is the relationship between occupational status and work 

centrality . 



Occu~ational Status and Work Centrality 

Working as an activity embraces a multiplicity of diverse punuits. hevitably. the 

nature of the work that one does will dictate the extent to which it is a preferred life 

sphere. The transitions that are anticipated to occur on a large scale in post-industrial 

society wili hindamentally alter the nature and meaning of work. The majority of worken 

in recent generations have k e n  employed in jobs. working for organizations. This has 

k e n  shown to be changing at a rapid rate, toward a ' freelance economy.' 

hevitably, the nature of attitudes to work will be heavily dependent on one's job. 

While many employment situations c m  provide meaningful job content and context, it 

would be fair to Say that the majonties do not. The personal meanings and importance of 

work in most peoples' lives have been greatly affected by the nature of employment in the 

industrial age. The story of industrialisation, has k e n  one of an ongoing struggle between 

the employing classes and the workers. The employers have attempted to impose order 

and discipline, while the worken have attempted to maintain freedoms and engage in 

activities of their own choice. 

Over the span of man's history, although a phenomenal amount of education, 
indoctrination, and incantation have k e n  devoted to the effort, ordinary people 
have never been quite persuaded that toi1 is as agreeable as its alternatives 
(Galbraith. 1958, cited in Veal, 1987, p.66). 

Industrial society has created employment that effectively meant that the work of 

people and comrnunities has tended to be exploited for purposes not directly comected 



with their needs or their own purposes and values (Robertson, 1985). Subsequently, the 

intrinsic motivation to work, characteristic of the traditional PWE, has been suppressed 

while the extrinsic motivation of financial reward becarne fundamental to the meaning of 

work in the industrial age. Work has effectively become a means to an end. 

So much of employment is routinised, segrnented from the whole process of 
production, with few opportunities for personal interaction, and paced by 
machines or quotas, that my intrinsic interest would be hard to find. It is no 
wonder that many workers do no more than is required and are primarily 
interested in the paycheck (Kelly, 1990, p.77). 

Herzberg (1959, 1966) has contended that mainly intrinsic factors such as the 

work itself and opportunities for responsibility, achievement, recognition, advancement 

and personai growth Iead to job satisfaction and motivated work behaviour. Conversely, 

job dissatisfaction is thought to result from inadequate extrinsic or hygiene factors, which 

stem from the work environment, such as earnings and fringe benefits, job secunty. 

working conditions, hours of work and satisQing inter personal relationships. However, 

several critics have attacked Henberg's methodologies and findings (Dunette. 1967; 

House & Wigdor, 1967). Mainly on the basis that individual differences (age, sex, 

personality) were not considered, arguing that most organisationai rewards contribute 

somewhat to both satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 

The lack of intrinsically motivating employment in indusuial society has 

inevitably led to a downward revision of rhe importance of work in peoples' lives. There 

is an almost ubiquitous dissatisfaction with work in modern society, among white and 

blue-collar workers. Dubin (1956) who formulated the concept of central life interest 



(CU) looked at the importance of work in peoples' lives. Only 24% of the factory 

workers in the study could be defined as job oriented in their life interests. Three out of 

four preferred their associations and activities outside employment. Meaningful 

relationships, feelings of worth, and enjoyment were sought outside the job. Dumazedier 

(1974) referred to work by Barrett (1961) and Goldthorpe (1959) that showed a general 

decline in work centred values, not only among factory worken but arnong a growing 

number of supentisors and managers, who valued spare time and self-fulfilment more 

than the previous generation and viewed work more instmmentally. Kahn (1972) found 

that in tems  of k i n g  'very satisfied' with work accounted for oniy 40% of mangers and 

professionals, 22% of clencal workers and 16% of unskilled workers. Parker (1971) 

asked simply, 'what is your main interest in life?' Of those employed in business, 11% 

replied work, whereas 29% of those working in human services said work. When Kelly 

(1978. cited in Kelly, 1990) asked participants to rank various life interests in a an 

Eastern suburb, 80% of adults with relatively high education and occupation levels, 

believed that their families and homes were most important to them, 12% leisure and 

community and 7% their work. 

Employment can provide some social identification and enjoyable associations, 

but in reality most people recognise work as a necessity of subsistence. It c m  directly 

contribute to the spheres of home, family and leisure which, in thernselves, may be more 

intnnsically rewarding to the majonty of the population. Economic dependency on work 

necessitates its centrality in terms of tirne and energy if not in terms of values and beliefs. 

The requirements of work usually take precedence even for those who regard work as 

instrumental activity (Blauner, 1964, cited in Kelly, 1990). 



An increasing proportion of the population experience a conflict between their 
work. which does not appeal to them. and iheir lifestyle outside of work which 
really engrosses them. In this context work often tums out to be the loser. The 
only ones not to expenence this conflict are those who have work as a lifestyle 
(Zetterburg & Frankel, 198 1, cited in Veal. 1987. p.7 1). 

Working as a lifestyle is perhaps most pervasive in the realms of the self 

employed. This gmup will receive additional focus, as the nature, structure and rneaning 

of their work is probably the most effective comparative indicator, for how work in a 

portfolio working or freelance economy may be positioned. 

Work centrality and self-em~lovment. 

The confusion between employment and work, dws cloud the issue of work 

centrality. Work in industrial society has oriented around jobs. to the extent where 

working is synonyrnous with having a job. Jobs are frequently restrictive and controlling 

by nature, in order to serve the interests of the employer. Robertson ( 1985) believes that 

most people believe they ought to have a job, but the majority of people in jobs are 

usuaiiy not deeply committed. If as Bridges (1994) predicts, and society becomes de- 

jobbed with a paralleled growth of independent working, society could witness the re- 

emergence of a 'cleaner' concept of work, as separate from employment. This in tum 

could lead to a resurgence of an intrinsic motivation to work, and greater work centrality. 



Those people who fmd meaning and satisfaction in their work. tend to be those 

with the greatest freedorn to develop their own contexts of work, and set a direction and 

choose the results they wish to produce (Kelly, 1990). 

The mie work ethic is now more Iikely to be found among self-employed people 
and othea who have decided not to work in a conventional job, but rather 
dedicate themselves wholeheartedly to their own chosen sphere of work 
(Robertson, 1985, p.64). 

Research into work centrality has supported this proposition. Several studies have 

indicated that work centrality is higher among the self-employed relative to other 

categories of occupational status. The Meaning of Work Intemationai Research Team 

( 1987) found that chernical engineers and self-employed owners of small businesses had 

the highest work centrality. Mannheim and Schiffnn ( 1987) obtained similar results: 

A significant job characteristic in the Work Role Centrdity (WRC) regression is 
employment status. The significantly higher Ievel of WRC among the self- 
employed suggests that the cognitive investments in work and the relative 
importance of the work role are positively related to the arnount of responsibilities 
and autonomy at work, as well as to penonal ability and advancement (p.97). 

Selfemployment status is obviously an important structural condition. which 

affects work role centrality and the nature of role strains. Usiag the MOW International 

Research team's conceptualisation of work centrality, the following studies identified by 

Kolvereid (1996) help to clarify why the work centrality of the self-employed is 

consistently higher than traditionally employed individuals 

Research by Brenner, Pringle and Greenhaus (1991) found that individuais 

perceived that operating their own business is more likely to provide them with exciting 



and desirable work outcomes. Those who preferred to operate their own business believe 

such a career provides greater development of knowledge and skills. higher income, more 

leisure time, greater variety, more comfortable working conditions, and the opportunity to 

work with people they admire and respect. These results indicate a higher level of affect 

for working. and a greater degree of cognitive consistency between working and self. 

Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Sonek and Rosenthal, (1964) found that self-employed 

individuals reported significantiy higher work-related womes and lower absence rates. 

Eden (1973) attributed this lower absence rate to a feeling of k ing  indispensable. Eden 

(1973) found that self-employed individuals work harder, travel more and work longer 

hours. Hamrnermesh (1990) and Chay (1993) also found that self-employed worked 

significandy longer hours. These results suggest evidence of a greater level of 

involvement in work. Eden (1973) highlighted several perceived positive outcomes for 

the self-employed including higher levels of job satisfaction, lower levels of role conflict 

and role ambiguity, greater opportunities to develop special abilities, and greater 

autonomy and freedom in work. These results indicate a high level of congruence 

between work as an activity and perceptions of self, and also that self-employed 

individuals seem better able to make effective decisions regarding activity in different life 

spheres, or life roles. Thornpson, Kopelman & Schriesheirn (1992) found that self- 

employed individuals had higher commitment to their work than organisationally 

employed individuals. Thompson et al ( 1992) also found a stronger relationship between 

job and life satisfaction, job and self-satisfaction and job and farnily satisfaction for self- 

employed, as compared to organisationaily employed individuals. Once again, this 

implies that self-employed individuals have a higher cognitive consistency between work 



and self, and it aiso refiects the more effective decision orientation toward different life 

spheres. The research by Kolvereid himself (1996). found that security. social 

environment, work load, avoid responsibility, and career are the main reasons given for 

prefemng organisational ernployment; while economic opportunity. authority. autonomy. 

challenge, self-realisation and participation in the whole process are reasons usually given 

for preferring self-employment. 



Qualitative Research A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Rationale. 

The vast majority of research that has k e n  undertaken in the area of work 

centraiity has been quantitative. The focus has been on statistical representations of the 

position of work in people's lives (Dubin, 1956; Parker, 197 1; MOW International 

Research Team, 1987). Several relationships have k e n  identified. inciuding the 

relationship between occupationai status and work centrality (Mannheim. 1975 & 1993; 

MOW Intemationai Research Team, 1987). 

However, it is strongly felt that such statistical indicatoa are inadequate to 

represent the inherent cornplexities relating tu how and why people position work 

cenaally, or on the periphery of their lives. There is a need to develop a deeper and richer 

understanding of individuals' perceptions, feelings and experiences in relation to work 

centraiity. This can only be effectively achieved through qualitative research approaches. 

that c m  addRss the issues as a whole in the full context of the participants' 'world'. 

rather than on an individual variable level. 

Furthemore, the whole issue of independent working, home-working and virtual 

work is a relatively new phenomenon. In this context. an application of a quantitative 

research h e w o r k ,  applying statistical analysis is perhaps premature, as the 



understanding of this environment is very limited. It can be argued therefore. that theory 

generation rather than theory confmation is the key task at this stage. It is perceived that 

the cntical need is to enter the social world of the participant. and determine their social 

construction of reality. utilising thick description rather than reductionism statistical 

approac hes. 

Constructivist and interpretive ~aradigms. 

Qualitative fesearch approaches are consistent with the constructivist paradigm 

and the closely related interpretive paradigrm. The centrai premise of these paradigms is 

that the complex world of lived experience should be understood from the point of view 

of those who live it. 

It relates to a concern for understanding the meanings of social phenornena. 

p p i n g  the actors definition of a situation. for versrehen.. The ventehen tradition 

stresses undentanding that focuses on the meaning of human behaviour. the context of 

social interaction, an empathetic understanding based on subjective experience. and the 

connections between subjective States and behaviour (Patton, 1980). Verstehen has k e n  

defmed as. 'an experiential f o m  of common sense knowledge of human affairs' (Schultz, 

1967, cited in Deozin & Lincoln. 1994, p. 120). 

The consmictivist believes that to understand this world of meaning one must 

interpret it. The inquirer m u t  elucidate the process of meaning construction and chri@ 

what and how meanings are embodied in the language and actions of the social actors 

(Schwandt, in Demin & Lincoln, 1994). It is concerned with understanding human 



behaviour from the 'actors' own frame of reference. Within the bounds of this paradigm, 

there is a need to be aware and sensitive to the fact that multiple realities exist. The 

important reality is what people imagine it to be (Patton. 1980). As Lofland explains; 

"In order to capture participants 'in their own terms' one must learn their categories for 

rendenng explicable and coherent the flux of raw reality. That. indeed. is the first 

principle of qualitative analysisW( 197 1. cited in Patton, 1980. p.28). 

These paradigrnatic beliefs are fùndamentally opposed to the more traditional 

positivistic paradigrn. The positivist seeks the facts or causes of social phenornena with 

little regard for the subjective States of individuals. Positivistic approaches have a 

tendency to focus on the facts and causes of behaviour and uiilize statistical analyses to 

obtain their data. 

Theoretical framework: svmbolic interactionism. 

The theoretical framework for this study draws on the social psychological theory 

of symbolic interactionism. This theory aims to understand the process of meaning 

making. Blumer (1969, cited in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) daims that symbolic 

interactionism rests on three premises: F i t  human beings act toward the physical objects 

and other beings in their environment on the b a i s  of the meanings that these things have 

for them. Second, these meanings derive from the social interaction between and arnong 

individuals. Communication is symbolic because we comrnunicate via languages and 

other symbols. Third, these meanings are established and modified through an 

interpretative process. 



Syrnbolic interactionkm requires that the inquirer actively entes  the world of 

people k i n g  stuclied, in order to see the situation through their eyes, as seen by the actor, 

observing what the actor takes into account, and how it is interpreted. Once the individual 

context can be defined more accurately, subsequent inquiry and andysis will be more 

Focused and accurate. 

Methodological Techniaue: Narrative Andvsis 

What is narrative analysis? 

The significance of narrative analysis is bound in the reaiities of everyday social 

life. The teiling of stones and anecdotes is a ubiquitous fom of communication, 

employed by people of al1 walks of life, at al1 stages of the life cycle (it is one of the first 

forms of discourse we are exposed to as chikiren). It is a 'univenal human activity' 

(Reissman, 1993) that holds a central position in most cultures of the world. 

If one defines narrative as a story with a beginning, rniddle and an end that reveals 
someone's experiences, narratives take many forms, are told in many settings, 
before many audiences, and with varying degrees of connection to actuai events or 
persons (Manning & Cullum-Swan, in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994. p.465). 

The narrator usually attempts to take an audience into a past time or 'world' and 

relate what happened to them. The significance of persona1 stones and anecdotes, extends 

far beyond a simple sequence of events and details. Narratives often serve to make a 

point, frequendy a moral one. Branigan (1992) proposed that when people tell stones, 



anecdotes and other kinds of narratives they are in engaged in "a perceptual activity that 

organises data into a special pattern which represents and explains experience" (p.3). 

Narrative is an organising p ~ c i p l e  by which "people organise their experience in, 

knowledge about, and transactions with the social world" (Bmner, 1990. p.35). 

Narrators often take fragmented and complex experience and order them with a 

coherence that is probably not wholly refiective of the actual event or scenario. 

Narrativisation assumes point of view and not historical tmth. it assumes that relating 

complex events wiii Vary because the past is a selective reconstruction (Reissman, 

1993)."In so doing, we move well beyond nahue into the intensely human realrn of value" 

(Cronon. 1992. cited in Reissman, p.4). 

Narrative analysis takes as the object of investigation the story itself, and it 

typically takes the perspective of the teller rather than that of society. Researchers do not 

have direct access to another's experience. but they cm attempt to interpret it through 

taik, text. interaction and interpretation (Reissman, 1993). The purpose is to see how 

respondents impose order on the 80w of experience to make sense of events and actions 

in their lives, how they represent and restructure the world. 

Narrative analysis techniques attempt to examine the story and analyse how it is 

constmcted and stmctured, the language used and cultural resources it draws on, and how 

it persuades the Listener of its authenticity (Reissman. 1993). 

The researcher dong with the participants engage in the task of identiwng key or 

core narratives, the most important aspects of the storïes in order to develop the centrai 

themes of the story. 



Rationale for Narrative Analvsis 

Cultural insirrht. 

The unique world of the growing class of the independent 'portfolio' worker, 

operating in 'vimiai work environments', has largely been unexplored. It can be assumed 

that the various cultural role expectations. syrnbols and meanings society has traditionally 

attached to work and work roles, will differ significantly in this new environment. 

It is anticipated that this working culture will 'speak itself through a series of 

individual's stories. Chafe (1990, cited in C o r t n i ,  1993) sees narratives "as overt 

manifestations of the rnind in action: as windows to both the content of the mind and its 

ongoing operations."(p.79). Narratives then can be seen as opening a window on the 

individual or  with a larger number of individuals, 'opening a window' on their culture. 

Results in the form of narrative will obviously provide subjective perceptions. but 

"it is precisely because of their subjectivity - their rootedness in time. place. and penonal 

experience, in their perspective ridden character - that we value them." (Personal 

Nanatives Group, 1989b. cited in Reissman, p.5). The narrative analysis approach gives 

prominence to 'human agency and imagination', and it is therefore well suited to studies 

of subjectivity and identity (Reissman, 1993). 



An holistic a ~ ~ r o a c h .  

Narrative analysis is perceived to be the most appropriate methodologicai 

technique, given the nature of the task. The work centrality constmct is cornplex, drawing 

on individual value and belief systerns, lifestyles and behaviours. It is felt that the 

narratives generated will contextualise an individuals work centrality in an array of 

different factors and experiences, probably over an extended time frame. It is perceived as 

critical therefore, that the inter-relationships between these various factors and 

experiences, are maintained in 'whole' form, and not fractured into discrete categories. 

The intention of narrative analysis is to keep the narrative in tact, allowing the researcher 

to analyse the whole story and the interconnections between the segments. 

Narrative analysis, unlike traditional qualitative methods does not fragment the 
text into discrete content categones for coding purposes, but instead identifies 
longer stretches of tak  that take the form of the narrative - a discourse organised 
around time and conceptual events in a world created by the narrator (Reissman, 
1 990). 

Data Collection. Transcribin~ and Analysis 

The intention therefore was to utilise qualitative methodologies, specifically 

narrative analysis, to ascertain the perceptions, insights, feelings and experiences of the 

defmed sample, through in-depth intensive interviewing. The rnajority of the data was 



collected in one audio taped interview session, with additional follow up enquiry k i n g  

conducted asynchronously using electronic mail. This approach was successfully 

completed for al1 participants. with only participant 5 k ing unavailable for the follow up 

asynchronous questioning. 

In narrative analysis, the taping and transcribing of the interview is obviously a 

key task. In accordance with Reissman (1993), this began with a first draft of the entire 

interview. Subsequently, the narratives were repeatedly anaiysed to obtain the words and 

stnking features of the conversation. Key sections, which appeared to contribute 

signifiant meaning or explmation, were selected for more detailed transcription and 

and ysis. 

As mentioned previously, the central analytical task in narrative analysis is to 

determine the sections of the text that can be identified as 'core narrative.' 

The core narrative is the most central and complex component of narrative 
analysis. It represents the essentiai meaning of the story in tems of its information 
content, its interpersonal impact and the language in which it is told (Viney & 
Bousfield, 199 1, p.759). 

Core narratives were identified after repeated systematic examination of the texts. 

Narrative was identified as core narrative, if it appeared to cornmunicate the very essence 

of the overall message in relation to a particular issue. The determination of core narrative 

was undertaken on an individual to individual basis primarily. Numerous and often 

striking commonalities were apparent across the narratives of the participant group. These 

were formed into themes that were seen to represent the experiences of both the 



individual and the sampling group as  a whole. Further determination of core narrative 

occurred after the determination of themes. 

The identification of core narrative should ideally be a combined effort by the 

researcher and the participant to ensure that the researchers perceptions of the central 

themes, issues and meanings in the stories are sirnilarly viewed by the individual. whose 

social construction of reality the research is attempting to interpret. This was achieved 

through post-anaiysis member checks with three of the six participants. The remainder of 

the group was unavailabIe for this process. On the whole, it was apparent that the 

determination of  core narrative by the researcher was mostly accurate. 

Interview Outline 

The key focus is on the issues and themes that relate to how and why participants 

position work in their lives currently as independent workers. How and why they 

positioned work in the past while working as organisational employees, and on a more 

incidental basis, how and why they intend to position work in the future. 

Reissman (1993) expressed a preference for less structure in interview 

instruments, in the interest of giving greater control to the respondents. She suggested 

developing 5-7 broad questions about the topic of enquiry, supplemented by probe 

questions in case the respondent stmggles to get going. Certain kinds of open-ended 

questions are more likely to elicit narrativisation, Le. 'when did X happent as opposed to 

'tell me what happened' or, "would you describe a tirne." However, even questions that 



would be expected to lead to a yesho response can often lead into a story, so the 

determination of triggen can be unpredictable. 

The provisional categories for enquiry were based on the issues raised in the 

literature, the conceptual definitions of work centrality by the MOW International 

Research Team (1987). and personal exposure to the unique working environment of 

'portfolio worken.' However, the research approach is sufficiently flexible to adapt and 

change on the basis of the categories defined by the participants themselves. 

The 'unique nature of independent work, home-working and vïrtual working*, will 

be explored to gain a richer insight into participants perceptions of this working 

environment. Particular emphasis wiil be placed on the cornparison with experiences of 

organisational employrnent. What issues does it generate that could illuminate and 

explain individual work cenaality? 

The issue of a 'fluid time space' and how time is used is of significant interest. 

The inherent flexibility of time structures provides freedoms that will inevitably impact 

on how individuals balance different Me dimensions. and more specifically, whether they 

manipulate other life spheres around work or vice-versa Once again, how does this 

compare with expenences of organisational employrnent? 

'The opportunity for a self-actuaiised workforce' airns to examine the realism of 

the possibility of a self-actualised workforce through the transition to independent work. 

To what extent is the type of work done reflective of the direction the individual wishes 

to pursue? How rnuch control do they feel they have in reality, in a contract to contract 

environment? 



'The issue of a work ethic and cornmitment to work' aims to explore the value 

and belief base of the individual in regard to their work attitudes. and whether there has 

been any change before o r  as a result of the transition to independent working. 

The 'decision orientation regarding preferred life spheres'. aims to ascertain at a 

more macro level. individual perceptions of working and how it is positioned in relation 

to other life dimensions. How do the participants balance the different life spheres and 

why? How does this compare to experiences of organisationai employment? 

'The irregular and unpredictable flow of work' is an issue that appears very salient 

to the experiences of the independent workers that the researcher has been exposed to. 

What impact does this have on the positioning of work? 

Therefore the f i t  categones for enquiry were relatively broad, pertaining to the 

general issues relating to working as an independent. The data coliected eiicited from the 

initial interviews formed the basis for core narrative and theme generation. The narratives 

from the first interviews were examined and analysed with the intention of gaining 

significant insight into the nature and characteristics of independent working. These 

narratives were then used to generate infonned analysis as to the potential impact of 

independent working on work centrality. 

At the next level of enquiry. an alternative approach was adopted. The follow up 

questionnaire attempted to confirm the inferences regarding independent work and work 

centrdity, by using the work centraiity constmct and its components as the primary basis 

for questioning. PaiAcipants were asked to respond to questions relating to the value 

component and the decision making component of work centrality (MOW International 

Research Team, 1987), and were then asked to make explicit reference as to how 



independent work affected their perspectives. In this way, opportunity was created to 

cross-reference and confirm anaiysis formed after the f i t  interview stage. 

It is important to note that the follow up was conducted asynchronously via 

electronic mail. This does have some implications. The lack of syncbronous interaction 

means that visual cues are not available. which has two main consequences. Fintly. this 

can mean that opportunities for additional supplementary questions and probes are 

missed. A further related point is that asynchronous communication can create conditions 

that can compromise the trustworthiness of narratives. 

Data Management 

The data was managed using comparable methods to those described by Kirby and 

McKenna (1989). whereby the research data is maintained in a series of files. including 

identity, tape, document, content and process files. 

There is a need to keep the identities of ail participants anonymous, partly to 

protect the individuais and partly to encourage more open and detailed accounts. A 

coding system was ernployed and al1 transcriptions and audio-tapes will be labelled 

accordingly (Le. participant 01, participant 02 etc.). These were maintained in the identity 

file. Al1 audiotapes of the interviews were maintained in the tape file. The document file 

included dl research Iiterature, and original uanscnpts of the interviews. The content file 

maintained al1 data that has been selected as core narrative and associated information 

and anaiysis that explains its identification thus. Finally, the process file held the research 

journal. This will provide additional information about each interview, including 



information regarding the setting. tirne, place, and mood. Al1 striking features of the 

interview or factors that served to alter the direction of the investigation will be logged 

and clarified. Furthemore. the journal will hold personal interpretations and perceptions 

of the data, which will be necessary when attempting to determine the validity of the 

study at a Iater stage. 

Sam~lina Issues 

The sampling strategy employed in this study. was a hybrid of chah or snowbail 

sampiing, which identified cases of interest from people who know people whose cases 

are information rich; and stratified purposehl sampling which illustrates sub groups and 

facilitates cornparisons. Two main sub groups were sought. Firstiy, those who made a 

conscious and unilateral decision to leave organisational employment to pursue 

independent working; secondly, individuals whose hand was forced somewhat by changes 

in their employment reiationship. It was thought that this division was necessary, in order 

to obtain a more balanced perception. 

The intention is to obtain seven individuals on the basis of the following critena: 

(i) They are self-employed, "on their own account." 

(ii) They have k e n  organisationally employed, and have made the transition to an 

independent status. 

(iii) They operate on a 'contract to contract' basis. 



(iv) Sub-group 1: Unavailability of traditional work, or events in organisational 

employment, such as early retirement, downsizing or outsourcing, were the stimulus for 

the individual to work in this way. 

(v) Sub-group 2: They made a conscious choice to leave vaditional employment to 

work in this way. 

(v) They c m  be described as 'knowledge workers.' 

In the proposal of this thesis. the fmt source of participants were to be members 

of a local group of independent worken. (who are known to the researcher), who operate 

and collaborate as independenu in virtual working environments. This group were to be 

used to generate a M e r  two cases, on the b a i s  of the evolving criteria For diveaity. 

additional individuais were to be sought who were unconnected with this primary group, 

to ensure that the salient themes and issues are not particular to one network of 

professionals, as they may have becorne aligned on the bais of a similarity in attitudes, 

behavion. lifestyles, religion, professions etc. Furthemore, female representation was to 

be sought. Ultimately therefore, the majority of respondenü wiil be unknown to the 

researcher, in order to increase the perceived validity of the study. 

In the event. six participants were involved, and the sample obtained closely 

rnatched the desired cnteria There is some degree of complexity in regard to the desired 

sub-groups. Namitives indicated that for several of the participants, the motivation to go 

independent was more of a composite of reasons, and did not prove to be as clear cut as 

was initially presumed. 



It is important to locate the researcher, in reference to the sample obtained. Two 

of the six individuals. participants one and three. are people that the researcher has 

worked with professionally on several occasions. The remainder of the sample were 

obtained through a 'snowball sarnpling' approach. which proved effective. 

Issues Relating to the Vaiiditv of the Study 

The ~robierns of subiectivity. 

Interpretation of narratives is by its very nature. a subjective process. The 

researcher essentially filters a l l  of the data The construction of any work always bars the 

mark of the person who created it (Reissman. 1993). Reissman (1993) suggested the need 

to locate oneself, in reference to the study, so the audience c m  take this into account 

when reviewing the conclusions and analysis. 

The author of this swdy. has worked personaiiy with two of the six participants in 

the sample. During this time it is somewhat inevitable that I have gained insights and 

developed perceptions of these different working environments. T'here is the possibility 

therefore that I have gone 'native' to some extent, pre-judging and prequalifying the 

snidy, in temis of the salient issues that have emerged through exposure to their working 

patterns over a p e n d  of time. In such a scenario. the need for 'disciplined subjectivity' 

becomes more important (Erickson. 1973 cited in Bonnan. LeCompte & Goetz, 1986). 

There will a great need for self-awareness with regard to interview structure and 

interpretation of responses. Moreover, to maintain internai validity to a greater extent, the 



imposition of meanings by the researcher will need to be checked with the participants' 

view of the 'proposed reality.' There is a need for a clear distinction between researcher 

imposed versus subject generated meanings. Furthemore, extemal reviewen will be 

needed to verifj certain conclusions and analyses. An additional procedural inclusion will 

be to record personal interpretations before beginning the research, and to maintain a 

record of personal interpretations in the journal referred to in the data management 

section. 

Pre-judgements on the study 

Before data collection. notes were taken relating to the several personal pre- 

judgements held regarding the probable outcomes of this study. Regarding the value 

component, it was assumed that the valuation of working as a life role would increase for 

the independent worker. It was thought that independent work would lead to a re- 

emergence of a me work ethic, where work would be vaiued more as an end in itself, 

rather than a means to an end. It was thought that choice and freedom would be the 

pivotal factors in this positive evaluation of working. Regarding the decision making 

component, it was assumed that this positive evaluation of the work role would result in 

an increase in the relative importance of working in relation to other life roles. It was 

further assumed that the demands of independent work would necessitate greater 

centrality in te- of time and energy investments. These two combined were expected to 

lead to increased role conflict. 



The ~roblems of re~licabilitv. 

Maintaining a high Ievel of intemal and extemai reliability in qualitative research 

is ofien dificuit. Resuits Vary from researcher to researcher. subject to subject and over 

time (Borman, LeCornpte & Goetz, 1986). Parùcularly with narrative analysis, the degree 

of control over the data is minimal (deliberately), as the intention is to allow the 

individual to define their own categories and perceptions of reality. However, the fact that 

the approach is less stnicnired does not necessarily negate any possibility of the study 

king  replicated in some form. To facilitate this, there is a need to record and justify the 

evolution of the methodoiogy. as direction changes. This will allow future researchexs in 

the area to have a better understanding of the final data and analysis. 

Furthemore, in terms of extemal validity, it is fiequently argued that qualitative 

studies essentially represent themselves. and cannot really be compared across different 

groups. However, there are few phenomenon that are studied by qualitative methods that 

are truly unique. Most will have counterparts elsewhere (Borrnan. Lecompte & Goetz 

(1986). Borrnan et al., suggest the need to develop a rational bais for coinparison of 

research sites and populations. They talk of 'nansferabi1ityT where the methods, 

categones and characteristics must be identified so explicitly that cornparisons can be 

made across groups. Also, the need for 'comparability' is mentioned. where standardised 

and non-idiosyncratic terminology should be used a fiequently as possible. 



The ~roblems of tnistwortbiness of narratives. 

Penonal narratives represent a point of view and not histoncal truth. Largely. the 

past is a selective reconstruction where experiences are related in ways, which are 

congruent with rather than undermining current identities. Subsequentiy. the researcher 

should look for trustworthiness rather than truth (Reissman, 1993). 

To attempt to determine the trustworthiness of narratives, one can look for the 

penuasiveness of the account in terms of the availability of evidence to support the story. 

Furthemore. the 'coherence' approach proposed by Agar and Hobbs (1982 cited in 

Reissman, 1993) could be hinctionai in this regard. Coherence is examined at three 

levels, global, local and themal. Global coherence refen io the overall goals the narrator 

is nyuig to achieve, such as the justification of an attitude or action. Local coherence 

refers to the coherence of different sections of the narrative, in tenns of how consistently 

different events relate to each other. Finally, themal coherence. in tenns of the 

development of narrative around key thernes. Agar and Hobbs found that frequently, the 

three different elements of coherence would offer three different perspectives on the same 

discourse, whereas at other times they are mutually reinforcing. 

in the event, attention was paid to these issues of coherence. but limited 

experience will have compromised the effectiveness of this process. The issue of 

trustworthiness was addressed m d y  through the search for consistency. Do the different 

fragments of narrative align themselves in support of each other, or are there certain 

degrees of contradiction throughout the course of the narrative? 



The key observation across aii participants in nspect of trustworthiness. was the 

apparent tendency towards a positive rationalisation of their circumstances. Independent 

work frequently presents both extremes of positive and negative experiences of working. 

It should be acknowledged that there appeared to be an over emphasis on the 

positive aspects, while the negative aspects were subjugated to a large extent. This may 

indeed be a tme reflection of their reality, but there were certain inconsistencies that 

suggested that a degree of rationalisation was apparent. 



Chapter Four 

Results 

Organisation of Results 

The background and the structure for this study were based closely on the 

conceptual definitions of work centrality, proposed by The Meaning of Work 

International Research Team (1987). For continuity, the results of this study will be 

presented within the sarne conceptual framework. 

The MOW International Research Team clearly identifies that the referent in work 

centrality research is working (paid employment) in general as opposed io working on a 

current specific job. Furthemore, the concem is with the psychological meaning of work 

to the individual. The definition of work centrality is a general belief about the 

importance of work in one's life. There are two major theoretical components of the work 

centrality constnict. The fmt  component invoives a value orientation toward working as a 

life role. The second cornponent involves a decision orientation about preferred life 

spheres. 

The focus of this study is to e x d e  the implications of portfolio based 

independent working, for work centrality. Subsequently, the results largely relate to the 

two components of the work centraiity construct. The major themes that emerged will be 

discussed bnefly, following the reporting of participants' narratives. 



The narrative of the participants will be presented individual by individual, rather 

than presenting fragments of aii the participants* narrative on a thematic basis. This is 

intended to provide a more holistic approach, maintaining some degree of continuity and 

context for the narrative of each participant. Key or core narratives from across the 

participant group were examined, and the consistencies and cornmonalties in these 

important aspects of the stones, were identified in order to develop the central themes 

m s s  dl of the narratives. Core narrative has k e n  highlighted by the bold, italicised 

text. 



Participant 1 

Overview . 

He is 50, married with one teenage son. He is currently working as an independent 

marketing and sales consultant, based out of Halifax. He works from a home office. His 

background is in world travel as a freelance tour operator and the hotel business as a 

marketing executive. The transition back to independent work happened six years ago. 

The reasons for his transition back to independent work help illuminate and 

explain his current viewpoint on his working life. He strongly felt that he was at heart an 

independent worker. The motivational factors that caused him to return to independent 

work were wholly intrinsic. He sought autonomy, conuol, freedom, and mental challenge, 

and was determined to avoid the boredom and fnistration he found in h i s  pnor 

experiences of organisational employment. 

At this juncture, he is very content with his lifestyle. He does work very long 

hours, largely to maintain sufficient cash flow to cover his monthly costs. He displays a 

reasonably high level of concem over where the next work will corne from. So although it 

was evident that he is not financially motivated, in the sense of material acquisition, the 

cash flow issue is a strong motivation for his activity. 

He exhibits a s w n g  sense of identification with his work, and he displays a 

traditional work ethic. The high level of pride in is work suggests almost a craftsman's 

ethic. He acknowledges that market realities and financial realities rnean that he has to do 

a lot of work that ideally he would not do. On the whole however, he pursues projects that 



interest him, working with people that he likes, which is the fundamental motivation for 

him to work as an independent. 

Working background. 

Researcher: The f m t  thing is if you can give me some son of background. 
a little bit of a biography in terms of your working life to date. Just a brief 
overview . 

Pm 49 years old. I have been working since 1 was 17 I guess. on and 
off. ..of that pend of time. which is what 30 odd years? 1 have worked 
freelance or self-employed for 20 of those 30 odd years and 1 have worked 
for companies for 10. 

Researcher: And what was the sequence of those? 

The fmt  couple of years were for companies although they were really 
student-type jobs. The next stretch which would be probably from the age 
of, 1 would say 20 to 32, was al1 freelance. From 32 to 42 was.. ..or there 
abouts.. . was working in companies and then back to the self-employment 
world. 

Researcher: What initiated the transition both ways when you first went 
into organisational employment and then when you went back to self- 
employment. What was the trigger for that? 

I think the trigger initially, which rnay or may not be helpful, I think the initiai 
trigger to go into an employrnent status was that the freelance work 1 was doing 
was world travel based so it was things like that.. ..and 1 was 32 years of age, 1 had 
a relationship with (his wife) that came to a point where my freelance work had 
me on the road 11 months of the year so it was a sort of make your choice, either 
continue to do the fieelance thing.. .well. it wasn't just the style of work, it was the 
work, which was world travel or corne up with a different sort of strategy 
that ..... the only reason I went into the corporate world was that at the age of 32 
coming off the road it was mission impossible to parlay that into a Canadian based 
version of that - freelance. it was my line of work which was just so unique that 
there was no such thing . . .so if 1 was to return to Canada and lead a more normal 
life pattern, in my head at least at the time, my definition meant "getung a job" 
and in those days that was still pretty much the default, it was . . . . .self-employed 



people were a very srnail percentage of the population, so 1 came back.. . .then with 
that sense that well if you're going to return to Canada and get.. .make a living, 
you have to get a job so therefore wbat job would 1 get and it was something that 
was an obvious segue for my line of business, so 1 went into the hotel business. 
The reason why 1 left it was the realisation some years later that really at heart 1 
was an independent worker. 

Core Narrative bv Theme 

Personal identification with working as a Iife role. 

P l  recognised the effects of socialization in the development of personal 

interpretations and meanings regarding work. The key referent group for his underlying 

attitudes toward work appeared to be his family, which had an entrepreneurid heritage. 

The meaning of work to an independent, selfemployed worker c m  be significantly more 

positive, than the more pervasive attitudes to work in society. 

The challenge with self-employed people I think to some degree also is not 
only themselves but their famiiies and the backgrounds of their families. 
For example, is it, can it be easier for the sons and daughters of the self- 
employed people who get married to iive that life, no question ... 1 dont 
think there's a question about that. I think theu culture, their famüy 
cuhre has shown them the options, has shown them thaî work is a rich. 
safishing. ..... or can be a rkh, safisfuing love affaù and not a 
depressing, ugonising prison. 

Researcher: Does your family .....any body in your family k e n  involved 
with self-employrnent? 

Yeah, both of my grandfathem were merchan&, were self-employed and 
I got some seme of self-employment from them What I got from both 
of them was a tremendous sense of what the entrepreneur has a 
duty .... to not just make money, but a duty to make some sort of a decent 
contribution to the community. M y  father was an employee ali his Iife 



and my mother came from a family that was reasonably we1l off so she 
never worked, she didn't have a background in that, but l jurt think 3's 
more a question of one's nature, or at feast it is in rny case, I just know 
a f t r  30 years of work thut the natute of being in confrol of my own 
work however the subject of thut might be, is cririfally ulrportkznt. 

This latter reference to the need for controi permeated and in many ways 

underpinned P 1's attitudes toward working as a life role. 

Control element can develov increased identification with work. 

Although the independent worker must operate to a large extent within the 

market boundaries, the key thing is that the independent, project based worker, at 

least has the opportunity and flexibility to try and gravitate toward work that is 

preferred and away from that which is not. PI proposes that this is very unlikely in 

traditional jobs. A key factor identified is the temporal boundary around projects, 

which c m  make work direction more malleable on an ongoing basis. 

Yeah. given the eücums~nces which are the bills have to be paM, and you live 
in Halifax, not in New York.. . . ..there are certain sorts of realities that you musr 
face, but the other thing is that if you're lucky you have the opportunity to 
incrementalise yourself or steer yourseifin the right direction. For example, the 
self-employed p e m n  is only ever doïng projects. So a project has a st<Yt und an 
end If you hated it, you don't do 1 again. If you love it, you c m  steer your way 
t o w d  more of those projects. Thatfldüity LF ofen reduced or even missing 
for most people who are imprisoned by jobs i f  you want to think about it from 
that point of view. There are lots of jobs that are nch and rewarding, but many of 
them are repetitive and boring, and those folks when they get trapped by benefits 
r e d y  suffer. 



It was clear that Pi saw independent work as having a much greater potential to 

satisfy his salient needs, as opposed to more traditional organisational jobs. A degree of 

confusion emerged relating to attitudes toward a specific job and toward jobs in general. 

It developed that it was not so much the traditional job that he found boring. In fact, his 

first job he found interesting, mainly because it was a 'big picture' job, with a higher 

degree of autonomy. He indicates a higher level of identification with this job. a s  it was 

more congruent with his salient needs. His subsequent jobs did not meet his personal 

working needs, identified as autonomy and an opportunity to make a clear contribution. 

It was bonng because the hoiel based work which eventually drove me out of the 
business, was initially boring because I went from a corporate big piehue job 
whieh Ifound quite interesting, quite exciting, which was (Hotel Corporation) 
where 1 was responsible for al1 sales from Canada to the international network. 
primarily resorts, so 1 was selling conventions, 1 was selling major customen who 
instead of. ... 1 would influence them to take their convention to a (Hotel 
Corporation) resort in Fiorida or Mexico, or wherever as opposed to buying from 
the (Hotel Corporation) rep who would send them to their resort in 
Honolulu.. . . . .so that's the competitive environment that 1 very much liked, but I 
liked it because it was a working environment which pleased me, I was 
absolutely my own boss, headquarters was in (US city), nobody ever came to 
visit.. . . . .Now what happened, they closed that office, 1 moved into operations 
because that was the direction 1 had to go, so 1 went from that world to working in 
a hotel as the Duector of Marketing of a hotel with the boss on site k i n g  a 
general manager and 1 worked in that building. So  here's a person who's spent the 
early part of their life travelling around the world, every day new city, new 
hotel.. . .. blah, blah, blah.. . .then coming back to deal with the large expensive 
issues of major conventions on the move to ali sorts of different, exciting 
destinations and now we're positioning this person in an airport hotel where you 
work six days a week and you go to your office and you go to meetings and talk 
about the butter patties and the garbage compactor and that sort of operational 
challenges which are the real Iife of the hotel business, and I had zero interest in 
that. Zero - king confined to a building, so 1 would never have made it as a 
teacher ....... so that helped me understand that 1 really wasn't ...... (Hotel 
Corporation) was a fabulous company with tremendous benefits, tremendous 
training, much of which 1 took in rny eight years with them, but at the end of the 
day 1 was chased out of the company because l just hated operafions and I 



wanted to get back into something thut was more global in perspective. So 1 left 
(Hotel Corporation), came to this smaller, less bureaucratie hotel company in 
Halifax and then eventually left that, went back into private work because 1 really 
didn't feel 1 was making any contributions in that business. I was muking a huge 
amount of money but I was making no impact on the business. 1 was not 
growing the company, which was what 1 felt 1 needed to do there and the reason 
was the owner of the company did not at the end of the day want to grow the 
company, so I smd "well, I'rn not making a contribution, I'rn wasting your 
money, I'rn bored, so I'rn leaving ''- 

P l  believes his preference for freelance work is a fundamental personality issue. 

This personality element was interpreted in ternis of salient needs. For P l ,  monetary 

reward is not as significant a factor as the need to avoid boredom in work. Therefore it 

would appear that in P 1's work, intrinsic need satisfaction takes precedence over extrinsic 

need satisfaction. This personality component re-occurred through the body of the 

interview. 

1 don't think it was just the first crack at it, I think it w m  more of a personality 
style thing. One pattern which has emerged late in my working life is that I'm 
much more .... this has only recentiy occurred to me as I've probably said to you 
before, I'm much more fnghtened of boredom than I am of not having 
money.. .And that's the son of thing that needs literally decades of data before you 
can reach these conclusions, and that's absolutely tme. I die literully ijV'm bored. 
And you can pay me double, inple, quadruple the amount of money thaf Z 
d e ,  and I wauld stüL die. . . 

It emerges again, that control is Pl 's  saiient need in his working life. He has a 

fundamentai need to be able to control the nature of his work. The fact that he is able to 

achieve that control through independent work provides him with a better feeling about 

his work. This would appear to be as much a negative reaction to organisationai 

experience, as a positive experience in independent work. He does acknowledge however 

that he may not appear to have control over his work at ail, but he feels it himself. A key 



observation here is that he seems to have a very strong identification with the way of 

working as well as the content of the work. 

So therefore independent work may or may not show us that.. . the people 
who do it.. . . . . maybe they're more self-confident, maybe they're more 
realisü, maybe they're not at dl. maybe it's by accident that they do 
it . . . . . .maybe they just have a better feeling when they 're workuig on 
theu own, but I'll tell you that I'm much, much happier workhg a 100 
hours a week in rny Little office here where I feel some.. . . . . I feel that I'm 
going to no meetings that Z don't chose to go to, I am wasting nobody's 
time and nobody's wasfing mine. I'm either being paid to do the work or 
attend the meetings or I am choosing tu do the work and attend the 
meetings because I chose to do it. 

Researcher: So it sounds like choice and control are.. . . . . . 

It's entirely that in my view and it's, once again, it's the subject of your 
other world because if you've actually analysed my life, an objective 
analyst could Say th& is completely irrational cause that's not how iî's 
playing out, but that doesn P rnatter to me because that's ... 1 feel that I 
have more control. 

SO I'm much more interested in. ..I'm motivated by idem, I'm motivated 
by m y  in a self-employed envuonment to explore ideas, to work 
on them, to make my own decisions about where I spend my time or 
don't and pay the consequences myself in tems of how it affects my 
Urcome. 

The perception of control continually re-emerged as a pivotai factor in his 

perceptions of work. There was an issue of subjective venus objective perceptions of 

how much control P l  actuaily has. Pl has choices and exercises those choices and the 

inherent flexibility of his working style. Conversely, independent work is by its veiy 

nature difficult and unpredictable, and therefore difficult to control. 



Now, I can do that and I can decide on a ïïiursday morning at 10:00 to go and 
meet sornebdy on that sub~ect because I controI my world in some way. So it's 
a little bit petverne, a's a Little bit unrealistic, a's nzussively subjective, this 
whole concept of me controlling my world. .. I think I 'm controlling my world 
because I ultirnately have the ubility to say yes or no tu any of bis. .. other 
observers l o o h g  in would say here's a guy who 5 workfng himserfto death, not 
making anything Like as much money as he could do if he lived in New York and 
worked for a Company. And probably both are true, but Pm just happier doing this. 

The d e m e  of control and choice is mediated bv financial realities. 

The researcher probed to deterrnine the extent to which Pl  was in reaiity. able to 

dictate the type of work he wanted to do and how he did i t  This would imply that an 

opportunity exists to pursue self-actualising work on an ongoing basis. P 1 acknowledged 

certain realities meant that he must 'follow the market' to a large extent. In his 'personal 

mission' Pl  places large emphasis on the desire to work with people he likes. which 

further suggests the desire to utilise the inherent control and flexibility of independent 

work, to create a very personal work environment. 

1 think you're right.. . it 's a little bit like the artrst who says well I would 
really rather do jïne china but the only thing the mutket wdl pay me for 
is thk crude, crappy purcelain stuff that I whip up and I think that a lot 
of that is true, but 1 also îhink that we're al1 big people and 1 think that we 
make choices in life.. ..so Fm not going to blame anybody that I happen to 
live in Halifax and that I happen to make less money than I could in 
Toronto and dl that kind of thing.. ..so that I'm doing.. . .I'm forced to do 
crappy little assignments when rny tme and appropriate role in life is to be 
in New York, or Toronto and making triple the income and dealing with 
quality people. . . .I don't look at it that way. I think that my lale misswn, 
persuttu1 mission, U can I do work tliat I'm proud of with people I like to 
work willr? And it's as simple as that. ..and as long as I can do that, get 
sutisf~cfion out of the work and enjoy the people I'm working wilh, boy 
th& is, when you think about il, at the oulside maybe 10% of the 
population hm that luxwy. 



It becarne apparent that even when the market weakens the degree of real control. 

in ternis of work direction and content, the perception of conml and the perception of 

At least back in the independent working 1 cm.. .X'l. do some prem 
cmmmy projecîs but they'll be pmjecîs that p e r s o d y  is 
talAing to sontebody and agreeing to do and my sigmîure goes on L Xt 
isn't becaure a Company sent me to do iL, it's becuuse I made the 
decision But there's also an opportunit. to do some projects which are 
more inspiring and more helpful and make a contribution to the world 
instead of just either sitting in idle with your brain dead and collecting a 
pay cheque or doing a whole lot of work that's rneaningless. So I think 
really that was a fundamental part of my departure from corporate life. 
which is Pm sick and tired of doing work which is negative. hostile 
towards others, and not helpful. Can we fuld a way to stül maRe grocery 
muney and do something thut's more heipful - the assumption t yes, su 
let's get on wah ü. And I've been very happy with that shijL 

The mtential alienation of organisational emplovment. 

Regarding the transition to independent work again. P l  found it somewhat 

difficult fmancially. To establish yourself as an independent worker takes Ume. and this 

has to happen without the regular income that is a constant in organisational employrnent. 

For this reason, he sees the transition as more difficult later in life when you have well 

established financial responsibilities, and a certain standard of living. He believes 

traditional jobs can lead to a suppression of salient intrinsic needs, and lead to increased 

focus on economic needs, ailowing these to dominate. Subsequently. it can be assumed 

that identification witb work would dechne in th is  environment. The need for control and 



confidence, were seen as key personality characteristics that may determine who makes 

the transition. 

It was rocky because by one obvious fact is that when you are Young. have no 
dependents and no more mortgages, no car payments, it's very much easier to be 
an independent worker. It's a given that if you transition from corporate life to 
pnvate practice late in life, you need a minimum of three months of income sitting 
in the bank and how many people in this credit expanded world nowadays actually 
have three rnonths of money sitting in savings? A. And B, how many of those 
people who actuaily have that would use that to prime a pump of self- 
employment? Very few. So that's why I think vev  few people transirion even 
those who are perhps at heurt an independent worker, transirion back to 
independnt life, idependent work life, uaftr they have been hooked by a 
system which provides bene& and some sMiliîy because they use that to 
Ieverage up the credït and bigger houses, bigger con, blah, blair. blah ..... and 
ajter you've been at th& for even four or five years, wow! When you face the 
realiry that going independent rnny be uppedling but il iS the desttuction of aU 
thut .....at heart that's what it means. I think what that means is that most people 
who might have interest in self-ernployrnent Say o.k. on balance I'm just not 
prepared to make that shi fi..... I think it has to do wïth chareter, personality, 
whatever.. .. . where you reallj do firndamen&lly have the sense thut both you 
need to be in control, and you are in control, you know enough to know what 
you are capable or not capable of. ...y ou know basicaüy, intuirively where you 
Jif h the marketplace. you have confidnce tu know that you can keep making 
money. 

Much comment had been passed and adjectives used in reference to jobs, largely 

in a negative association. It becarne clear, that it wasn't an objection to jobs in 

themselves, but rather an objection to the form 'work' takes on in many job scenarïos. It 

would appear that Pl firmly believes that the vast majority of jobs could not satisQ his 

salient needs. This again can be linked to the need for ownership and control. over the 

nature and meaning of the work role. If this control cm be effectively exercised, the 

cognitive consistency between the work role and self can be maximised, and the level of 

identification with working will be increased. 



hterestingly, Pl indicated that he would be very willing to accept a job in the 

future, should it hold many of the control and autonomy characteristics of independent 

work. 

I woirld. ... I've ofen thought about that, and I have to suggest that I 
don 't have a negative prejdice towanls jobs. I have a negative 
prgudice towards boredom and I have a negative prejudice towardr 
making no contribution.. . . . ... Making a diffeence, making something 
valuable, dohg some valuable work In other words, what 1 could not do, 
couldn't live with, is king  paid $100,000 a year to be a bus conductor 
because 1 would immediately sit there and Say this is not right. I may not 
have many brains, but I have more brains than is required to do the bus 
conductor job and 1 don't care if it's absolutely acceptable and Pve got 
more money than 1 wouid ever need, this is not right. So I can't go 
through live unless I feel that I'm noRing o conhaution, pushihg 
something, dohg something of value, and from a fun point of view, 
working with people who I enjoy working witl, so that's the mission. 
Can we have fun with people we like and can we do valuable work? Cm 
we get up each day and say I really think that the current project is worth 
doing? That 1 would be quite prepared to accept in a job format, but it 
would be more Iikely a job which somebody said look 1 have a specific 
mission, it's a two year mission.. .jeu mcry be the guy for the job, do you 
want to do it for two years and here ' a sturt and here's and end and thù 
is the specijk mission, . .. it would Iead me to ask ali the questions 1 think 
that you usually see in these movies where there's a military operation. rd 
Say give me a lot of detail around what you want done, give me a lot of 
detail around the budget and how many resources I can have to get it done, 
do I have complete freedom to get the team together thut I want to get it 
done.. . ..those sorts of questions and then sure I could see taking on.. . . 

Researcher: You'd accept the job in a sort of self-employed format? 

Exactly. But ifit is in the context of the us& which is corne and woste 
4046 of your life on polîtiès, go to a lot of meaningless meetings where 
you're offerhg nothing and the process is getting nothùtg fiom you, 
then the answer is no, no. 
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Greater identification with work can relate to a more positive affective response. 

P l  clearly has a strong positive affective response toward working as an 

independent. The reasons that he cites for leaving organisational employment are based 

on the failure of his jobs tu satisw his saiient needs, while having an awareness of the 

potential of independent work to satisS those salient needs. Control has emerged as a 

central need, as have the closely related needs of autonomy and freedom. 

His experiences of organisational work had left him with a negative affective 

association, while his previous experience of freelance work had lefi him with a very 

positive affective association. 

so I came back.. . then with that sense that well if you're going to retum to 
Canada and get. . make a Iiving, you have to get a job so therefore what 
job would 1 get and it was something that was an obvious segue for my 
line of business, so 1 went into the hotel business. m e  reason why I left it 
was the realisution some years luter t h t  really at h e a ~  I wus an 
independent worker, thai's what I really love to do, I loved the freedom, 
I loved the mental sîùnulation, Z loved the sense of control I had 
over .... although it's pure perception, because in practical objective ternis 
you have less control, but anyways, but the percepikm war that I would 
have more control over doùrg things or Unagining that I,would do things 
that I wanted to do ~rs opposed to things that I was told to do, or 
somebody eke would d e  me do. 

PI clearly highlights how the ability of independent work to satis@ his sdient 

intrinsic needs, greatly outweighs the importance of the more predictable and more 

substantial financial rewards that can perhaps be gained through traditional employment. 

It becomes clear that financial reward does not stimulate any degree of emotional 



involvement for P l .  The degree of emotional investment in his work is denved from 

other more 'intemal' factors, including Freedom and autonomy. 

My old boss at (Hotel Corporation), for example, who is rich by virtue of 
k i n g  with the company 20t years, doing well, investing well, he's got 
millions literally, he keeps telling me how much he envies me .... .the 
freedom, independence, and the abüïty tu say I don't want to do that 
project, or I'm out of town, or I'm going to go to nty cotüzge for a month 
and whohrot. What does it mean to him? What it means to him is that he 
is at heart an entrepreneurid spirit but he got trapped by a company with a 
benefit scheme that was so rich that he couldn't Say no to it, so in his state 
of mind he's an entrepreneur at heart that spent his entire working life 
selling out to the company for money. That result, Ifm sitturg here 
womed about next month's forecast in t e m  of where will my money 
be, but ifyou ask me in my heatt am I happy, I'm blissfuI1y happy. 
Here's a guy who just grïnds h k  teeth every night, hefs got miüions in 
the bank but he gn*nds his teeth b e c m e  he's depressed that he sold 
himself tu the company and so he's got tons of money and of course he 
buys al1 kinds of cars, and boats ... he's got tons of stuff, but he keeps 
telling me that he envies me with my pipsqueak little office and my two 
twelve-year old cars, sorry two thirteen-year old cars. 

It emerged that Pl highly values the satisfaction that comes from earning the 

money to get by, to pay bills and buy food. There is a clear and persona1 connection 

between work and the outcorne, and this again is strongly linked to the issue of control- 

1 think it depends on one's attitude.. . 1 think that there are people who would be.. . 
there's no question in fact that perhaps even the majonty of people would listen to 
what 1 just said and Say well 1 have a totally different view of life. 1 would rather 
be the harried executive who made $75,000 a year and even worked the 
occasional weekend day, now that 1 have the money, that 1 would never do that, 
ever. And 1 would never worry about benefits or pension because that al1 comes 
dong with it. 1 do this and 1 have no pension and no benefits - zero. Everything 1 
pay for, every benefit 1 pay for has to corne out of the money 1 find in the market. 
So  I think that a lot of folks, maybe the majority, would Say 1 have a different 
view, I would rather up front seU myself in bulk, get a bulk wage which 1 think is 
consistent, get benefits which 1 think are consistent, and put up with the agrws 



that came dong with that. Pm the opposite personality, I just don't. .. .I think my 
subjective opinion of that is that is just something 1 want to do. I would rather do 
thut., I would rather have no benefit, I would rather be 100% responsible for 
me and my family and have the seme of satisfaction that comes fiom thut,from 
being however perverse& a muy k the case in control of my Iife su that I feel 
some.... I feel the satisfaction of gening through, I feel the satisfmtion of 
aciually paying the lighl bill and putthg food on the table. I ako feel the terror 
that cornes when that ntay not be working, but that's the stirnuhni in üfe that I 
need and the alternative which is perhaps the majority of you is just to me, a slow 
death. There's no question, I think that I'm in the vast minonty in te- of current 
hem in history. 

Behavioural indicators of involvement. 

Narratives have clearly indicated the high degree of involvement and 

identification P l  has with his work. As a result, it is perhaps unsurpnsing that work 

related content is salient in his cognitive processes. With the psychological 'spillover' 

into other spheres, it becomes difficult therefore to separate out work and non-work time. 

when you're an entrepreneur and a selfemployed person you really 
never do switch ït off, it 's like the fumer. You 're driving from here to 
Onuvio in yow car and you're thinking you know those nine projects 
and you're moving them around in your mind If that happened, this 
one would move that up and you're driuing along the r o d  and this is 
whaî's going through your head. .. If you're a good employee wilh a 
well-balanced work and leîsure scheme, that doesn 't happen, but it does 
if you're selfemployed and 1 think in some measure, again, it comes back 
to are you cut out for that life or not? Are you a famer by nahve or are 
you not? I am a farmer by nature even when I'm al leisure I'm 
constantly fascinated with the business opportwüies and if Pm drinking 
beer with my cousin in (town), Ontario in the garden, I'm saying now 
(narne), what's happening in business, what's working, what's not working, 
what are the opportunities. And he says, you know there's a big 
opportunity for a tourism development program in (town) and we're 
missing the boat and 1 will immediately attack that.. .what would that be? 



And I find it a fascinating, endless puzzle su I'm never off duo in thut 
regard. 

Long term commitment to working; in the indewndent realm. 

Tellingiy, although Pl talks of a high level of engagement and satisfaction from 

his work, there are many elements of his day to day work that would be dropped, given 

the financial freedom to do that. This suggests that work for him is a constantly changing 

mix of work as an end in and of itself, and work as a means to an end. Conunitment to 

working as a life role is therefore heavily dependent on the nature and meaning of the 

work available. There is perhaps a greater long-term commitment to intrinsically 

satisfjmg work, than to more instrumental activity. 

There wouldn't be any more of the borderline stuff, if would just be 
another routine, wurkshop or another routine marketing, pplanning 
exercise. And as I've said to I keep getting pulled back into these 
marketing planning things, as I've said to the truth of the matter 
i& th& my life tu marketing U the same as the life of a plumber to 
plumbing. It 's my trade, I've done it for a long tirne and it bores the shit 
out of me, il reaUy dues. 

Once the financial necessity of working is taken out of the equation. Pl's 

conviction to continue working is a testament to a strong work ethic, or at least a 

determination to provide a contribution and avoid boredom. Retirement Erom an 

organisational job is something that is commonly met with eager anticipation. This can be 

seen largely in terms of the disconnection between the individual and the personal 

meaning of their labour. 



So if somebody gave me a million dollars or enough money that I would 
not have, or Bill's model, which 1 think is a good one, which is that can 
you find a way as an entrepreneurid activity and hopefuily someday 
(company name) will be this, that you will get dividends equal to $5,000 a 
month before you get out of bed in the morning. And that's a.. . ..I reaily 
believe that at this stage in life, that is a major threshold. But I would still 
wonR and w h d  would I be doing? I'd probably. .. the mir would 
probably shifr ..... l'd probably be doing a lot more widh every it as much 
passwn and every bit as much fascinath and every bit as much 
determination 2 would be doing project work but suddenly a lot less of it 
would Le paying me. Z'd be workhg with our new issue of youth ut risk 
at a macro level world-wide and that's a fmcinating challenge. It's a 
fascinating problem. Can you make a connibution? Who knows, but 
let's get into il. With al1 of the things that were done in the past and never 
really had the time to do properly like (name) and 1 invented that not soup 
kitchen thing, but the van that goes around, the bus rhat goes around town 
and collects appropriate food from hotels to recycle to soup kitchens. But 
we saw in Our work that there was a huge amount of food that the Health 
Department was forcing hotels to throw in the garbage so we said let's get 
a group together and figure out how to stop that. Some of it is edible and 
there are people who need it - let's figure out how to do that. 1 think there 
would be a lot more of that stuff that 1 would be doing and the tmth of the 
matter is if somebody gave me a full time income, 1 might still be working 
75 hours a week. 1 don't know. 

Personal interpretation of the relative imriortance of work. 

PI had dernonstrated a high degree of involvement and identification with 

his work. To attempt to ascertain the relative importance of his work, the use of 

Dubin's term 'central life interest' was employed. It is apparent that how people 

position their work, engages a lot of normative influences. A healthy work ethic is 

regarded as a positive attribute in society, however there appearj to be a degree of 

social disapproval attached to excessive work centrality. Moreover, the phrase 

'centrai life interest' evokes a perception of the highest priority. This may be tme 



for many in terms of time and energy investrnents on a day to day basis, but it may 

not be m e  in terms of value structures, with regards to family and other life roles. 

Researcher: Would you Say that work is your central life interest? 

Oh no.. .god no. I think.. ..that 's a little bit unkind.. . .(associate) says the 
sarne thing and when 1 went to Sweden I think 1 proved this to myseif, to 
my great gratification.. ..thai 1 am not as much of a workaholic as either 
(associate 1) or (associate 2). Because (associate 1) and (associate 
2). . ..we were ail living in house over there cause we had no 
money so of course had sensitively offered since he was in the 
Caymans, so we ail gleefully took his house. And there we were. And 
these two idiots immediately laptops up.. . endlessly al1 weekend long and 
Pm sitting reading a car magazine and 1 said 1 proved it, 1 proved it, 1 can 
switch off. 

Positioning of work can change over time. 

In terms of his working history, Pl left his freelance work to pursue more 

traditional employment. He came to a point in his life, that personal needs were given a 

greater pnority than his work. Work was positioned to fit with more salient needs at that 

point in time. 

1 think the trigger initially, which may or rnay not be helpful. 1 think the initial 
trigger to go into an employment status was that the fieelance work 1 was doing 
was world travel based so it was things Like that ..... and I was 32 years of age, I 
had a relatiortship with (his wife) that came to n point where my fieelance work 
had me on the roud I I  rnonths of the year so it wm a sort of make your choice, 
either continue to do the fieelance thing.. ..well, it wmn 't just the style of work 
it was the work, which was world travel or corne up with a different sort of 
straiegy that.. ... the only reason 1 went into the corporate world was that at the age 
of 32 coming off the road it was mission impossible to parlay that into a Canadian 
based version of that - freelance, it was my line of work which was just so unique 
that there was no such thing ... so if 1 was to re tm to Canada and lead a more 
normal üfe pattern, in my head ut least at the time, my definition meant 
'&e#Urg a job" and in those days that was still prem much the default. 



The abilitv to position work rather than k i n g  wsitioned bv it. 

P l  told a story that highlighted the way in which flexibility and choice can be 

utilised in the working life of the independent. His working style means that time and the 

allocation of that time becomes more fluid. It would appear that he could position his 

work. rather than him k ing  positioned by it, as would occur in a standard job setting. The 

independent is able to use the more fluid time space to extend the period over which work 

is present, which can create windows of opportunity for other life roles on a consistent 

basis. What ernerged was that although the opportunity does exist to take advantage of 

this flexibility, the significant time demands of the independent work role can limit the 

extent to which this opportunity can be exercised. 

Oh it rnanifests itself in this way. In my world 1 have about.. ..mostly a 48 
to 72 hour time whiclr means that everything beyond that is fluid 
pre#y much, unless 1 have major projects with patterns laying down an 
event. Which allows you to imagine a certain flexibility in that time 
beyond 72 hours. Wifhin 72 hours ü's generally a juggling maich. .. but 1 
remember nght back to when 1 was 21 and 1 was riding around a sail boat 
on a Tuesday afternoon in Toronto on Lake Ontario with an actor fiiend of 
mine. . 1 was a fieelance tour escort, I was doing that . . .so 1 would work, 1 
would go 70-80 days on the road and 1 would corne home and 1 would 
arrive in Toronto in the middle of July or something and 1 would have 
three weeks off and 1 would go sailing for three weeks.. ...und 1 remember 
riding on a Tuesday afemoon wilh this actor fiend of mine saying 
there is no amount of money in the world that could ever replace my 
&il@ to spontaneowly go sailing wirh you on a Tuesday uflemoon 
when everybody else, nuury people with muny, many, many times more 
money than I will ever have in my life, who absolutely m u t  be in theù 
tltree-piece suit in their orne  th3  Tuesday afemoon und Z am sailhg 
because I chose to do th&. There's no amount of money that will ever, 
ever replace that and 1 was 2 1 when 1 thought that and 1 still think it today. 



Researcher: Do you still take advantage of that now? 

Well, a specific way w o d d  be 1 know because of my work patterns. state 
of mind that 1 do my best ...p robably my best thinking and analysis and 
writing work between 6:00 am. and 1O:OO. and 1 can often do a double in 
that. In other words in that four hour patch 1 can do as much work as in 
any other time of the day it would take me eight hours to do. So I will get 
up out of bed, get a cup of tea, come back here, flip on my cornputer and 1 
will start writing at six. And I will go straight through until 10:OO non 
stop and taking advantage of that, what 1 know is my own best 
performance period. Then what happens usually after 10:OO what happens 
is the day overcornes you. The business presses in on you. e-mails, 
telephone calls, people on leads, callbacks ... so you lose control of your 
day. Then it's a sunny day and my wife says to you want to play tennis this 
afiemoon and 1 Say yeah let's go and play tennis. So 1 will go ... or go to 
the pool at 2:00, Lie in the Sun, read a novel for half an how, go for a 
couple of links, play an hour and a half of tennis, come back. put 
something on the barbecue, come back to my office at 8:ûû and work until 
midnight or 1:OO.. ..but Z would rather lmde the impuLFive &sk 
management and swim und Tuesdoy afremoon saü, for workïng 6 hours 
on n Satuduy. In other wonLF Z consttuct my work patterns precisely 
the way 1 consbuct it. The typical ... you'll appreciate this ... the typical 
old English working pattern of at 6:03 the alarm clock rings, 6:2 1 1 get out 
of the shower. have my slurp of tea as 1 go out the door to catch the 6:38 
so that I can be in my position, punch my time clock at 7: 13 so that I cm. .  . 
you know, that son of thing. Which 1 would really die at. 

Potential for m a t e r  integration of life roles. 

An excellent metaphor was put forward by P l ,  that of a farmer. That there is 

always work that needs doing, but equally there are always littie opportunities dunng the 

day to relax, or fuifil other roies. Independent working for Pl,  allows a greater decision 

and choice component, and there appears to be a greater integration of different roles. He 

identifies how he c m  integrate fragments of work, family and leisure throughout the day. 



No. 1 dont take traditionai vacations and 1 don't think.. . 1 don't know many 
independent worken or enmpreneurs that do...-ifs more, the best 
metaphor I can t h k  of is the fmmer metaphor. Which is thut therot 
ahvays wurk tu do, seven dàys a week and there's afways liltle 
opportunities for relaxafion d i . .  thut work environment. This whole 
notion thd  hunutn be- segment work and recreutïon and dmw this 
massive, this curfain crashes down between the two so that we work 
work, work, so thut we can r e k  and then over here we can't think of 
working, just relux, r e h ,  relax 1 mean that's basicaily a constmct of the 
last 100 years of human Life.. . . . . But, so the way 1 work is that Pl1 go away 
to my cottage, or to my island in the for a month or six weeks, take 
ail my computer equipment with me. within three hours of anival 1 have 
rny whole electronic offtce set up. a cal1 cornes in from Toronto. nine 
hours after arrivai 1 get in my car and drive to Toronto to a business 
meeting, come back, fly to Calgary for three days, corne back on rny 
computer doing a project from the Island, working. working, working. . . 
and this surnmer was an example. I was therefive weeks and never had a 
&y o n i n  the îrudirional sense, but ..... somebody says o.R, you have an 
island on a Iake in @lace) and you work ail day or whutever the heck 
you do, you get up at 6:00 and you do your e - m i l  and you do th& and 
you do that, and you go for a swim at 8:00, s w h  a quarter of a mile and 
you come bu& and at lunch you have a bowl of soup and you go for a 
paddle, then you come back and Iate in the afternoon you go for another 
s w h  and sir on the dock and have a c o c M  with your family. lïtis is a 
bad pictute? So I'm enormously lucky in that regard I think. but again 
I'm choosing to consttuct my work ami my working lqe mcording to my 
definition of it and again, far rather do that and ride around in a 13 year 
old Toyota than have mountains of money, mountains of electronic toys 
and be sitting in my Lexus with two ceIl phones in trafic in Toronto, buy- 
sell, buy-sell, buy-sell.. ... no.. .Not my idea of a good time. 

The nature of wrdolio working. 

P 1 provided a very clear representation of the dificulties and challenges of a more 

portfolio based working life. Economic factors dictate that he must maintain several 

projects concurrently, and it becomes apparent why significant cognitive investments are 

necessary to work successfully in this way. 



Researcher: You mentioned eariier on about workuig for you and the 
department of work king somewhat of a juggling process.. .cm you talk a 
little bit more about that in terms of what you actually find yourself 
juggling? 

Well. 1 suppose the one analogy is the lawyer analogy. Because a lawyer is 
basically a consultant. We al l  have these examples of the lawyer who is 
working on three or six or 13 files simultaneously. The law fm is quite 
encouraged to have the lawyer working on 13 instead of three. The more 
files you work on simultaneously, the more disjointed your thoughts. the 
more whipshod you feel about things because you can't really get below 
the surface on any one thing unless you have conveniently organised 
things to Say Tm going to take this 48 hours and only work on Mrs. Smith's 
case and then Pm going to move to Mr. Jones' case and then I'm going to 
move to this case over hem. And that never happens. What happens is 
two things One is all three of those cases have to be thought &out 
sùnultaneot~sly and then thefirm wants you ?O work on ten others on top 
of thut, so thut's the basic environment in whkh you're workurg. So for 
example, uü those fües have either hds that require a lbt of thinhg,  a 
lot of worR, a lot of perhaps propos& or perhaps follow-up or they are 
projects whkh are doing this on you constantiy, the client is saying I 
need this. ..Z absoZuteiy need this 12-how piece of yow hide and I need 
it witlrin 48 hours .... oops sony miscued. And the next guy in line who 
said that was really not, didn't really need it. So this is completely off-line 
now. OK so you've got ready for an extensive 1Zhour mn, pushed 
everythuig off the table and now oops you've got the 12 hours back, ok. 
what are we going to do with the 12 hours, are we going to get in aU the 
huge massive amount of ginking and manngement thut that reguires 
and a's been sitting there just idling for weeks, saying I'm rtuggulg you, 
Z'mnaggingyou, Z'm naggingyou .....y ou'renotdoingthk So you say 
right ï've got 12 hours back Pm going to dig into and you pull this 
out and you spread it al1 around your office at 6:00 some morning and by 
9:30 that morninp you think you've got a handle on this thing, this piece. 
you know I've got 37 leads and 1 thuik I've organised them into As. Bs, and 
Cs. according to where the money is. you've got this whole data base thing 
and 1 think I've reacquainted myself with that and of course, it takes you 2- 
3 hours to dig down into the fde and get yourself reacquainted and then. al1 
change. So you were getthg ready for a really big rïch day. to really move 
this sniff forward, bang blew it a l l  up because a phone cail arrives and a 
client who had something idling in the background says there's a big panic 
on at the agency or the this and the that, we absolutely have to get this 
done. we have to get it dooe today. Oh. o.k. what do you need? 1 need 
you to be at the office at 1 1:ûû so we cm go through this thing. and what's 
that going to take, it's going to take an hour so you know it's going to take 
two and then that creates more action plans and so on and so forth. So 



you've in effect in that situation you may have wasted the three hours of 
planning because that goes into stall mode and now it Loses value within 
24 or 48 hours so that just sort of blows things to the bottom again.. .and it 
just sits there idling again till it cm be rejuvenated and 1 don't think that 
that's any different frankly than the lawyer example. That's the typical 
management consulting mode1 where you could easily Say you know a fur 
better way of livihg wouLI be to only ever have threefües at any one time 
thut you were wonRUlg o n  Absolutely il wouId be a better way of living, 
but if you have a $7,000 monthiy overheud and three @es over time 
would epate  to $3,000 a month, you're short a huge amount of rnoney 
so you 've got to stuff il and maybe it's 13 open files ut any one time that 
nets you at the end of the &y the $7,000 that you need to keep going. 

The necessitv for a craftsman's work ethic. 

Independent work for Pl  necessitated a strong work ethic. Work produced was 

very personal, and therefore quality and pride in one's work are viewed as paramount. 

This attitude is reflected in significant investments of time and energy to ensure good 

work. In many ways, the reputation of the independent is the key to success in this way of 

Researcher: Would you Say you have a traditional work ethic? 

Oh very much so, very much so. Why did I get up at 5 3 0  this rnorning 
and spend hours fussing over a report, which I was not paid to do. I 
was p d  for the contract a month ago, the client has corne ba& needed 
help. Why am I spending. ..I spent two &lys this week and moved al2 
b W l e  work off my &Me to do that, why? Because I thhk  that at the 
end of the &y all you've got is your reputation und your own seme of 
what is your threshold for quality? For the q d i t y  of your personal 
work Zs i l  high, is is b w ,  do you cate at an? I f  you don't, then there 
could be a circumstance where a lot of money fails out of the sky on you, 
but even at that, what's the satisfaction level. So I have a high.. . very stiff 
work ethk The good news is thut I am the only victim of those 
demands. So that meam tliat mg quality standard means that I have to 
spend my entire weekend dohg sornething right as opposed to 
submilting something that is rubbish, then I am the only one, and 



perhops my fumily, who wül suffer from that decision. So Pm not 
irnposing that on employees or others, Fm not beating them up, Pm only 
beating myself up. But also 1 think that if you're going to be self- 
employed, and rrn a marketing consultant, so 1 have a clear sense of this, 
that anyone who is self-employed their work is their marketing. It's that 
simple. If their work is good, if it's high quality. if it relentlessly searches 
for a way to do it better, then they will always have work. 

To add some context with regard to P 1's work ethic, the researcher asked 

about how organisational employment had affected his attitudes toward the 

personai importance of his work. That personal connection between the individual 

and the outcomes of their Iabour is often weakened in a job environment. 

I think it has, but I'm ..... thut's a telling thought actually, because I 
actually find organisafional lij'e to be de-motivaling with reference to the 
qualîty ofL.1 found it to be de-motivating wilh reference to the quality 
of my work Because whut were the signuk or irnpressium? Do it right 
or do it wrong? Doesn't matter much. The standards seem to be the 
standards of the lowest comrnon denominator instead of my penonal 
standards and Tm not.. . I  dont see myself as a person of fussy or abnormal 
standard levels, 1 think there's a certain quality that when you promise 
something to somebody, it should be of a certain standard. 

Pl makes inferences to socialization factors that contributed to his work 

discipline. Early influences contributed to the development of his work values. These 

would appear to have been strengthened and consolidated in an independent work 

environment. 

I dont see myself as a person of fussy or abnormal standard levels, 1 think there's a 
certain quality that when you promise something to somebody, it should be of a 
certain standard. Ako, I think that I had tradifional teuchers in the sense that 
the very basic stuff was taught to me which is that when you promise 
something, you should deliver it, when you promise something to be delivered 
on tinte, you should deliver it on time and if you goof it up you shouldn't charge 



your customers for that. It's just sort of basie standards. it's not .... I'm not a 
fanatic who has to.. ..Pm not a quality control fanatic like some of my consultant 
colleagues. 

It was interesting to note that Pl  feels no sense of isolation or alienation, 

working alone from home. In fact. again, it was regarded as a positive, as it 

allowed a greater work focus. Social activity is regarded as important, but it is 

separated from work activity 

1 would Say 100% positive. 1 really like it, 1 reaily enjoy it for two reasons. 
One is again the control thing in terms of the calendar bills, I really do like 
tu have my own quiet space when I work It doesn't bother me in the 
slightest to be here in th& orne for weeks, months on end working 
alone - not in the slightest* Because you 've got a phone that rings every 
7 minutes, e-mail is dumping mountkzins ofstuff on me, the fax machine 
is running continuously.. ..And in fact, with those three dimensions 1 
sometimes have to stop and refuse to answer the phone so that 1 can get 
some peace and quiet to do the thinking, the anaiysis and the work and the 
writing that 1 need to do, that I'm paid to do. So I'm not the kind of person 
who's bothered by that at dl.  Again, it goes back to the issue of . . .I am a 
highly social person but I do not see value in social active whieh is 
not.. .. if 2's work related* .. ..socuil activity which is endlessly W i n g  tiîne 
around the water cooler to no result. I mean, 1 differentiate that from a 
good old piss up at the pub with my mates which 1 love to do, nght? But 1 
don't make some up. If you've got work you've got a deadline, particularly 
if you're self-employed and if you get unfocused you don't make money, 
you dont make enough money, that's a motivator to stay focused. 

It was interesting to note that in many ways, a one-person operation is a rnini- 

business. Businesses require numerous activities and personnel. In the world of 

independent work in many instances the individual is left covering roles and 

responsibilities that would normally have been dealt with by additional people. This has 

significant implications for the necessary Ume investments of the independent worker. 



Working as a one-person operation, has significant implications in terms of Pl's time and 

energy. After working in the corporate world with a staff, the need to do everything alone 

was a difficult transition. 

And most importantiy, what do 1 need to reaiiy focus on. I'm only one 
person, 1 no longer have secretaries. I no longer have 20 or 25 sales guys 
working for me, 1 no longer have whole organizations that are just hanging 
around waiting for instructions fiom me so 1 c m  Say, I think 1 told you this 
sto ry... at one time the girls in my office gave me a stamp that said 
"Handle It", it had a pad you know, an old traditional felt pad and it said 
"Handle It" because I use to come into my in tray which would be this 
deep, and 1 would put "Handle it Jennifer", "Handle it Josephinett, "Handle 
it Michelle" and 1 would just ship this stuff out and direct many other 
people to do the work, that was my job. Well now, one of the big 
chaüenges tu people tmnsitioning, which I think they don't really realise 
tramitioning from coporate üfe ut theù 40's, to independent life is that 
there are no more "Handle it" people su if you want your pencilr 
sruVpenedyou do it, ifyou want the coffee cup cleanedyou do it, ifyou 
want sornebody's e-inail loaded you do it. In addition to t h t  you also 
have to do al3 the consultUlg work which is what people are paying you 
for? but you're probably doing four hours a day of work that somebody 
eke used tu do und nobody's paying you for thaf. So by definition your 
&y expands to 22-14 hours immediately. It's a pretty unpleasant kind of 
realisation for a lot of people who used to be supported by tearns of other 
folk and they used to cornplain about a 10 hour day. So there are many I 
think unpleasant dimensions to independent work but people who come 
late to it discover and again the reason why I have been happy with it is 
that I think about that, I balance it continuously and analyse it. 

So what's the lesson? The lesson is whatever you choose and 1 say this to 
rny son, use the information you've got to get as much freedom of choice 
as you can get, leam something about yourself and then do something you 
love. Because 95% of the pupuhiibn, I believe, goes to work each &y 
inio something they either don Y like or hate. So if you have the choice of 
doing something you love. God bless! Isn't that something to grab a hold 
of? 

He refiected on the comrnon, negative evaluation of his way of working. It 

is clear that although it is a very demanding way to work, and that it does require 



signifiant work focus, it is balanced by the potential for the satisfaction of salient 

needs. The perceptions and realities of control, freedom and flexibility seem to 

significantly dilute the oppressive tirne and energy challenges of independent 

work. 

In the article which is the guy gets up and at 7:00 gets to his desk, does 
admin. invoicing and related fkom 7-9, from 9-5 he hits the phones and 
selis his services into next week and beyond and the from 5-midnight he 
does the work that that telephone solicitation created the previous week. 
So he works u n d  7 in the morning until midnight and then on the 
weekends when there's no selling time on the telephone, he does catch-up 
on log jammed projects. That results 7 days a week anywhere from 14-16 
hours a day, except on weekends when he might shrink to 8-10 houn. My 
point on this is I read this and Z thought this is masvively depressing and 
completely u-e and then I achraUy stood buck from it and said it may 
be mrrssively depressing but 2 is completely true. That is exactly the 
way I live, but Z'm happy and anyone who is reading this artiele would 
fUul it depressing beyond words, they would find il revolting. S o  the 
flavour of it, the positive side of it, the freedom, the independence, dl of 
that stuff, is lost in that kind of portrayal and the pattern. Because 
independent workers and entrepreneurs have a pattern over time where 
they Say yeah thk may be tough, it may look bad, but over time pattern 
aiwuys show. I WU dwuys m k e  a living, the system wdl aiways 
produce if for me, i f  my work qualily's up, if1 don2 get &y, and I sfuy 
alert, I wül dways d e  a living so tM's another thing that we have to 
keep in mUuL There's a tendency 1 think to look at the consultant life, or 
the independent worker's iife from the perspective of the employee as 
opposed to fiom the perspective of the independent worker. So the stories 
of these lives are always written by employees or people who have an 
employee perspective about them as a kind of an anomaly or a kind of an 
ape in a zoo as opposed to from the perspective of the person who actually 
lives in the zoo. 

1 feel a little bit like an actor.. .I  imagine or 1 see actor who are interviewed 
around this sort of stuff ... because actors are interesting, they describe 
these things, but they often describe that sort of thing, oh th& is just 
temwng and it's this and a's thut and I'rn up and I'rn down and I'rn ail 
over l e  map. And somebody says well fine, would you go to work at 
Sobeys? And they say WHAT? Are you kidding me, I would die. And 1 



think there's a certain pattern of that in the personalities of the self- 
employed. 

The onnoine: work search. cash flow issue. 

The issues moved on to look at the fluctuations in work that can occur for the 

independent. It was of interest how the 80w was managed, and what decisions were made 

during the peaks and the troughs. It emerged that it is very rare to get a true balance. and a 

well managed flow of work. Tendency is that in both the peaks and the troughs, Pl  will 

continue to put energy into work search. for fear of 'the well drying up.' This could be 

viewed as a behavioural indicator of high work centrality, although the motivation is 

certainly more about financial security than the inherent enjoyment of working. 

The usual response is that you don Y take time, you keep selling because 
you're womged that the rnoney won't be there, so you free sell your time, 
you just sell, sel4 sell, sell. 1 think this is typical of us as independents. 
Then you complain bitterly when you get so much work that you can't 
possibly either A) deliver it or B) deliver it at the quality level that you 
would ideally chose to do. But the patterns, the euident /low of 
idependent üfe I think is exuctly thaty is having a flow. Never, or 
almost never, do you have the right balance. m e  reality of life is that 
you either have too much or not enough. That's the tide on it. Can you 
lem to live with that? Obviously the short answer is yes, but 1 dont know 
many people, I donrt know many independents who masterfully organise 
theu lives in such a way that they Say you know, I'm muking conscwus 
decùions to work seven &ys a weekfor sir months and at that time, I'm 
going to take six weeks off and go to Itay and live in a villa.. . .l don 't, I 
mean evetybody dreams of that, but I don't know of more than a 
handi l  of humun beings who actually do that. 1 think what is more 
likely the case, is that it's a happy trade off that you accept those 
circumstances for the freedom to get up every single day and have a new 
puule, a new challenge, a new thriil, a new worry, descend on you 
because it keeps you alive, it keeps you alert And you desperately hope 



that your family are the opes who wüI acluany accept that. Tiuct's a 
sbong part of &. 

The salience of cash flow was clear. It was described in a way, which 

showed its pivotal role in Pl's work behaviors. Cash flow effectively runs the 

show, because of the need to cover monthly overhead. It makes Pl keep work, up 

front and centre. 

Yeah, you're selling your tune because if you've got a great big 
(gesfun'ng to cash flow forecast and overhead CM) thU big thut 
repues  sir or seven thouand a month tu keep it going d you do your 
forecast here, three month forecat and I've nad months where I had 
$7,000 of expenses and no money. Fm two weeks away from those 
expenses and 1 have no money and Pm sitting here. so it would be a great 
idea to take a few days off, right go golfing, 1 think that's a pretty 
courageous person who would do that. And then the other flip side of it is 
that when you're having a g w d  run, three or four months andyou say wow 
I've got some cash built q well maybe I should go golfng, welZ wait a 
minute maybe thut c d  wiZl go uway, muybe my 1- streak will ium to 
bud times.. . . . .. Keep it going, keep l o o h g  for more business. So îhat's 
the general pattern and you either learn to live with that or you don't. I 
think a lot of selfemployed people who are not truly matched for it, find 
that really, really hard and they just give up and they Say well life is a 
trade. Pm going to trade the useless meetings, the obnoxious people, the 
complete waste of my time for the money so that I don't have to sit here 
every day on the tips of my toes k i n g  aiert. There are lots.. -1 think 
perhaps the majority of people are like that. 

Consultancy is aiways projects so there is no standard revenue Stream that 
supports the overheads, so it's .... as (consultant) in (consultancy fm) says it's a 
rolling three month banhptcy .  t look out three months on my forecast, every 
month 1 look out three forecast revenues which allows me to get re-focused on 
how well or badly am I doing. How much of afinancial crisis am I in? 

So that impiied that in the independent world, money is the master. The financiai 

needs are paramount in the volatile and unpredictable world of the independent, and that 



necessitates a stronger work fccus. This was in some ways ironic. in the sense that a key 

attraction of independent work. is the opportunity to pursue more intrinsically motivating 

work. Yet, extrinsic needs appear to dominate to a greater extent in this lifestyle. 

I think money i s  the master in the sense that at the end of the &y rnoney 
is what you put on the counter in Sobeys. That's a given whether you're 
the prisorter of a bureaucruîic job or whether you're the prisorter of an 
independent life, that's at the end of the day what it is. OK fine. Now 
how you choose tu work is the next dimension and my choiee will always 
be independent work There are circumstances that 1 can imagine where 1 
would take a job but unless it were really as you've descnbed, a project. it 
would be a defeat 1 think at a sou1 level for me. 

A telling comment refers to the cash Bow issue. and how it in large 

measure dictates his behaviour patterns. This desire for a more reliable and 

consistent income stream can be seen as the key attraction of organisational jobs. 

Month to month. a predictable wage is provided. 

So I can retreat to my car books and the occasionai novel and I think that others 
have an even greater struggle in terms of ... the obsessiveness of working, but I 
think the fundamenfal nature of this thing is thal ifyou actualy provided us 
not with th&, but ifyou provided the independent worker with c d  jlow, a lot 
of our obsessive behaviow would simply dkappear. 



Technolow mediated home office environments can be a mediating factor. 

The interview moved to discuss the implications of working from home. Overall 

the refiections were positive, but it was acknowledged that work became very accessible, 

which led to increased working hours. which can cause problems in ternis of balancing 

various life d e s .  An interesting observation is that he spoke of the longer hours k ing  a 

result of either k i n g  motivated by your work or being pressured by your work. This ties 

in with the issue of behavioural measures k ing  used to imply a level of involvement. 

Work is always present at home, and is effectively 'on tap.' The extent to which this 

opportunity is utilised c m  be seen as indicative of work centrality. However, the reaiity is 

probably this, that work behaviour can be determined by a combination of involvement 

and necessity. 

It's.. . in many ways dl encompassing. Which is both good and bad. There are a 
number of physical things that are discovenes. One is I sleep less than 30 feet 
from this orne. Convenient one would think. What I've dkovered about th& 
at-home o n e  envuonment ih the reverse of what I expected to discover. Most 
people would Say wow there's no cornmute tirne, you know t h ' s  two !tours 
back in your &y. me reverse is uctuaiZy m e .  The work-at-home o@e means 
that you work a lot longer hours ifyou are motivated by your work or pressured 
by your work with the result is that my typical pattern in the winter is probably 
14 hours a &y.. . . . .14- 16 hours a day is the typical pattern. Weekends. eight 
hours. Surnrners that would go down because of the occasionai tennis game and 
so on and so forth, it would go down to maybe 12. But it's still hugely more than 
the average worker in society, massively more.. . . . .Itls just a finding in my life that 
working at home has created a natural tendency to work longer hours which is 
reverse which I thought it would, and the other part of a i s  that if requins a lot 
of thoughtjùl work to to keep that in bahnce with famiLy l i f ,  with other 
pressures. For example, nty wife hm told me recently, al2 you ever do & work, 
that's al2 you ever do. And in hrge memure I think shek probdly nght, if's 
too easy to wa2k by the door and say 1'11 just check the e-mail and when you're 
an entrepreneur and a self-employed person you really never do swirch il off, 
it 's like the fanner. 



Tied in with the issue of a home office, is the d e  technology plays in the 

independent's working life in the modem age. He sees it as a doubleedged sword. 

It is enormously empowering, and can have very positive implications for 

productivity. However. it can easily lead to increased work activity. as it 

continually delivers volumes of information, and any time of the day or night. 

Pretty predictable I think wiih what others are finding which LF that.. . .fhere 's 
two points to be made about thdi I think is the enormous empowering and 
helpful nature of the technology- At the same t h e ,  the prkon-like gn@ it hm 
on us, so thPt if we are at alC either at one end of the spechzrm worRaholics or ut 
the other end just motivated people who are interested in a trade and are 
stintuhted by worR, you know that 24 hours a day sontebody can be 
communicating, something can be happening, so you're sort of like a drug 
&kt, p d l d  to the stimulus of what the technology wül give you. S o  what do 1 
do at 6:00 a.m. when 1 come in? 1 fm up my cornputer immediately double click 
on and go and pick up all my e-mail and sornetirnes there are 20 or 30 that 
have arrived since 12:W when I shifted it off. Now 1 have a little feast of al1 sorts 
of newly arriving tidbits. So that's both a positive and a negative. 

So the technology has enabled us, which allows me to do things, which 
allows me actually to live in this house, and work in this office when ten 
years ago it would have k e n  impossible. So thank you for that. Self- 
management issues, how do we prevent that from eating us dive is the 
question? And the whole other issue of the fact that generally technology 1 
think is not freeing us in the sense of freeing us from work. It is freeing 
our min& to be ever more creative, ever more expansive, ever more 
exploratory around work and the endless nature of work. So technology 
has provided an opportunity for work to always be there. Certain 
peaonalities wiil respond to that, the entrepreneurid personality likes that 
because it's like having a big, rich buffet al1 the tirne, it's always there. 
The person who segregates work from pleusure for mental rekation is 
massive& threatened by tha. And even frankly the entrepreneur is in 
sonie ways because there are certain rimes when you've got to shift it off. 



Participant 2 

Overview . 

P2 is in her 40Ts, manied with two children around univenity age. She works in 

various capacities. possessing a wide portfolio of working activity. She runs a cornputer 

consultancy, works on contracts abroad as an agricultural statistician. and is involved in 

training contracts. Some of this work is done alone, and some is done with other 

associates. In addition, she and her husband manage some properties, and she also works 

voluntarily with the local immigrant community. She works out of a home office. 

She has been working as an independent for about 20 years. The impetus to work 

in this way, was the flexibility it provided for her young family. She now cannot imagine 

working for anyone else. She greatly enjoys her work. except perhaps for the training 

component, which she plans to &op. The flexibility her work style has allowed for family 

time has k e n  greatly valued over the years. 

The key thing with Participant 2, is that she recognises that financially she 

probably does not need to work, which gives her much more scope to pursue work that 

she is interested in. whether this is paid or voluntary. 



Researcher: Fmt of ali if you can give me an ovemiew. sort of a 
background in tenns of your working life to date. 

OK, 1 did a (Masters degree) and then I went to (counq) on a Rotary 
Scholarship for a year and did a few things but 1 travelled quite a bit that 
year and then 1 came back here and worked at (institute) for five years and 
then we had Our fmt child and 1 didn't want to work full time so 1 started a 
consulting company. Just really for me to work part-the as 1 wanted with 
scientists at the Insutute but that was a time that they were doing a lot of 
contracting out so my self-employment grew to having other people 
associated with the company so 1 guess thai's about 20 years ago and since 
then ... about 18 years ago and since then rve had seven or eight people. 
sometimes 15. sometimes as littie a s  6 maybe. working with this company. 
this cornputer consulting company. So that's . ... 

Researcher: It's your company and you have other associates? 

It's my company and yeah that's ri@. And they really.. .they work on 
c o n e t  so as we get research contracts. Now some people have 
worked ... one feliow has worked since the second year. he's son of been 
with the company since then and we just always get contracts but it's very 
rnuch contract driven and that's federal govemment contracts mostly 
scientific. And then about ten, in 1985 1 had a chance to do coauact work 
for the (international organisation), for the Food and Agriculture 
organisation and 1 did that, one contract in (Asia), the fmt one, that was 
rwo months. And as with anything, once you get known by an 
organisation. if you go and do a reasonable job. since then Pve had lots of 
opportunities to take short-terni contracts doing statistical. king part of a 
team that helps do agriculture censuses in developing countries. 



Core Narrative bv Theme 

Controi element can deveio~ increased identification with work. 

P2 has been able to pursue specific contracts that she has found that she really 

enjoys. As she indicates. it is different work than is undertaken locdy. but she has had 

the opportunity to 'grow' into that field, having the ability to effectively control her 

working evolution. If she had been employed. the oppominity to pursue <bis direction in 

her work may not have arïsen- 

And as with anything, once you get known by an organisation, if you go 
and do a nasonable job, s k e  then Ik hcrd loLF of opporftrnities to I<rRP 
short-tem conbr~rts M g  stafisficeal, b&g pmt of a t e m  thaî helps do 
agrkulture censuses in developùzg counbies so.. . .typicaUy 1 would go 
and work with a group of statisticians and data analysts in the country and 
sometimes there's one other outside person but open I'm the only one 
M ' s  brought in to sort of help rhai part of the projeet. And thcrt I jus? 
love, one minuîe you're here in ( c e )  and hvo days luter you're UI 
(cuunbg) w&g with a group. So I k  done quite a lot of thut in 
(cou*) and some in (country), W e e  contmcts in (cou-). 

Researchec So the type of work you're doing overseas is similar to what 
you do here? 

Weii. actuaily no. It wunds like it should be but here they're quite focused in their 
programming son of jobs. Overseas it's more facilitaùng the p u p  to get the 
statistics and doing training so they know how to do it. So I've r e d y  sort of 
gmwn in this agr icubre  staiisticsjiefd as I do ihese ... 

Her feelings toward the independent way of working are largely positive. PZ 

clearly has a s m g  identifkation with this working approach, as independent work 



continues to satisfy salient needs. The key salient needs seem to be oriented around the 

control. choice and flexibility themes. This is vdued in the respect of allowing 

opportunities for time with family. It was clear that P2 positioned work according to her 

needs. Work did not position ber. Also, the financiai rewards from the self-employment 

are perceived to exceed the alternative of a job. 

Researcher: At any point have you looked back and thought I'd like to do 
a traditional job again? 

No. 

Researcher: So what do you see as the main benefits to this sort of 
Iifestyle? 

Oh 1 just can't imagine myself ever being.. ..Fiai of dl ,  working for anyone else 
because I'm very used to detennining whut I'm going to do and so on. And 
being somewhere at a set time every &y, whether you feel like working or not. 
ï'm sure 1 work more hours than if 1 were in a traditional job, but I realiy enjoy 
working but at rny pace. Our kids are now just about ready. . one is gone and one 
is in grade 12. Untü now I've been ...it's been very nice with kids, been amund, 
been here after school ..... any time I want to do anything I just take the time to 
do it. 

Researcher: You sort of segment your day and decide how you do it? 

Yeah.. .Plus. 1 don't think.. ..no I don't think anyone could pay me what 1 
think I'm worth to be there nine to five actually any more, so no 1 would 
never. .... 

Researcher: You'd never go back to a traditional job? 

Oh 1 don't even think I could, 1 dont think r d  be good at it. I like to work 
neeording to my rhythm.. . . 



Demee of control and choice is mediated bv financiai realities. 

It became clear that financial securiry allowed P2 a greater ability to 

choose the direction and content of her work. She intends to drop part of her work 

portfolio that she doesn't enjoy as much. losing the income but gaining more 

flexibility and time to travel. With this ability to dispense of work that is 

instrumental for financial needs, P2 is able to focus on work that is instrumental 

for higher order needs. Her narrative made reference to a friend whose 

unpredictable income flow undermines the ability to punue more self-actudising 

work. 

1 think that people c m . .  . . .again it 's a financial thing. If they're very tied 
to having money corne in every month in a fairly even pattern then 1 think 
from other self-employed people 1 know, then they're less able to Say I 
don't really want that kùzd of contract, I wonY take that.. ... but the ones 
who are able to .... we have a @end who is a film muker who was 
working for (government organisation) and he left (government 
organisation) tu be private film maker and that 'S.. ... he 's sornetimes very 
busy and sometimes he has no work at alZ und Z think that right now he 
wouldn 't refuse anything, alrhough he has a certain kind of füm that he 
wan& to work at.. . . . ..but he's lucky his wife works in a traditional job so 
that keeps some level of income.. . . . . .now in our case. I guess I feel quite 
able to control the direction in fact though 1 don't want you to tell (name) 
this, 1 am tired of this training business, it's too detail-heavy and 1 don't 
feel that we're in a partnership and I don't feel that Our partner really ends 
u s  doing as much as we do. and so Fm going to give it up, but I'm just 
trying to get it to the stage of selling out my portion or..this spring and 
that's probably $50,000 a year we get from that Company, but and I think it 
will grow, but a's not sornething that I'm interested in doing because it's 
so detail-heavy and 2's one of the businesses that I feel a's most 
debUnenta2 when we go away and now that the kids are leaving, we want 
to be able to go away for four months every winter and work front 



wherever we are in a bettcr clunate than this just J a n u w  to May. but 
we'll do that every winter and so.. . 

Behaviowd indicators of involvement. 

The houn required to manage different work responsibilities is probably more 

than the general average of 35-40 hours a week, but the hours are acceptable because of a 

strong affective response to her work. This can be seen as a behavioural indication of 

involvement with working as a life role. The increased working hours are not met with a 

significant negative affective response, because of the direct and personal relationship 

between the individual and the outcornes of her labour. 

Yeah probably because 1 work on the weekends maybe if there were things to 
catch up.. . probably more than 40 houn a week on al1 the various things.. . . . . . 

Researcher: You don? mind putting the hours in because you enjoy the type of 
work? 

Oh yeah I love it..... sometimes I know that we probably work 50-60 
hours a week m y b e .  

Long: term cornmitment to working - in the independent realm. 

in ternis of future intentions regarding work, it is relatively clear that work will 

not be given the same level of centrality, at Ieast for parts of the year. Work will most 

certaidy be positioned around other life spheres. There is the potential for working, but 

only it appears, if it fits with travel plans. This is indicative of how the relative 

importance of work can change through the life course. The independent has the ability to 



determine the place of work in their life relative to other sub-spheres, on an ongoing 

bais .  

... now that the kids are leaving, we want to be able to go away for four 
months every winter and work from wherever we are in a better climate 
than this.. ..just January to May, but we'll do that every winier and so.. . .. 

Researcher: So you've developed quite specific plans in your own mind? 

Yeah, (her son) is going to go to university next year and then we don't 
have to be around here in the winter.. . 

Researcher: S o  where do you think you'd be going to? 

Oh we're going different places. 1 think the first we think we'll go to 
(country) next winter. 

Researcher: So it's still going to follow a work track. be work-oriented? 

Muybe if we can get (international orgunrSution) conttacts thut &ke us 
where we want we'll do thut, othenvike we 'ZL. ..you know there's e-mail 
and things c m  go along. Our properties will go along in any case, we 
have someone who does property management and when we're not here 
she does more of it. 

The abilitv to wsition work rather than k i n g  - ~osit ioned bv it. 

P2 spoke more about the transition from organisational work into self- 

employment, early in her career. Work was necessary for income needs, but a new 

baby dictated the format of work. Flexibility was a necessity. Fortunately, a good 

source of contract work existed at the time, making this option more feasible. 

Independent work could be moulded around family needs. 



Actually 1 don't know.. . .had situations not dictated.. . ..Z wanted to work 
part-time in the job and at thut tirne the government was really not very 
flexible in t ems  of part-the work and so I knew I couldn Y work duln't 
wunt to work /irl-fime, I had a baby and expecting to have another 
child, ami so you know ... it was sott of. .... 1 dan Y consciously deciiie 
that I was going to go into business for myself; but then t k t  seemed to 
be the only way to do it and keep working. At that time. we needed 
income so there was not a question of not working at dl. .  . . . . . Yeah, and 
gelfing used to the whole contract thing. Luckily 1 was dways working 
with scientists that 1 had k e n  working with at the (institute) so. . . there was 
aiready a good rapport developed and they knew me and my background 
too, so ir wasn 't Iike going knocking on doors asRing for work. 

P2 went on to talk about the various responsibilities that need to be 

managed dunng a typical day. It was apparent that a portfolio exists of different 

self-employed activity. This needs to be balanced with volunteer responsibilities 

and family. The freedom exists within an independent work environment to 

allocate time to different life roles, according to persona1 needs. agendas and 

priorities. How decisions are made on an ongoing basis with regard to the 

different roles can give some key behavioural insights into work centrality. 

rd have to Say in addition to the computer company that I mentioned, 
about five years ago, four years ago, we went in partnership with another 
person in a training company and so we do a lot of training and we have 
about 30 ..... from 10-30 people depending on contracts and this is where 
(govemment organisation) cornes in and we do home care and personal 
care work training through them. So we have that going on too. So there's 
the computer business, there's this training business plus we have a bunch 
of revenue properties, apartments around. And so there's that and then 
there are the kids and then 1 do a whole lot of volunteer work and work a 
lot with the immigrant community and so sometimes that takes me during 
... J'm saying all these things so you see that ü depends whatever 
happens on that &y, so if there's a problem with one of our immigrant 
jiiènds Iike yesterday, she h d  to move one of our fie&, one of our 
fnénds hud to move so we spent al2 afemoon to get the people and get 
the truck and organising. So, maybe if 1 tried to Say a typical day 1 might 



work h m  9:30- 1 or 2 - go out and do a visit or two, business or.. . ..then 
I'd come back and work rnaybe tül3:30 or 4 when the RULr conte home, 
when my son cornes home he usually ploys piano and I come down and 
sit whüe he plays the piano, and then I get supper and then I usuaily work 
just doing paper stuff maybe two hours in the evening. 

In terms of balancing various roles and responsibilities, P2 indicated that it 

doesn't cause that many difficulties in terms of role strains or role conflicts. It 

appears that the control over the more fluid tirne space facilitaies a greatly 

extended period, within which work behaviours can be present. The dispersal of 

the work role over a longer duration will naturally create more opportunity to 

balance several Iife roles. 

1 don't find that causes.. ..l'nt not constantiy trying to juggle and wonder 
how I'LZ get it all done.. . .there1s.. . .No, 1 donPt think so. I guess once in a 
while when it gets really busy then you know the place.. . ..I rnean.. . ..when 
there's enough money. you know so 1 have someone who comes and cleans 
the house so 1 dont have to go the house is filthy when am 1 going to get to 
that, or 1 have a courier who runs around and does errands and.. .Yeah, 1 
mean.. .I think that maybe when the Rids were younger and maybe that 
was harder then, you couldn't work and have a linle baby around and so 
on, il was reaity hard, but now it's.... it just balances out, sometimes I 
work less in the week and do more socinl things und volunteer stuff and 
then.. . . . . Yeah that 's right and then maybe if thut happens on the 
weekend I spend a full eight hours in the office getting al1 the papers 
solved and getting the banking ready and you know looking at bank 
statements and things Iike that. 

The positionhg of work may becorne more conment with values. 

P2 displays a strong work ethic. In terms of importance however, it is not 

viewed as more central than farnily, fnends or volunteer work. Financial secunty 



will therefore decrease the instrumental pressure to work, which appears to allow 

P2 to represent her value hierarchy more appropriately in behavioural tem.  

The fact that she does regard herself as financially comfortable, provides 

strong indication that the meaning of work is noi significantly oriented around 

financial need. This continuance of work can be taken as evidence of her 

valuation of work as having a value in and of itself, which would suggest a higher 

work centrality. 

Yes, I thhk I'm very work oriente4 I like to work, I get a lot of 
satiifc~cfion when thhgs work well, but I dont see it as more important 
than my family or friends, or volunteer work. I usuaily ..... if I'm doing 
volunteer work 1 leave work that 1 know about to go and do volunteer 
work because Pm really quite interested in what I'm volunteering in so 1 
think.. . .I think I have such a luxury of having plenty of work that 1 like 
to do when I want to du it, yeah I think I'm a hurdworking person. 
Because I like it, not .....y ou know now I think we're quite financiaüy 
cornfortable, a's not because we have to be working. 

Greater intemtion of life roles. 

The inherent control and flexibility in work patterns allows P2 more time 

off than could be taken in a traditional job. Narrative indicated how work has been 

integrated with family, travel and vacation. To some extent this could be viewed 

as evidence of the 'spillover' (Wilensky, 1960) of work into other life roles. which 

can be indicative of a higher involvement with the work role. 

Researcher: Would you take a traditional vacation? 



Well, yes we take traditionai vacations. We acrlso ofen tuke the chrldren 
along to wherever we're going in (continent) with these (international 
organisation) contracts, so we take a lot of vacation actually. I mean ofen 
a's work-rehted that. ,. . . ..fmt 1 do the contract and then we take three 
weeks to go to or something frorn there. 

Researcher: Which you can't do in a job. 

Oh no, we take much more. And my husband is from (country) and we go 
every year to (country) or almost every ye ar... no I take lots and lots of 
time off. Al1 balanced by a great deal of work getting ready and then when 
we corne back, but it balances out. And sometimes we've travelled for two 
months with the kids at a time, andyou could never do that in a job. 

Work flow c m  be a mediating factor. 

P2 made reference to varying demands of her work. There are fluctuations. Some 

of this variation in work volume is a result of seasonal effects, and some is as a result of 

the volume of contracts that emerge at any specific point in time. In addition to the actud 

paid labour, there is unpaid work search time. The majority of contract opportunities 

require a cornpetition between contractors on the basis of proposais or bids. Working on 

the bids and preparing the associated proposds is time consuming, but it is iiot paid work. 

It is simply an accepted feature of the independent lifestyle. Also an extended focus on a 

particular contract will inevitably lead to a backlog of work on other projecis. 

Sometimes 1 know that we probably work 50-60 hours a week rnaybe ....ThaC's 
when things are particularly busy and courses are starting or there are bids, I 
have to wBte bidF for some of the conbacCs we get with the computer company, 
so when those bids have to be done that might mean more. 

There is a fair fluctuation through January, February, March because the 
computer company and (government organisation) are both govemment 



funded. There's always the big push to spend the money at the end of the 
year. ALro if l go away on these (UitetllCftiOnal organisation) contracts 
then there's a huge push before I go away to get eveqthing kind of 
oganiied, then I go away for six weeks Say and then corning bock 
there's a huge amount of stuflpiled up su thut's always a lot of work 
around those. 

In terms of managing workflow, P2 prefers to outsource work to other contracton 

than increase work time significantly. This again is contingent on the fact that the 

financial resources exist to do this. This decision could be regarded as indicative of a 

higher valuation of non-work time over and above a certain work volume. It is perhaps 

not a question of higher leisure centrality. Rather at a certain point of work volume, the 

relative importance of non-work time is increased. 

Oh there's pfenty, in fuct there's too much work and so each time I get 
compfefely, no, no this is too much work, I hue someone eke and so Z 
@y to keep it so it's not completely crqy. . . ..It is.. ... I'm not .... you know 
with al1 the businesses we have we could work 100 hours a week and still 
everything wouldn't get done so yes stuff does get sourced out. 

The ongoing work searcW cash flow issue. 

The issue of work search and cash flow can present major challenges to the 

independent worker. Therefore, to have a reliable source of work on a regular basis, can 

take away significant pressures, associated with this lifestyle. A criticai advantage of full 

time jobbed employment, is the consistency and predictability of work flow and income 

80w. If the independent can achieve u s ,  while maintaining the inherent flexibility and 



autonomy of work in this environment, the potential for significant identification, 

involvement and cornmitment to working as a life d e ,  becomes very apparent. 

Yeah, and getting used to the whole contract thing. Luckily 1 was always working 
with scientists that 1 had been working with at the (institute) so .... there was 
already a good rapport developed and they knew me and my background too, su it 
wasn 't like gohg knocking on doors asking for work 

Furthemore, the significance of reputation is a critical factor in making work 

search less problematic. A significant advantage can be obtained, if the independent c m  

maintain a core of clients with a regular suppiy of work, through a consistently high 

quality work product. 

And then about ten, in 1985 1 had a chance to do contract work for the 
(international organisation), for the Food and Agriculture organisation and I did 
that, one contract in (country), the first one, that was two months. And as wi#h 
anyfhing, once yos get known by an organisafion, if you go and do a 
reasonable job, since then I've hud lots of opportunities to fake short-tem 
contracts . 

The craftsrnan's work ethic. 

Working from home does not appear to lead to feelings of isolation. In 

fact, the more flexible, non-organisational social interaction is preferred. These 

types of interactions were not seen to facilitate or support the quality of the 

available work time. 



Yeah. 1 don? mind that at 4. Because having worked for five yeam I 
know the kind of socid interacîiuns there Lr and a's not always 
necessutily the best.. .tliere's o r n e  politics a d  so on.. ..here I have.. ... I 
spe nd... I have lots offrends and I can go out to tea in the morning if I 
want and a lot of my fiends don't work or work.. . . . .yeah a lot do and a 
lot don't. a lot don't have paying jobs 1 could Say. No 1 don't mind socially 
not going to the sarne group of people everyday and seeing them. And 1 
guess in a way, 1 do still have that sort of thing, 1 have these people who 
work for the cornputer Company that's kind of stable, a number of people. . 

PZ works with various associates on different projects and contracts. They 

function largely as a vïrtual organisation, which seems to work well. and allows a 

sharper work focus. Also, working from home can be more convenient and 

cornfortable. Traditional time consuming work-related behaviors such as 

grooming and travelling, are not necessities in this work format. 

No, no. 1 work out of home here. In our training company we have a 
networked cornputer system so we send e-mail and so on back and forth. 1 
do.. . . . ..I'm sort of the financial responsibility person, so 1 would get stuff 
from the different training offices and pay things and make sure everything 
is going ok. So 1 taik to them by phone, 1 taik to them by e-mail. 

Researcher: How do you find that? 

1- .... Oh, I like it.. . Yeah and I hate to go into offices actually and there's 
al1 the chitchat and nothing gels done.. ... so I find it much better at 
home and I sort of run everything from here. I like not having tu get 
dressed up in work clothes and get to somewhere in a panie and 9:00 or 
8:30 or whatever. 



Partici~ant 3 

Ovemiew . 

He is in his late 40's. rnarried with six children. He works in several capacities. as 

a human resources and organisational development consultant, a facilitator and a trainer. 

He is based out of a home office in a town in Nova Scotia. He has been working as an 

independent from home for about 11 years. At the tirne of his transition to independent 

work, he also moved from the West Coast of Canada to East Coast of Canada. The earlier 

years were a struggle financially, and many times the option of returning to an 

organisational job was considered. However, he was determined to pursue the 

independent path because of largely intrinsic reasons. He looks for variety, flexibility, 

freedom and an avoidance of boredom. He also indicates that the purpose and meaning of 

his work is directly linked to the needs of his family. 

He feels very much in control of the direction of his work and how he manages it. 

Earlier in his independent stage, he invested substantial amounts of time trying to find 

work but now he is more established the supply of work cornes more readily. He is very 

philosophical about the flow of work, having corne to recognise the ebbs and flows. His 

religious beliefs underpin his work, and life as a whole. 



He has enjoyed the freedom and flexibility to date, but now is prepared to move 

into a different stage where income is more the focus, and he is prepared to sacrifice some 

of his freedorns to achieve this. During this next stage he also plans to take more time for 

himself. 

Working background. 

Researcher: The fvst thing, cm you just sort of give me a brief overview 
of your working Iife to date. 

First real work ... 1 did some constmction foreman work and some mining 
work and on contract way back when, a good while back in the 70s and 
toward the end of the 70s when 1 graduated, when 1 finished my Masters 
degree, I worked.. ..I got a job with the federal govemment actually in the 
correction service as a designer of educationai programs training and 
developing kinds of things and dso delivery programs and design 
And then I got picked up by (an insurance corporation) this is on the West 
Coast, (city) ... 

Researcher: 1s that public sector or private sector? 

That was crown corporation. Worked with their training and human 
resources group for a number of years and from there I went into a 
consulting fm, one of the consulting fi= that we were using at the 
organisation, brought me in to do the training and design, delivery and that 
kind of stuff. Did that for a few years.. . . 

Researcher: You were employed in a traditionai sense by the consulting 
agency? 

I had a guaranteed minimum and then the rest 1 had to earn. So they gave 
me a very, veiy base, gee 1 donr think it was that much at ail. but anyway 
that was the fmt time they gave me something like 50% of what my 
income needs were and the other 50% 1 had to generate. So that was.. .and 
office support, so on and so forth. After a couple of years with them 1 
decided to go whole hog on my own and that was 1 1 years ago. 



Core Narrative bv Theme 

Personal identification with working as a life role. 

P3 shows evidence of a very fundamental attitude toward work. Religion appears 

to have been the key ïeferent group in the formation of his attitudes toward working as a 

life role. Work and religious beliefs are closely integrated. This would suggest that P3 

views work as having an inherent value, in and of itself. However. there is a degree of 

confusion as this value does not appear to manifest as a direct intemal vaiuation. He 

regards the primary motivation for his work as k i n g  directiy related to sustaining his 

family, in that he works in order to achieve the income to raise his family. This would 

suggest a more extemal vaiuation of work, as a means to an end. This highlights the 

complexity in determining intrinsic or extrïnsic value orientation. 

I have a beüef that's basically what we're here to do ..... and my 
phüosophy or religious belief that that's what üfe is about. Làfe's 
about... ..a's not sinUIg around consuming drUtRF and s u c h g  up rays 
or ski bunnying even ifyou could afford to do that, 2's about work and 
ltopefuly doing some good. I'm looking at the work that I do and the 
on0 reason I do il, the kind of work I do right now, which LF income 
generating work, you have to like doing it, is one I enjoy and so on, but 
it acfually e d l e s  me to raise a family . So i f  I looked at it in temis of 
what's the value, what's the reason for it, the only reason for working is to 
raise the famiiy. If 1 didn't have a family, then 1 probably would be doing 
something else, maybe 1 wouldn't have to generate as much .... 1 know I 
wouldn't have to generate as much revenue but 1 rnight do other 
things.. ..but still work, but there lias tu be a remon for work so .... und 
when the family is not there, then I would probably be doing the work 
for some other reasons ..... fhere has tu be some value to i2 and value is 
usuully to others, it's not to myselfand I enjoy it. 



Control element can deve lo~  increased identification with work. 

P3 communicated his saiient needs in terms of a suong need for variety. and the 

lack of variety in previous organisationai employment was a stimulus to leave that 

environment. In the independent work environment, he has been increasingly able to 

achieve an increased congruence with his saiient needs. The element of control provides 

the opportunity to select and exercise greater choice over his direction of work. He has 

k e n  able to move towards work that 'feels right', which represent the feeling of 

cognitive consistency. 

Absolutely. Pve done .... in fact i've done more..... for me varie0 i s  the 
absolute key .... l'd rather burn up than m t  out, thut's whut took me out 
of the corpurate world. That's what keeps me going and motivated right 
now. Pm not only.. .when I moved from corporate those were the skills 1 
had. 1 just said I was a technician and those technical skills would parlay 
for money.. .herets my skills, you give me the revenue as a barter, 
exchange arrangement but over the years because of the fieedom and 
frexibüity I've h<id to pusue anything 1 wanted when I wanted ii. An 
opportun@ would corne up to do th& or to teum up with somebody or to 
slart this business and I could Say yes or no. if it feit right, if 2 liked the 
people and I liked the situaîïun, then yes, so it not only.. A ' s  expanded 
my skills tremendously. 

P3 made the transition from govemment work to a consulting firm for reasons of 

boredom. From the consulting fm to independent work appears to have k e n  because of 

a lack of flexibility and autonomy in working patterns, which did not suit his nature. In 

effect, the nature of the work was not consistent with his self-concept, and the control 

element did not exist to be able rectify this situation. 



To ntake the transition? I was bored.. ... what took me to the consulting j h  
was thaî I was bored and I didn't have enough to do ..... so I wasnk .... I didn't 
have enough vurïety, I ww<ntt busy enough, I spent a lot of tinte timehviddling my 
thumbs and tlurt's what took me to the consulting fVm. Why 1 lefi the 
consulting fm to start my own business was just a philosophical clash between 
myself and my partners. I ju si.... I wanted to have a little bit more v a r i a  a little 
bit more flexibüily and freedom than what they wanted They wanted to 
baskufly have everylning drivera down th& pati, and......Looking for a 
remonable amount of..... yeah a ce-in amount of autonomy, a certain 
amount of frexibility.. . thnt 's just my ~ t u r e .  

P3 acknowledged that there were times when things were not good 

financially. that he considered and was encouraged to consider applying for 

traditional jobs. However, the fundamental desire to satisQ his sdient needs in 

terms of flexibility and autonomy, proved to be the critical driver in his 

determination to continue to work as an independent.. 

Yes, many times, many times.. ... in fact, my sister-in-law used to throw me 
job ads in the newspapers and things Like this. -1 did take a contract 
position actually with a firm here . . ..they wanted to hire me, I wanted the 
revenue cause I was s ming ,  and I said no 2 won't go work for you as 
an employee cause I stül wanted to do my own thing . . . . . . . . . . .I still have 
that motivator to not go back and take a corporate job and to not go apply, 
so what 1 did is 1 stmck a contract d e d  with hem, I'll work for you on a 
contract basis and also continue to work some other gigs, cause 1 had some 
other clients and we'll see how it plays out. They accepted that so that 
helped me over that hump. But no, there's no question that the desire to 
be independent and have jlexibilily and some autonomy, that was the 
virion, a's wh4t Z was going for, even though I w<rs starving .... Z hadnr 
gotten to the point where 1 was that starving ....I stül had lots of lines of 
credit that had my cards, and bank loans and al1 of that not huving gone 
right tu the wall yet. 

There are elements of the traditional job that apped to P3. He suggests a smoother 

and perhaps easier life in the traditional job than in his world of independent work. It 



seems to be the fact that the standard characteristics of the job simply do not suit his 

nature and personality. The greater stability and secunty that traditional jobs are 

perceived to offer do not appear to be consistent with his penonai needs from the work 

role. 

Oh yeah, when it gets crazy and you work the day shift and then you work 
the night shift, and you work 7 days flat for months, upon months, upon 
months, doing that kind of stuff, you begin to Say gee 1 remember when 1 
used to work 6 hours a day and within that 6 hours a day there was a good 
slice of it drinking coffee and chatting and hanging over dividers and 
basically ... not a whole lot. there were no great expectations and a few 
brains and a little politeness and you did fine.. .jeah I ofen think what a 
holiday that was and every nighf you were home at 4:30 and weekenrls 
you'd never had to taRe stuff home, rarely on weeken &....y eah have 
vacafions, somebody paid you holulay time and you actually took 
holUlays because you had a sa m.... oh yeah, many, many tintes, but 
then again I've worked at il and said tu rnyself when I got to know 
rnyself better, that you'd be there a month and you'd be bored to tears. 
Unfortunately I've had a few opportunities to go work on some longer 
contracts with organizations which had me in an office five days a week 
for a few months on end as a contract position and 1 quickly came to the 
realisation that this wasn't for me. cause it was starting to. ... I was starting 
to get edgy. 

Degree of control and choice is mediated bv financial redities. 

P3 does acknowledge that the element of choice and the ability to pursue certain 

work is only viable while there is money corning in. When contracts are not corning up, 

the choice element is eroded. There are still ups and downs, but his religious beliefs and 

family support help get him through. 



Oh I've been a prostitue for money, there's no question about that. 
There are times when you're broke? I mean big tinte broke and it's not 
just when I sturted either, there's ups and downs, you go through cycles 
of s t r f f  and you wonder where the next....the bank account's draine4 
the cm& are up to th& IimÏt, and al1 thk kind of stuff? it 's an uplrill 
b d e .  

Salient needs can c h m e  over tirne. 

P3 indicates that his next plan includes the need to generate more income. His 

salient needs have changed to some extent. Variety remains key but he is willing to 

sacrifice some of the freedom and flexibility he has worked for. in order to increase 

income levels. 

My next ten year plan calls for me to make a lot more money, cause 1 was 
never focused on money, money was never a focus for me. I'd never go 
hto  th& to nrake buckets and buckets of money ....... More of a lifstyle 
and more freedom and more jlezibüily, and more of the challenge and 
more of the stimulation from a variety of work, that's why 1 got into it. 

So because of my family and the fact that they're growing up and going to 
univenity and al1 these kinds of things. ..I need a higher income level so 
one of the things I've established. I still want the variety.. ... l don't 
necessdy need as much fieedont and flexibillity, I'm wüling.. ..I've hud 
thut for ten yems and in some respects I'm more interested these days in 
building.. .actuaIly getting back more into corporate, but getting into 
corporate as an owner rather than as an employee. It's a whole other mind 
set and it's stimulating and it's chalienging for me there, so I'm getting it 
that way so I probably wouldn '4 won 't object to being naiied down to a 
se& or c W  or.. . .moving into the corporate space. rve also got revenue 
targets that are much higher than Pve had in the past.. .I'm specifically 
going into the next ten years to generate revenue and the other thing is Pm 
going to take those two months off. ..and I'm going to have that t h e .  So 
that's absolutely clear in my head. 



The mtential dienation of organisational emr>loyment, 

P3 had obviously engaged in some reasonably extensive thought regarding the 

meaning of work. He agreed that these thoughts might not have uanspired, if he had been 

working in an organisational job rather than as an independent. The personal connection 

he has developed with his labour has illuminated his personal interpretation of working as 

a life role. He progressed to outline an exarnple of a car plant, and the alienating nature of 

employment that existed there. 

Researcher: Do you think that within the confines of an organisation you 

wouldn't have had the opportunity to philosophise as much about the meaning of 

working? 

Oh yeah, yeah very much so. Yes. 1 believe that's absolutely the case 
because you just.. ..I found in organizations you get into to the proverbial 
rut. ..we taiked about that, the rat race, that used to be the phrase years and 
years ago. And you just get into it, you just go andyou do and a's khd 
of a muldless robotron type of activity. 

He believes that in much organisational ernployrnent, division of labour is such 

that people become disconnected from the overall contribution of their work to the greater 

outcomes. 

And 1 did a lot of work in years of gone by, manufacturing environments, 
and 1 c m  remember once with the organisation, but it was 
actuaiiy one h e  of vehicles king worked on and you had aii  these very 
weil educated people, most of them were engineers, but theu whole Iife 
was foeused on this one M e  grammit in the back winduw, with a rilt 
window in the vehiele. And I just couldn 't see 



Yeah, 1 mean this was their life, was this little view plane and sure they 
made a better lift mechanisrn or something like this for the back window, 
maybe it's just my personality. but you could see that.. ... I just find a lot of 
people just don't have a whole lot of energy because what's the value of 
that, they're making a better window. they're making it for the consumer 
maybe, for the corporations. . . .l can see why people get really c y n i d  
about organisafions, organisational way.. ....where 's the conhiaution to 
a greater good, I'm nut sure that exists and I think that's why a lot of 
people are very diss<tisfied and I've seen people get connected to causes 
beyond just making another buck or an improved, the way the wheel 
anis and if they can see a connection between there's actuuliy 
something good happening for people as a result of their effort, I k  
noficed people get a lot more energised.. . . . . . . . Well there 's a detachment 
between al2 the effort they're putting in and the good that a's giving 
back tu the world, society, tu individuak mat's been severed to me for 
the majority of the populorion and you sever that connectim . . . . 

P3 had described a scenario where work was sirnply a means to an end for 

the car workers. In Marx's words, the activity of work was extemal to the 

individual. However, to re-iterate an earlier point, P3 explains how his work 

behaviour is focused on making money to raise his farnily. Therefore, similarly to 

the car worker, work is viewed as a means to an end. His work may well be more 

intrinsically satismng, but in t e m s  of motivational orientation, his primary focus 

appears to be extrinsic. 

Researcher: The self-employed person, because you are dictating the type 
of work you can do, then that detachment isn't there? 

No certainly not for me.. ... maybe there are other self-employed people that it is 
detached. A lot of it has to do with at this stage in my life, 1 have a family that 
depends on me for not only.. . ..well for physical survival, and if you looked at it, if 
it's a straight exchange of money, I'm making money so that I can raise them 
and to me that's a worthwhile activity in the overall scope of human activity. 
When I step .... when they're al1 gone on theit own and what not, then I'IZ have 
to ree-ealuate the work I'm doing, the money I generate and what's it for. But 
i f  I don't find that there is a comection to the greater good, then I won? do the 
work, 1 need that comection 1 think. For me I would Say ... in rny experience, 



that's probably a fundamental for everyone. But not everyone has the opportunity. 
or takes the oppominity to make that connection for themselves. Because I can 
work a lot and work long hours and genemte revenues and can even sometimes 
prostihrte myself as I saiii, I've got to get the revenues so on and so forth, und 
I'nt doing it because there's the good. 

Long term cornmitment to workinn, in the indewndent realm. 

It became apparent that P3 had a strong and enduring work ethic. Should he 

achieve financial secwity, he indicated that he would continue to work, almost at the 

same rate, but on more sociaiiy useful projects. The key is that he enjoys work and does 

not like to be bored, which he sees as a penonality issue. 

Oh yeah. I'd continue tu work probably as much and as ofen as I do. I 
wouldn't necessarüy work for money though, right now I have to work 
for money . . . ..but 1 would probably do much more of the volunteer kinds 
of work and work with organizations and do different kinds of things and 1 
might not necessarily do it free, because 1 have this idea that if you do stuff 
free it's not valued by the customer, I rnight take some money for 
personal.. . that's what Pm tracking towards, but yeah I wouldn 't just sit 
and wutd sufl and ski.. . . . -1 enjoy it (work). Like 1 enjoy . . . ..boredom to 
me as 1 said earlier, rd rather bum out than rust out. Like me doing 
nothing, and th& 's personality type, that 's style, I wcrs born that way. 

Positioning of work relative to other life svheres - can chan9;e - over time. 

While coming to terrns with the implications of  the transition to 

independent work, P3 also changed cities in Canada for family reasons. Family 

needs took pnority, which in effect made working more problematic. It meant the 



network for supplying work was not in existence, and in many ways this network 

is fundamental to the independent. These factors contributed to financial 

difficulties. 

Oh until 1 was.. . -1 dug quite a financial hole.. . .I did a couple of things too 
which hurt me. . .I changed environments. .... so while 1 was also new into 
my own consulting business. 1 moved from (city) to (city) within the first 
year. And I came bocR here for personal reasons, for family reasons 
and what not. But had I stayed in (cüy) where I had a lot of network 
contacts and things like thk, it wouldn't have been nearly as diffieull a 
barnition, but here Ifound ntyself not only leaming to m n  it al1 myself, 
but I also had to do iî in an environment where they didn't know me, 
where I didn't have a network ... ..A reputation and so on and so forth. 
Fortunately I had a couple of contracts under my arm before 1 left (city) 
which 1 could deliver to ... 1 had the(private company), and 1 had some 
work in (city) 1 was working on at the time ... that paid for the basic, well it 
didn't pay for the basics, I dug a big Fanciol hole in the fimt two 
years.. . . Well. I don't know.. . .It al1 depends, a lot of people these days 
were taking the golden handshake so they've got bigger pensions, 1 didn't 
have that.. .dso 1 incurred the costs of moving from Vancouver, moving a 
whole household. 

P3 clearly acknowledged how the relative importance of different life roles 

is not a constant, but rather it changes and evolves through the life course. There 

are certain penods of time, where certain roles require a higher centrdity. 

Mind you that's also if you read books like "Passages". have you corne 
across that? It tdks about life cycle passages, like we al1 go through things 
so that when we're in Our teens, and then we're in Our twenties, and then 
we're in our thirties, and forties, and fifties and what not.. .and it's very 
generic when we go through that So in those early years that's wh& I 
was doing, I was buMing a practice, 1 wwas buildUIg a career, I was 
building a farnily, al1 of that SM Al1 that stuff was hitting in those 
bventies and thirties time fnrme. So I have a different viewpoint on 
things now.. . so as a result of doing that and one works really hard at one's 
career and puts one's own penonal needs to the side. one tends over the 



years of raising a family, puts a lot of farnily time, and it's not until we get 
to where 1 am now, where the family doesn't need as much direct. the 
career doesn't need as much because you have a certain base.. .to draw on, 
and that does free up some energy. 

It was suggested that there is a building phase in the independent's career, and the 

relative inexperience at this stage of Life in terms of how to go about working in this way, 

necessitates more time and energy investments. 

Yeah. You're building a career as well as doing the work around it and 
a h  one hasn 't leamed to do this as emientl'y, as smoothly . . .one doesn't 
know how to make ... and the flow isn't there until you put in a certain 
amount of time and experience when it cornes to that ... so the things Fm 
doing now 1 dont think I would have done then just because of age. 

The indewndent worker exerts more control over the ~ositioning - of work. 

The fluctuations in workflow are very apparent for many independent 

workea. There are often penods of excessive work volumes, balanced by work 

famines. P3 suggests that he actually enjoys the slower times. There is a constant 

need to balance non-work time with potential income, and so he will not always 

push for more work. He will reduce his marketing efforts and this decreases the 

likelihood of more work. The cntical point is that in the contract to contract 

scenario, work becomes more temporally defined, and the independent has the 

ability over time, to exercise personal controi over work volumes. In tum, the 

decisions made c m  be regarded as indicative of work centraiity. 



Well the business that Pm in, traditionally the business used to slow d o m  
in the summer time and it slows down at Christmas too, there's not a huge, 
huge going. . mind you I donY go hunting thaî hard eilher. .. ... Wei.. I 
love thut tu Iiqppen, in other words 1 want some of these down Urnes, 
because I could hussle a lot more, I could market a lot more and 1 could 
make a lot more money, but to me ut th& point, if's hard enough to get 
some spure time su I don'?. . . ..I Pace myself in that respect. 

He goes on to give some insights into how he takes time off from work. 

He can use the control and flexibility to take time off. He had hoped to do this a& 

Christmas and dunng the s u m e r ,  but has not managed to take the summen off 

Yeah, Z used to &y to d e  a lot of money and like they say d e  hay 
with sunshine and when it's not îake some rime off. 

UsuaIly at Christmas tinte I'II check out for usually sometimes a few 
h y s  before Chrisimas. i f s  been traditionally a tinte ljust cane right out 
I rurely work thut cycle. I got into business hoping thuî I'd be able to 
tuke every summer off, two months in the suntmer. When 1 fmt  got going 
and managed to do that cause I didn't have any work.. ..but I haven't k e n  
abie to do that since. in fact the 1 s t  few summers rve had to work more 
time than 1 care to, so it's interesthg because I did a ten year review of my 
plan, Pve been about ten years on my own and 1 look at what my goals 
were and I had a number of goals.. .for example, to do the kind of work 1 
wanted to do, to be autonomous and flexible and knowing 1 did that, and 
my fuiancial goals were to ... what 1 cali pay the rent, in other words 1 had 
enough income to cover home costs and what we needed, certain standard 
of Living, I wanted to write and publish a book and 1 wanted to take every 
summer off as well as every Christmas. The on& think Z dropped out of 
that when I Iook buck over ten y e m  is I was not able to take every 
sununer, I cul1 summer two months, like july and AuguFf thut's it I'm 
gone. So out of that whole set of goals, I didn't do t w ,  too badly 



P3 perceives that he has very real conml over his work pattern. He controls work 

volumes and how it gets done. He can use this flexibility and element of choice, to 

position work according to his panicular needs at any given point in tirne. 

Very red  I believe I completely conttol the type of work I want to do 
and when I want to do it. Now when you have a customer and you're 
working on a project, then you need to be able to meet the customer's 
schedule and so on and so forth, and within that one needs to. . you don't 
have full conbol but men su I fd I control my -mer, you sir down 
pou have a rneelucg with a curtomer and decided weU no I'm gohg 
skiing th& week Mr. Custonrer, gwss whut? or if you don't want to Say it 
in those words you just Say Pm booked for that week, and customea know 
that you've got multiple clients so even if you're just going sküng or 
gwfing off, or whatever you're doing.. .so Ifm fu ly  Ui confrol of my 
duytimer, Ifm filly in conîrol of how howy custorners that I want to put 
in the queue at any point in lune. 1 can Say no, or c m  Say r11 put you off, 
or can Say yes. 1 have to Say no, it controls my daytimer- 

P3 appears to makes decisions regarding the positioning of family, work 

etc. using a daytimer approach. He views it as seiling time to family and clients. 

Priorities will be established by determinine the cntical things that need doing, at 

a given point in time. 

I üRe to buk at a Iüée a dayher, and it is a trade off from a standpoint, you can 
sell a l l  your time to your clients or you can sel1 ail your t h e  to your family. You 
go to either extreme and you're going to run into trouble. It'sfinding out what 
are the critical things I need to do for my customers, what are the critjcal th- 
I need to do for my f d y  and &e sure both of those get in the book for sure, 
and see what you've got iefi over. 



In tenns of his personai leisure time, that has been a lower priority, but one which 

he plans to give more attention to. He plans to increase its relative importance to other 

sp hem. 

Personal leisure tune......yeuh unfortult4fely in the h t  ten yeats that's 
gotten knocked bacR, just time for me ....... Yeah .... i f s  tended to in the 
lust ten years und tlrat's something I'm starting to change and I've been 
startulg tu change t u  in the k t  couple of y e m  where ljurt Iook ut ski 
week and 1 jlLFt go by myself or I take one of the okler Rids or something 
like that. Or I will go wUid swjùzg, I just cawe i$ out for myseif. tu heu 
with the customers and everybody e h .  M y  philosophy is Malcolm 
Forbes, the originator of Forbes Magazine, wrote once if you don't enjoy 
the climb to the top, it won't be worth it when you get there. So that's k e n  
my philosophy very much so Pve certainly subscnbed to that from a 
standpoint that if I don't tbke the time now, there's not going to be any 
more hme later cuid I know a few people who have died and the* h- 
busket is ic fifull as the &y they were working, so I don't think mine is 
going to be any d i n r e d  Better taRe it now. 

Independent work provides the inherent flexibility to de-priontise or even 

increase the priority of work at any point. There is p a t e r  freedom to ailocate 

more time and energy to other life sphere. Over tirne the pattern of decisions c m  

be indicative of the individual's evaluation of the relative importance of each life 

Now if you went out there and you spent an hour out there (in the office). 
the next thing you know the whole &y's gone and you sit around figuring 
away or (at home) you decide you're going to go down and fix the wood 
stove or do something. ... like some people 1 get could get distracted from 
the work. PU admit there are tirnes when rm having.. . ..when I don 't have 
a lol of pressure on the worR, I'U go and get disaacted and I've &ken a 
wholè &y thut I was plcurning to work and 1 took one recently, the 
whok &y and ended q doUig C % a M s  shopping and seeing nty mom, 
so it wus one of those &YS and I su2  Mf way through the &y to my 



wïfe, 1 sm<r Z better start enjoying this rekuùig &y versus al1 worrying 
about working. 

Work flow c m  be a mediatinp: factor. 

P3 also established a philosophical position, that if there is nothing 

happening there is a reason for it, so rather than spending additional time and 

energy pursuing more work. he tends to take the time when it is available. Again it 

highlights the inhereat flexibility and control. 

It is a personality type .... it's completely personality type and if you 
take , we're similar in some peaonality types but on that one he gets 
very. very concemed about where's the next customer in the queue. 1 don't 
as much and rIL.1 had a saying years ago and it's stiU a saying .... if 
nothing's happening go write a book. Part of il i s  a philosophieal position 
that says if nothhg's happening there's a reason for it. And just go with 
what yow intrtition says and maybe it's t h e  to relar. Like the other 
&y, ît was...l came to the conclusion about 2:00 in the afremoon that 
th& was meant to just be sort of reconnecting with my wi f ,  rny mom, do 
a few things, just relanig, that's whaî this day was designed for. So 
when I j h d l y  did get back to my o n e  at 2.30, k teud  of going working 
I uctuaUy p k k d  up my gym geur and went to the gym ..... Said what the 
heu! Enjoy this one and actually 1 went to work in the evening and 1 
probably put about four hours in in the evening which is fine. 

Again though, it appears thai this can only happen if there is time in the 

light of current workflow. The independent can exen some influence on work 

volumes, but once a work contract has been taken on, there is a responsibility to 

the organisation and to one's own reputation. to position work more centrally, and 

fulfd the required obligations. 



Every now and then, but it (taking time off during a work period) doesn't 
happen that often. It's a dùect resuk of how n m y  cusforner pressures do 
I have on me. If I have a whole huge whack of curtomer pressures on 
mey no ir would be irrespomible and I wouCdn 't .... l'd end up wi3h a bad 
repufation as a sloucher. 

Technotogv mediated home office environrnents can be a mediating factor. 

P3 feels very positively about working at home. He feels he is more able to 

connect and interact with his family during the course of the working day, rather than 

having it segregated. Independent work from home allows the opportunity to intersperse 

work with other life roles. The extent to which this opportunity is exercised c m  again 

provide behavioural indications of the relative importance of different life roles. 

I've.. . I love 2.. ... and it's been about 1 1 years now working at home and in 
rny work in the past I've travel a lot.. ..not so much these days so I'd be 
away sometimes three weeks in a month. So when 1 came home the last 
thing 1 wanted to do was go into an office building. 1 find that home 1 can 
work, close the doors and.. . ..but then I can be in and out, when the kids 
come home for lunch and I can interuct with my wife, and people corne 
through the orne or witutever kidr will sometimes come in and 
sometimes litter up and I'ZZ boot them out and sometimes they'll s i t  and 
chatfor a 1We bit, and my oldest son will come in and he'll sit down and 
chat and I'll stop what Pm doing. So you cun connect wüh people in linle 
snippets and you a b  see the fabrif of the &y moving by versus when 
you come to m o p e  building, you check out and this is it, this is al1 you 
see when you go home, you have no idea what's k e n  going on and it's 
cornpletely separated and divorced. And it's harder that way, much 
harder.. . .. Yeah, it's hard to connect, like you're ei ther here or you're there. 
. but when you're at home you can do both. 



P3 recognises the difficulties that working at home could cause. In the sense that 

there is a lot of non-work related stuff going on, and you can get disuacted- He believes it 

is a personality issue, in ternis of to what extent a work focus can be maintained. Equally, 

sometimes the non-work distractions are positive, and P3 has the ability to choose work 

or non-work activity. 

Well see 1 find that it works for me. One of the things 1 think . . .an 
overlay here's a thought, an overlay. . .there are personality types and some 
people would be absolutely driven crazy by the home environment because 
it's a little bit like windows, some people like to open one window 
complete that and close it before they go to the next. Other people, like 
myself, can keep multiple windows open and enjoy many, many things 
going on because we'il do a Little bit of this, we'll do a little bit of that, and 
so on.. .so for my persodity type and I'm not saying I'm better or 
worse, a's just that's who I am, fhat envuonment works very, very well 
for me .... because I can go and do a litrle work and then I may go a d  
get a cup of coffee so IfU end up in the kitchen, my wife happenc to be 
there or the kids happen tu be there and I'll have a linle char whüe Z'm 
maRing a cup of coffee then Z'U corne back whereus if I do the same 
thing here (orne buildtg), i f s  always work Whereas there you get a 
break. So you're doing things, and 1 think a's a much healfhier 
spuce.. . I v e  dways sort of said as swn as 1 go and close the doon and sit 
down the computer or 1 sit down at my desk and that's work and it's very 
easy for me to go boom and work.. . . . . 

The positioning of work mav become more congruent with values. 

P3 has a very clear hierarchy established for his different life spheres. He 

recognises the shifts that occur at different life stages, in ternis of how pnorities adapt, 

but he appears to have a relatively enduring and constant value hierarchy. It can be 

assumed that t h i s  value hierarchy underlies al1 decisions regarding the relative importance 

of life roles. 



... cause at the end of the day is whot's important? I've always said 
that. ..there's wu tk....fo r me I have a hierarchy .... my values ..... one i s  
God comes first, family comes second, work comes thud.. ...that 's always 
been my .... so if Z have to compromise my religiouî principles or my 
fd and belief in God tu do anything, then I won't do it. Secondly if I 
have to give up my family, or compromise my family in some way, then 
ah ah, then work So work is thud on the 1% ......... Ah yeah the 
persona1 t h e  came fourth.. ..but that's a Wle  bit my personality . . . .I'll 
usuulZy suffocate my own needs tu take care of the needi of others 
around me. And  a piece of advice Pd probably give myself is you know 
building a Little bit more on that. 

P3 sees his life as an independent, as highly liberating. He evaluates against his 

value hierarchy, and how consistent he has been to that. A s  he has control over his work, 

there is the ability to set very specific personal goals for his work. For most, it is difficult 

to plan in this way, because the employer largely dictates future direction. 

Oh for me a's much more, much much more high on liberating. 1 look 
back constantly.. . .i'm one of these people who sort of checks well how am 
I doing here? To do what I want and I use the same enteria and 
I....have I compromised my religious vulues, have I compromised my 
family, am I doing work that I enjoy, am I generating the kinds of 
revenues that I need to generate, am I having enough jlexibility and 
freedom and so on and autonomy? And 1 Say yes, every time 1 look back 
and 1 start to measure those, do a report card su to speak, I'11 Say yeah.. ..so 
I'm very much at the high end of that one. I consider myself very fortunate 
in that regard.. . . 

The nature of ~ortfolio working. 

A key observation for this study in general is that traditional interpretations of the 

sekmployed are that they are entrepreneurid small business ownen. However, the 

fastest growing section of the selfemployed is the single individual, who does not have a 



business that extends beyond the individual. The critical point in respect of this 

distinction is the greater flexibility that exists in this scenario. An individual's time is far 

more adaptable, in terms of the direction and pattern of related work, than would be 

apparent for the owner of a physical business. 

No 1 don't cal1 myself k ing  an entrepreneur - I wasn't sfartïng a business, I wus 
selling my tinte. 

The ongoing work searchl cash flow issue. 

Acknow ledging the unpredictable flow of work and income. self-marketing and 

selling one's services is almost a necessity for the independent. This is simply not a factor 

within traditional jobbed scenarios. This was largely a new experience for P3, but a 

degree of experience of this within a consulting firm, provided some pretext. 

Oh that was probably the most difficult piece of the transition because like 
a lot of people 1 know, 1 cal1 myself a technician, 1 knew 1 had technical 
skills and what not and 1 was used to delivering those skills. I wasn't used 
to going and seiling the contract and in an organisation 1 could go and do 
that. Zn fact one of the things in organisational life ik that the contract 
doesn 't walk in the front door, you sif and wa it.... that's culture for the 
most part. And it doesn 't matter cause you 're getting paid, whereas with 
the fm there was an expectation that we would do sorne selling and what 
not, but at the same time there was a significant amount of work that just 
came through because the partners who were selling the firm had been 
reasonably established. .. well so, so ... it was a small upstart fm, the 
partners had been around and when 1 was on my own il was just me or I 
starve, so I hud to leurn to get out and hussle, big time. 



P3 found the early days very tough for several reasons. Becoming a one- 

person operation with no support staff had several implications for time and 

energy. 

Well tough in that there was no administrative support. there was no. ... which 
includes everything from, in those days. those were still the days of secretaries and 
we're taiking what '86 1 guess.. ..and 1 was used ro corporate environments and 
with adrnin support and telephone systems and people doing your typing and 
organising things, take messages and al1 this kind of stuff and 1 went whole hog 
on my own, so.. .I had to buy answenng machines and 1 didn't type so 1 had to buy 
a computer and Leam computer and do my own stuff. I had to market and sel1 as 
well as deliver. 

It was of interest to determine what proportion of time was allocated to work 

search. as opposed to the actual activity of working on a project. Time allocated to 

marketing one's self. appears to be a cyclical effect. Over time. it has become easier. as 

reputations are established and work cornes looking for the individual. but it is still a 

necessary ac tivi ty . 

You go through different cycles.. ..when 1 fmt  started when 1 moved here 
it (markerùg) was eight hours a &y while people were in business and 
there wus other stuff you dul in the evenings, actuaUy rnaking confacts, 
geMng on the phone, meeting people through the &y and there was 
organising notes on an every &y bais so you're keeping up and all that 
kUid of stu# is done during the evenings and. ... and being a one-man 
show I'd have to do al1 of the adrninistrahahve stuff as welZ which includes 
typng of letters, lkkitzg the stumps and you nnme it, that whole range of 
stuff which used to consume .... there was just months and months of 
solid. ..then as one gains a certain amount of notorïety and credibility 
more stuff stmts, they start to cal1 you . . . 

Researcher: That's a critical point. 



There's a critical point where y e d  there 's... and thon you c m  
stmt.....you have hvo choiees at thut poUit, you can back O# on the 
marketurg you do and enjoy and spend t h e  dohg some other things, 
and you can just foRe the time off i f  you wanteï& or you can d e t  
more .... now you need to keep a certain amount of marketing going and 
what Pm finding these days is the most effective marketing approach 
particularly in this business is networking, just getting up and chatting, 
meeting people and. .. but still 1 go through some dips and 
valleys.. . .because you don 't market enough and you end up in a hole 
and then you reaLly scmntble and you market and you get really, reully 
bwy and then you don? have enough time to market, thatts the cycle. 
There is a cycle of srnaIl business people from myself, if you're selling 
your time, that.. ... and 1 havent been able to crack out of this one, I know a 
lot of f o k  are caught, you market like heu and then you get busy, and you 
get so busy, you can't market so you drop off, so it goes ebbs and flows 
and that's been the cycle of the one-person show and two-person shows. 

. . . ..but because rve been through the cycles a few times. 1 know that o.k. 
your debt load is pretty high right now, but you look back and you Say well 
you came out of that in the past and you'll corne of it this time. I know 
what the cycles look like at this point in tirne. I just.. . .I don't get worried 
about that.. ..it doesn't. I'm not saying if doesn't bother me ..... I know îtts 
there, it's like a spectre but if's there, but at the sarne time I have a lot of 
faifh, a lot of that has to do willi my religious beliefi and a lot of it Las to 
do with the facf thut I've been through these cycles, and a lot of it hm to 
do with I've got a very supportive spouse, I'd like to say family, but 
family supports me as long as the revenue is there ...... So Ihnve a lol of 
faith that things are tough now but ït wül clear up, it's a cycle, 3's like 
the ocean, ebbs andflows. 

P3 has addressed the issue of fluctuating and seasonal work patterns, by 

increasing the range in his portfolio. It now includes other form of work that can provide 

a more consistent and d iab le  source of income year round. This is a beneficial feature of 

the portfolio work style. 

Yeah. like within the business 1 used to find January to June.. .thatls when in 
January were three quarten of my revenues. Although these days Fm finding 
those fluctuations are changing. Part of it has to do with the fact that Fm no 
longer just doing training. I've stepped into consuking and o variety of otiter 
khds of activifies which has jüled h some of those gaps whkh rnight nonnally 



exist in the haining. But even in the training business. you see more business 
happening in the summea and what not and I've adjusted to those patterns and 1 
fil1 them in by doing other things. 



Partici~ant 4 

Overview. 

P4 is in his 50's. married with grown up children. He had worked for over 20 

years within Government before he was offered a buy out package for early retirement. 

He has been working from home for about the last year and a half as  an independent 

consultant, on contracts with an information technology focus. He has a portfolio of 

different work, including part-time jobs and contracts, including a current contract with 

his former government employer. 

His last couple of years in government. were a little disenchanting because of 

various regulations and bureaucracy, and factors beyond his control. He enjoys his current 

work, and feels that there is a higher sense of accomplishment in the project based 

contract work. The home working component is viewed favourably, largely because of its 

convenience. 

The cntical thing for P4 was that his retirernent package provides him with 

financial security. This greatly affects his working behaviour, as the time and energy that 

would be consumed looking for and completing work, can be consumed by leisure. Work 

does not get as high a priority overall, as it did during his government career. 



Core Narrative bv Theme 

Personai identification with work in~  as a life role. 

Regarding work as an activity, P4 saw an inherent value beyond econornic 

benefits. but also acknowledged that it was a means to an end. Beyond its instrumentai 

value, interestingly, P4 strongly links the role of working to self-identity. Furthemore, it 

is clear how dificult it is to separate the instnimentality of work from higher order 

motivations. P4 also served as a key reminder that al1 traditional jobs are certainly not 

alienating. and organisational employment can also provide experiences that can bolster 

work centrality. 

Researcher: Do you believe work has a value in of itself or do  you feel that it is a 
means to an end? 

Oh I think it's got a value in and of itself.. . but 1 think it 's both. I don 't think 
if's one or the other. I think if's also a means to an end. Z meun a lot of 
yo W..... when you've been working career wise for so niany years a lot of your 
identüy a d  your sense of rrccomplkhrnent and al1 that cornes from that mode, 
or fiom work.. . 

Control element can develop increased identification with work. 

Interestingly, P4 did propose that the sense of accomplishment is greater in his 

independent work, than it was previously in organisational work. This is largely because 

project work is more personal and more measurabie. than standard day to day work 

activity. This factor could be seen to increase the level of identification with the work. 



Researcherr Do you think that this son of work provides a similar.. . . . ..more so. 
less so? 

Yes. Pmbably more so. Because I Ihùzk there's more seme of accompkhment 
in thfi type of environment than there was before. 

Researcher: Why would you Say that? 

1 don't know.. .just a sense I think that I have but 1 think that.. .if's project- 
oriented work, projectdriented work usuuüy h m  a beginnïng, an execution 
stage and an end where you finish the thing and once you finish a project you 
say well il's done. It was eüher a gtwd job or a terrible job und you l e m  
somethingfrom it, but so that gives you a sense of accompiishment 1 think more 
so than having to deal with ongoing administration or management, on a day-to- 
day basis and maybe weU 1 think the results are less obvious. 

Researchec So it's a clear end and a cIear evaluation? 

The results are clear 1 think yeah. 

The potential dienation of oraanisational employment. 

In the fmal couple of years in his govemment job. it was apparent that salient 

needs were king compromised by organisational changes. Control is identified as king 

the most salient need that was compromised A toss of convol can conceivably lead to a 

loss of connection between the individual and the outcome of their labour, which in turn 

cm dilute personal identification with working as a Life d e .  

Weil in the last couple of years at this job within Govemment ... 1 was disenchanted 
to be honest .... the main issue was the rules and regdations and the 
bureaucracy.. . .J guess the mnin h g  was that I didn 't feel U, conirol.. . We 
were d e h g  with too muny van<rbh ou&& of o w  control.. .. 



In terms of the rneaning of work and ways of working, P4 was socialised in an 

organisational environment. Corning h m  a background of organisational employment. 

there would appear to be a need for a relatively large mind shifi to independent work. It 

was apparent that P4 had developed identification with the work format more than 

identification with the work content. Even though the work content was the same. the 

work context had shifted- 

1 worked for over 20 years within Government. predorninantiy within the 
(Department). . ..I was trained as an industrial engineer. 1 set up an lT dept. within 
this Dept ... and was the lead hand on this up until 1 was offered a buy out 
package.. ..early retirement .... now I've k e n  working for about the last year and a 
half as an independent consultant.. ..with a technology focus. 

When 1 first began working as a consultant, 1 found a short terrn contract pretty 
early on and they were very happy with what 1 did ... so this gave me the 
confidence that 1 could actually do this.. .a@er working so long in a speciific area 
in the public sector.. .there w u  a certain Zevel of doubt that I coukl make the 
transition ...it war ïnteresting and there were some anxious moments. Even 
though Z was doing the ... very much the sante kind of work ...a hud a dflerent 
implication as an independent-. ..l wasn 't sure if1 coukl do it.. .. 

Positioning of work relative to other life s~heres cm change over time. 

At this stage of his working Life, he recognises that his priorities have shifted to a 

large extent. Noticeabiy, he refen to his career in the past tense. An interesting note from 

his narrative was that his current work activity does not appear to be considered as part of 

his career. However, current work commitments mean that work needs a higher priority, 

although he sees that this wonTt last. The fact that project based work has a finite life, 

appears to be a preferable format for work. He cm look to manage work volumes in the 



future in order to achieve greater c o n p e n c e  with his valuation of the relative importance 

of different Life d e s .  

Researeher: So at this stage you're saying that time is perhaps more important 
than work? 

Y e d ,  tinte ir a r e d y  ùnportant fmtor now for sure. 

Researcher: Just to have tirne for yourself.. ... about your position in work, that's 
taken a slightly l e s  priority than giving yourself that.. . ..? 

It 's îaken less ptiontp than whuî i3 did during my career. 

Researcher: Would you Say it takes less time and energy than it did previously? 

No probably not, not right now. 

Researcher: You're saying less time and energy now? 

No, probably not less time and enerw right now, bayou h o u  you can see down 
îhe road that when this phase of the contract is diminishing and you cun see the 
tUnes are gohg to shift, type of thing. And that's wh<rtts different you can see 
OR this L h<rs afùiire end to it and I c m  look fonvard to some other shifLr ùI 
t h e  down the roa& 

The ability to wsition work rather than beinrr wsitioned bv it. 

P4 has developed a pordolio of work, with part-time work combined with 

contractual work. The implication was that this was the preference, rather than resuming 

full time employment again. This more portfolio based approach, can result in several 

Merent  requirements h m  different employea. There is a need to balance these tasks, 

but the ioherent flexibility of independent work, and particularly working from a home 



office, allows a greater tirneframe to get things done. Work can be positioned in the day. 

according to his needs. 

It was certainiy difficult early on because 1 was not at ail experienced at marketing 
oneself.. ... 1 used an agency/ recruitment consultancy and they found work for me 
on several occasions.. ..New 1 have found myself this part-time role.. ..and 1 have 
this current contract back within the (govemment department). . . . . .and 
occasionally the agency wiil find something for me.. . .. 

I'm scheduled to go at one my part-time job site tomorrow for most of the day but 
1 find out this morning that there's a meeting on this contract that I have to attend 
tomorrow morning so obviously you huve tojuggle things around.. . . . . Although 
you always had to do that in a regular job, a regular career as well. But the big 
thing that you find in doing this 1 think and workingfrorn a home environment 
office is that a lot of the work that you're doing can be donefrom yow home 
office envuonment. So then you huve a longer spaN of time that you can work 
at L I mean if1 chose to do some p e r s o ~ l  things todoy, this afemoon then I 
can work ut my contract work tonight. 

Work flow can be a rnediating factor. 

The fluctuations in work flow present significant problems to many independents. 

largely because of the cash 80w implications of this. For P4, who feels he is financially 

secure, fluctuation in workflow does not have the same meaning. He can effectively 

separate the issue of workflow from the need for cash flow. When this is removed, a 

cleaner reflection of work centrality can be more apparent. 

Researcher: Working in this way, there are peaks and troughs. If you have a 
trough in the work and there isn't a contract for you, how would you spend your 
time? Would you just sit back and enjoy the time. or would you think 'I've got to 
market myself'? 



h b a b l y  do a linle of 60th a d  probably do more of enjoy . . ... sining back and 
enjoyùtg the time.. . -thun marketing. 

Resesrcher: How do you feel it would be difFerent if you didn'i have that security 
there? 

I think it would be a lot different. Because I can go with long stretches without 
a conttact because I've got t h t  finoncial security. So it takes off an awfil lot of 
stress ... .. .That has a big plus but it also has a negative because when. . because 
y o u k  got that you tend not to market as aggressively as you would otherwise. 1 
mean rm sure that if I had.. . ..if I didn 't have that other fiancial securüy you 'd 
have to nturket an mvful lot more aggressively and then yuu'd end up wifh a lot 
more conbuct oplions and a lot more juggling and a lut more stress in between 
contracts and <JI t u  kïttd of thal. .. .. .ln the back of your mind you don Y have 
to, you probably won 't- 

As work is not occupying as central a place in his life, the need for a vacation 

hasn't emerged yet. Interestingly, he currentiy regards non-work time as vacation time 

rather than king  underemployed. This is again a reflection of the financial security factor 

changing the meanings and motivations of independent work. P4 also makes reference to 

the fact that he has that elernent of controi over whether he work next summer. He c m  

rnake the choice not to work during these times. This c m  be seen as reflective of the 

abiiity of the independent to decnase the position of work relative to non-work time. 

Researcher: Would you take a vacation in a traditional sense .... now you're 
working like this? 

Now? It's too early in the game to know. . It's just that I havent needed to yet, you 
know because for one the part-time job that Pm taking is only about four months 
old and 1 had lots of vacation time over the sumrner.. ..Som. .both of these opfions 
came towards the end of the summer so I WQF on vacation basically al1 
summer. . . 

Researcher: Nice time for it to happen 



That's right. Now ifyou asked me the same quesrion again next fa14 and I've 
been on two contracts all summer then Z 'd have to reassess that. 

Technolonv mediated home office environments can be a mediating factor. 

P4 favourably welcomes the role of technology in his work from home. as it 

facilitates his work with outside organizations. Again a key advantage of working from 

home, and utilising communications technologies, is that it decreases work-related time. 

Not specific work tirne, but the time involved in preparing to work. How this residuai 

time is employed cm provide behaviourai indications of work centrality. 

Well, Pve got a very modest office set-up in my home, but it's getting there. I've 
got a pretty decent PC, which obviously you know communication with a modem. 
access to the Intemet, and other communication tools, fax and d l  of that. And 
good printers and al1 that kind of stuff. And you have to use that more and 
more.. .the contract that I'm doing now my rernote access to my client site is 
very important. Cause I 'm in constant communication wilh them through e- 
muil and voice muü and all those things. 

Researcher: If those technologies were removed, how would it affect you? 

Oh, drasticuUy. Well, then you'd be having to work on a client site un awful lot 
more. You'd have to travel a lot more. For example, this contract we have a 
committee, a steering committee that we're working through and on several 
occaswm we've done the conference cal1 type of meeting rather than travel al1 
over the province and so you'd end up spending a lot more time on the road and a 
lot more tirne at  the client site. And for no gain in productivity. 

Regarding the home office, it is regarded positively. ParticuIar reference is made 

to the convenience factor. Parker (1971) spoke of work related behaviors, such as 

grooming and travel. The home office decreases the need for these behavion. He does 



acknowledge that the home office can have an opposite effect of allowing work to invade 

into other spheres. 

mut's good (home-working) ... l enjoy that part of it. 1 like that. The 
convenience of going downstaim witlrout having tu .... and starting to work 
witlrout having to drive for haif an hour or forty five minutes and fighting 
t r a m  both ways and that's a big plus. Usuaiiy now if I corne on site for 
something it's not dunng rush hour so.. . . 

He has found it relatively straigh~onvard to get into work mode in his home 

office, partly he suggests because of his family life stage. With an older family. there is 

decreased scope for role strains and role conflict. 

Oh yes.. ..I found that fairly good, 1 haven't had too much trouble getting into 
work mode at home. It (home orne) does (invade somewhat) ..... and I guess 
maybe, maybe at th& stage in my career, my family mainly grown-up, that 8's 
easier to do that. I think it might be more difficult i fyou had a young family 
and so on. 



Participant 5 

Overview . 

P5 is in her 40's, married with older teenage children. She has worked for about 

twenty years as an independent trainer, in the field of Health Education. She operates out 

of a home office, although the majority of her work is done on the road, at classroom 

sites, 

She has a very strong value orientation to her work. She believes fully in her 

approach, and is very committed to it. However, these values may be compromised 

occasionally for the sake of cash flow. The work she does, requires major investments of 

time and energy, which she accepts as necessary in order to do what she likes to do. She 

loves her work, and it appears to be an important part of her identity. 

The financial rewards are very much secondary for her, whereas the intrinsic 

motivation, particularly in terms of making a difference and an important contribution, 

are key factors. She takes advantage of the flexibility of her work, to work more intensely 

over a period to allow greater time off from work at a later date. 

She is about to begin a job abroad, working as an employee. The acceptance of the 

job was largely as a result of the 'independent' and autonomous nature of the role, as well 

as good financial rewards. 



Work background. - 

Researcher: If fust of al1 you wouldn't mind just giving a biography of your 
working Life to date. Just a bit of a personal history. 

Let's see. rll just give you some general background. Worked as a counsellor 
with (govemment agency) for a number of years and then when 1 came, 1 was 
doing that out West and when 1 came back there weren't a lot of job opportunities 
so 1 had to start creating my own. 

Researcher: How long ago was this? 

Would be probably a little over 20 yean now. So, 1 started to kind of create my 
own job and 1 was doing some ihings in the field of kind of health and fitness and 
teaching fitness classes and doing some stuff on some teaching with nutrition and 
fitness and nutrition and then 1 went back to school and got my Masters and 
then.. .. 

Researcher: What was your Masten in? 

Health Education.. .so then 1 worked in private industry as sort of a wellness CO- 

ordinator for a place called (pnvate company) and that job was discontinued and 
then 1 just went completely on my own and started my own business because that's 
what 1 had to do. So I went in partnership with somebody else and created some 
wellness training programs and were working with the unemployed first and did a 
lot of work actualiy at (grocery chah) stores. Training their staff, so it son of 
süirted as health promotion and we kind of extended it to employee development 
and then went more into working with managers and son of in performance 
development. Kind of do whatever people contract us to do. 

Researcher: When you said when you went self-employed that was something 
you had to do? 

Yeah. 

Researcher: Cm you talk a Little bit about that, sort of that transition period? 
You said.. . .why do you feel it was somethhg you had to do? 

Cause 1 couldn't find anything that 1.. .I  was living in (town in Nova Scotia) and 
there weren't a lot of job opportunities. I actually had my teaching license as well 
when 1 came back 1 did a teaching license, this may not be in chronoiogical order, 
but there just weren't a lot of job opportunities for what I did and that was with 
(govemment agency)- they couldn't switch me from the West to here and so ... and 



1 couldn't get a job teaching, so 1 started to just look at other options and then that 
developed into interests that 1 worked as part of a multi-disciplinary team at a 
B.C. treatment centre and really liked it and that's when I decided to go back and 
get m y  Masters.. .so, while 1 was getting my Masters. 1 was working for this place 
cailed (pnvate cornpany). And they were doing some downsizing and they were 
wondemil to me. They kept me on a contract basis and then I thought well 1 went 
back to school full-time, finished that and then still did some contract work with 
them and then started just developing the business. And got into partnership with 
somebody else and it was really a tenuous, like we were never sure and she had 
three kids and she was sort of the sole provider and.. . ..she decided, she went with 
the govemment and 1 just went completely on my own. 

Core Narrative bv Theme 

Control over work c m  deve lo~  increased identification with work. 

The significance of the control element in the realm of the independent worker 

emerged from previous participants. It evolved into a key focal point of enquiry. There 

was very littie question as to whether P5 felt in control of her work, and how she felt 

about it. 

Researcher: Do you feel in control of your work? 

Absolutely. 

Researcher: Like completely? 

Yeah. 

Researcher: In terms of how you do it, and the way you do it? 

Yeah. 

Researcher: How is that, how do you feel about bat? 



I love if, 

Researcher: It's important to you? 

Oh absolutely, yeah. 

Researcher: 1s that one of the most important features of being self-employed? 

Probably, yeah. To me. 

Researcher: How does that compare to when you were working in organizations? 

Oh, my God it 's ïike night and &y. 

P5 expressed a very strong work ethic. implying a fundamental valuation of work 

as a life role. This was translated into work k i n g  a central feature of her self-concept, a 

key part of her identity. The saiient need that her work was able to provide appeared to be 

the ability to make a worthwhile and important contribution. 

I just.. . .Z have a work ethic to Ml u home. So it 'S.. .. Oh, weü I guess if 
provides value to me as tu dohg something thatts important you know 
and it 'S.. ..l don 't think what I do U who I am, but il's certainly part of 
who I am. So it's.. ..it just gives me an opportunity to kind of do 
something different than what 1 do in my persona1 life. 

A further telling comment from P5 identified the great intrinsic motivation and 

satisfaction her work provides, and how the extrinsic rewards are very much secondary. 

This would suggest that work would be evaluated as a more preferred life sphere. What 

was particularly interesting was the relative disregard of the financial outcornes of 

working. This seriously emphasises work as a means in and of itself, as opposed to work 

as a means to an end. 



Robably, I'd never see il as foüing i f I  don 't get contracts, so how much 
work I do has very linle to do with Low successful I am. And I guess I 
know .... 2 believe in what Z do and it's a matter of how much I get to do 
it. 1 think k i n g  able to live under a fair amount of financial stress at times 
without k ing  buried by it and always wüling to just Say ok. Pl1 just cash it 
al1 in. It's like houses can be sold, cars can be sold, equiprnent can be sold 
and you still have the training skills. 

Deme of control and choice is mediated bv financial reaiities. 

It was clear that P5 had very strong values attached to her work, 

she believes in. She supports the fact that independents tend to have a 

in terms of what 

larger element of 

control over their choice of work. but again financial reaiities can compromise this. When 

her values are comprornised. her work does become more instrumental. The connection 

between saiient needs and work behaviours becomes effectively severed. 

It's somewhat bue (abüity to control work). I guess it always dependi on what 
the financial situation is and how rnuch work you 're getting as to how selective 
you'll be. And I think it depends a lot on your values as to what you 're doing. 1 
made a decision several years ago that 1 wouldn't do any short term training like 1 
wouldn't these hou .  two hour, half-day or one-day presentations because 1 didn't 
believe in them.. .There are no outcornes, so.. . I  generally tell people. If someone 
wants you to go in and ... 1 mean 1 can go in and do a one-hour or three-hour or 
one-day session. you'll get really good reviews and they 'II love the content but the 
thing ik it doesn't make any difference so it's.. ..rm trying to lead people away 
from lwking at short-term training and I've done that for a number of years and 
I've gotten back into doing some of these. 1 don't do anything under a day, but 1 
still will go in and do a day cause people just Say well that's al1 we've got and 1 Say 
well you're wasting your money, you're really wasting your money cause people 
are not going to change with a oneday session, and they have different reasons for 
doing the training. I always feel as long I've told them that they're wasting theu 
time, t h t  I've answered my commüment then a's just I'ZI go, I'U tuke your 
money and I'll do a.. . . . . . ..as soon as 1 realized that it wasn't working, that's the 
road that 1 went and that started a long time ago. I've backed off.. .like there was a 



point where 1 just . . . I said three days that's the minimum I'11 do and the content. . . 
1 get to select it with the group and Pve backed off of that a bit because people just 
Say well either you do it or we get someone eise to do it and they might get 
something, so it's dificult. It's just back to 1 hate seeing organizations take rnoney 
that they're using poorly. But ail you cm do is tell them and . . . . . ..Yeoh and then 
once they do thaî i f s  more a... then it becornes more of a f l ~ n c i d  thhg as 
opposed to r e d y  trging to Unpacf ski&. 

In the harder times, when financiai income is less predictable. P5 acknowledged 

that the values and philosophical stances that underpin the meaning of her work may be 

cornpromised. Regardes of whether an individual's primary motivations to work are 

intrinsic or exainsic, in essence. everyone needs to pay the bills. 

Researcher: When those times are tight. will you compromise your values a little 
bit? 

Absolufely . . . . . . ..Weil. it's . . . you compromise your vaiues in terms 
of.. .you know I've gotten off the phone and say 1 can't believe 1 didn't take 
that! 1 means it's like .... it's kind of iike well maybe 1 should cal1 hem 
back and maybe 1 should do it.. . .yeah I mean sometimes you just have to 
do stuff that .. and the compromise in the values is doing short-term 
training things that you know don't have any value but sometimes if they're 
gonna ....y ou can always Say well they're going to get someone to do it 
anyway, if 1 can talk them out of a contract. I lalk them out of it, but if 
they're gonm have it anyway r e g d e s s ,  then I'U usuully compromise 
the value and do So I guess that's where it goes. 

The wtentid dienation of organisational emdoyment. 

This interview was timely as P5 was about to Ieave her independent business 

behind to take a job abroad. Aithough she was going back to a job. the key attraction was 

the independent nature of the work. Therefore, it appears that as long as the potential 

exists to satisfy sdient needs, the job format is acceptable. Control and autonomy were 



identified as k ing  central needs. If control is removed and as such, the work follows a 

les personal direction, the level of idefititification would be expected to decline. 

Well, that's (going back to a job) what rrn going to do now. so ... 1 don't 
know. ..Pm hoping that I have enough of an expertise that there won't be people 
who are going to do this.. .say you can't do, you can't d'....if I don Y have n 
f d y  free reign I would go back to being. ... running my own business again 

1 don't know (what it will involve) and 1 think that's what makes it really good. 
They advertised for a certain type of peson and 1 think I f i t  the type. I have the 
background skills and knowledge and training abiiity that they were looking 
for.. ... No, well it's cded the (univenity project initiative) and it's k i n g  run by 
(university) but you're an employee of the (countiy) govemment. From w h t  I 
unders- is tlrey'n givîng me fiee reign to develop a health education 
pmgnun or educaîe (menbers of the counby) k what I've leamed about Le& 
und you know they didn 't givc me m y  guideLines. saying you have to do this cuid 
this, il's kind of üRe corne out and you c m  develop iL 

Researcher: So was that the attraction, the autonomy element. 

Yeah, I think if they told me well you'U be worRUig under this person a d  these 
me gokg to be...you're going to have very strict things, I may not have been 
interested.. . .. ..Yeah. And 1 would think even anywhere that 1 would go in 
industry that's what 1 would look for. As long as you have .... and al1 kinds of 
industries give you complete autonomy. You know, they want you to do your job 
weil and they m s t  you and your part of a team and they let you go. 

Greater identification with work - -mater msitive affective reswnse to work. 

P5 has a smng positive response to her work, and quite simply enjoys what she 

does. It appear that the economic motivation of work is very much secondary to the 

intrinsic rewards that can be gaineci h m  her work. The= is evidence of significant 

emotional investments in her work behaviour. 



I mean you get inro the chsroom and I can never 6elieve that people puy me to 
do it, because 2 mean it's really high energy stuff, it's f i n  and a's great when 
you know people are learning things that fiey're going to use. So Z think the 
value isn't so much the fimncial s w ,  as's just when people say it makes  a 
difference. 

In terms of how she got into this way of working, it was apparent that the key 

thing to P5 was not money, but radier that it was important to be able to do something she 

liked doing, work she could relate to. This cognitive consistency between work and self 

feeds identification with the work role. Identification and involvement are viewed very 

much as mutually reinforcing . 

For me, I was buking for a job that Z really liked which I found and I was 
looking for enough incorne thaî I could support myself which I wus able to do, 
so 1 wasn't that interested in trying to either expand it to use other people or just to 
go out there and get tons of training. It depends what you 're looking for. 

I guess what the important position was being able to like what I did.. . . . 

In t ems  of choices between traditional jobs and independent work, the factor of 

peeonality was emphasised by P5. A risk taking personality, as opposed to one that 

requires stability, was seen as more appropriate to independent work. It is interpreted that 

certain personality type will exhibit different salient needs. A penonality that dictates 

salient needs of security, stability or predictability would be expected to stmggle in the 

independent realm. The element of nsk was seen as a necessary presursor to king  able 

to do the work that you love doing. 

Z think traditional jobs are wondefil for people who like the sfability, who 
miglrt not be quite as much a risk-taker. 



Researcher: So do you thuik it is personaüty driven?. 

Absolutek) Z th* it's personrJih &en. I've seen al1 Ends of people try to go 
into srnall business and they just.. .especially to run things on their own and their 
personality style reaily wasn't suited to it, it was more stresshl to them than it 
should have k e n .  It's more stressful probably than it's healthy so there are certain 
people who seem to do rtally weli with it and then there are other people that it 
can bury them. I mean anybody c m  do it, if they l e m  the approaches to use, but 
you have to be preq  flexible. 

1 th* if's .... I believe that people should do whut they love doing and ifyou'rp 
not doing it, you're gming shoH chunged and sometimes the cost of doing what 
you love to do is tlurtyou huve ~o &zke a foir amount of N k  to discover it. 

Long: tenn cornmitment to working in the independent realm. 

The degree of cornmitment to working throughout this study was determined from 

'the loaery question', recommended by the MOW International Research Team (1987). 

This approach serves to separate work behaviours from its inherent econornic purpose. 

This is intended to provide a cleaner concept of work cenuality. She indicated that even 

with the fmancial ne& removed, she would still work. but in a more philanthropie way. 

Researcher: Say if you win the lottery tomorrow and you wouldn't have to work. 
wouid you? 

Oh I'd absolutely work ..... Yeah, I'd just work diffrently ...... I would 
probably ... 1 <Jways w d e d  to be a phicanfhropist in temu of seüing up some 
Rind of. ... I'd probably work wïth training people who couldn 't get trained 
othenvise or o r g a n i , n s  who couldn 't fund irainittg and.. .you know rve 
leamed an awful lot of techniques and s u s  that work and rd still share them with 
people whether 1 was paid or not wouldn't be that relevant. Or Pd train other 
people, 1 would probably do more training other people to go out and train. 

Oh absolutely, c a s e  if's the.. .the jùzancial thing is just a buckground thing. 
It's üRe evev once in a while you say well ntuybe we shed put the per diems 
up, but it's aü irrelèv1~~f, it's just you know fhey send the money but it's got 



nothing to do wirh the work Well if you can fùul it, I thhk I was fortunate 
enough that 1 found something that I think is reully valuable. 

P5 sumrnarised her cornmitment to continue working by focusing on her ability to 

continue making a contribution. Therefore, work maintains its relative importance as a 

life role, for as long as it can serve salient needs. 

M a b l y  tu some extent maybe always. 1 think part of the going to (country) is 
part of a retirement plan that rny husband and 1 are looking at saying o.k. we have 
some RRSPs but we definitely don't have enough to play the way that we want to 
play. But we botb are cornmitted to doing something work wise so it's.. ..it wiil 
just keep.. ..maybe instead of it king hll-time it will be part-time or seasonal or 
something. But as long as Ifigure people WU likten or I have something to 
contribute I'll keep working. 

Intermetation of the relative immrtance of work. 

Although work is obviously a key part of P5's life, she expresses littie doubt over 

where work fits in the bigger picture. Although work may be a central part of her life on a 

day to day bais, it is viewed as 'irrelevant' in cornparison to other significant life events. 

Oh yeuh, nothingrs tlurt important and I've deult with some real heavy things in 
my l i f ,  Iike I mean ... Irve had famüy members that I've lost and major healtlt 
problems with family members and you look ut iî and that stuff is the important 
stuff whether you 're working or not.. .. a's al.  ÙreCevant and es peciall y as you 
get older and you start retiring. I've seen family rnembers retire who their whole 
life was their job and I mean they were so good at it and now they're like just 
another Joe you know and it's just not that important, so it's kind. . 1 guess it's 
trying to keep things in perspective on what's important and what's not. 



The craftsrnan's work ethic. 

It can be assumed that with the evidently high level of identification and 

involvement with her work, the quantities of time and energy involved are just seen as 

necessary investrnents to complete her work. There is such a degree of personal 

connection and ownership over work behavioua, that the demands of work are barely 

questioned. 

It's nof. ...y ou don %...il's a fùnny business. ..you kind of do it because that's 
what's required to do what you do. So everything that 1 do is basicaily ends up in 
a classroom and so whatever it takes to be able to be effective in there, whether it 
takes 5 hours a week or whether it takes 50 houn during the week then you just 
deai with ii and when you're in the classroom, al1 that other stuff is irrelevant. If's 
stu#thoC you do to do yourjob. 

The nature and importance of her work, means that her whole lifestyle needs to be 

shaped around the needs of the work role. This demonstrates the tendency and perhaps 

the necessity for a higher Ievel of work centrality in the independent work environment. 

The big thing. ... one of the big things though is that there is no pension plan and 
there is no medical plan and you don't get sick. And th& & one thing you'll 
notice about people who run theu own businesses, you can? get sick and you 
can't train sick either. So it's not just a case of you know you go in and do the 
work when you're sick.. . . . ... Well yeah and it helps corning from a health 
education background, so it's like.. .when Fm on the road and I'rn training, then 
you know, it's not unusual for me to get ten hours sleep a night so that 1 c m  train 
the next day. That requires disc@Zine and ifpeople in the g r o q  say you know, 
come on we want you to come out, or come out for a beer or whaîever.. I can't 
do thut and get up and train. So itts....that stuff, you have to really pace 
yowself. That 's all. 



Potential for m a t e r  intemtion of life roles. 

P5 has found the balancing of work, family and other responsibilities difficult at 

times. However, the flexibility of her work allows her to integrate family and other 

responsibilities with working needs. There is the opportunity to work very hard at one 

point to create more time off, and she does that often. Work volume and w o r M o w  cm 

become more malleable. It can be positioned in effeci to reflect the relative importance of 

different life spheres to the individual. 

D i f u l l .  .At was diBull ,  but I mean it's manageable.. ..you just do what you 
need to do at the rime. Probably ... more intenvoven and you've got more 
flexibility so that al March break you can just say O.K. ....y ou don 't schedule 
any training. Bloch in the summer you don 't schedule training, Christmzs you 
have you know much belter, you have blocks of time when you can really 
unwind and you don't have to do anything. You should be doing marketing but 
you dont  

Researcher: So you would take a traditional vacation as such? 

No Z never take traditional.. .. .yeah, traditional but spread out. rd have a lot 
more vacation tirne than say your normal employee because where they might get 
three weeks or whatever, Z can take and work double weeks and then take 
double weeks OB And I can do that at any point during the year. 

Researcher: Do you take advantage of that? 

Oh yeah, why eke would you be doïng it you know?. . . . . . . . . it's a main advantage 
that you have more flexibility with your down tirne so that you can work really, 
reaily hard and then take t h e  off. And then you c m  do things that.. . -1 do a fair 
amount in professional development and it's.. ... the Company pays for it. Now I'm 
still, it's my money but it's still ... at least 1 cm.. .. 1 only have to pay tax on half of 
it, so. . .you know ... so it's kuid of like you Say alBght well I k  got to go to 
(city), I've gol fo iake thk training progmm or whutever, my son's up there and 
I can do this ad...you know su you make ic instead of going up for a 



week ...y ou jus? plan around ü so you're not W n g  time off work, you are but 
if's in your plan, you have much more flexibifity in planning what you want to 
do. As long as you can financially afford it. Some years you can afford it more 
than others. 

This integration of life roles bas been taken to a further extent. as the children 

have been employed within the business fiom time to time. 

Oh one of the big advantages .... I've got kids who have pretty well gone through 
university and stuff and. . .but k ing  able to employ them in the summer. so where 
a lot of people pay for their kids's education, like my kids had.. ..you know they 
would put binders together for me, and so they always worked so Pve been able to 
use them in terms of giving them employment which has been really helpful in 
terms of financial stuff. 

The ongoing work search/ cash flow issue. 

It was apparent that P5 invests significant time and energy into her work, in order 

to cover al1 the tasks that are required. There is uncertainty and finances are Iess 

predictable, so when the work is available, there is a need to work hard during these 

times. She makes an important reference to the need for high quality standards. as 

reputation is inevitably a key variable in determining the availability of work contracts. 

It's not suited to everybody. In doing contract work, you have to preQ well be 
able to manage a lot of uncerfainty so that.. .and you have to be able to try to 
plan for it financially so that there are blocks of time, especially in the summer, 
where people do not do training. So you've got to be able to, from fa11 till spring 
is a heavy training time, so you try to take in as much money as you can there. 
You work ... it's not unusuai to ... especially when 1 was starting to work 80-90 
hours a week. In ternis of either preparation or training delivery. So you take say 
comrnunity college teachers, their contract that they may teach for ten, fifteen, 
twenty h o u  a week and in our heavy season we probably do.. . .maybe a four-day 



work week is about d l  you cm handle cause you're training, especialiy at the level 
that we're training at. We 're usuully working with fmrly demanding groups and 
if we don'? do a good job we don 't get re-contracted. So it's pretty tiring, so 
you 've got your preparation time, then your delivery time and.. ... Qing to do 
your marketing time! So it 's. . .. it 's interesring. 

The seasonal patterns of work lead to periods where there is littie or no work. P5 

indicated that she doesn't really take this time as vacation. Work for the independent 

becomes more pervasive, in a behavioural, cognitive and emotional sense. With the deep 

personal connection between work behaviours and their outcomes, and the increased 

demands of the work role for the independent, it apparently becomes more difficult to 

contain the work role from spilling over into the non-work sphere. 

I guess, you know you should be taking advantage of the summer in terms of 
doing your marketing and making the contacts and trying to set everything up that 
you can in terms of materials and whatever you're going to need for the coming 
fall. 

Weil, you sort of take it O#, but if% like you're UA: but you 're not reaüy off. The 
only thing is, is that you're not making any money at that time and it's risky 
because what you're doing is, if you r e d y  want to use your winter time well, then 
you should be getting di your materials and stuff and ... like we develop and put 
al1 our binders and training materials together. But the problem is if the training 
programs don? go, you're stuck with one heii of a lot of training material. You 
know we've had a number of contracts that were supposed to go this fa11 that some 
went and some didn't go ... .and we wanted to try to use the summer to get 
everything ready and we were kind of edging and Pm glad we did, because we 
would have k e n  stuck with a lot of materials. 

P5 recognised the potential for both liberation and trauma in the life of an 

independent. The control and freedom are great. but when the work isn't there, fuiancial 

realities hit hard. 



It's a bit of each, like I mean, liberuting in thut a's great to be workhg for 
youmelf, il's great tu have control over your t h e  and whatever, but stressfirL If 
the work isdt there, and I've gone through periodk where you might have hvo 
or three months you go ho1y shit, how do you pay...how are you going to pay.. . 

It's always k e n  there, you just.. A's kind of like.. .there's time where there's 
absolute feust and there are tintes when there are absolute famines and it's 
leaming how to manage the feast times wühout pulting a &mper on it. Cause if 
you're worried or you're anxious then you don't continue to develop stuff, so it's 
kind of like . . .p eople used to Say to me. like plan for when you're not going to 
have work and 1 though well that's stupid, that's like plan to faif. 1 mean give me a 
break here, but there's a line somewhere in between when you're not really 
thinking that it's not going to work out. It's just there will be times where it's 
going to be tight and planning better for it. 

Technologv mediated home office environments cm be a mediating factor. 

Like the rest of the participants, P5's independent business operates out of a home 

office. On the whole, she views this very positively. largely because of the flexibility and 

freedom it provides. It also makes work more accessible, which can be both a positive 

and a negative effect. 

I have an orne, it goes wherever I'm living, there's an office so I have the 
downstaùs Iias been converted into an o@e.. . .. It 's great . . . When 1 started I had 
my own office down at the (building). We actually had a suite of off~ces and it 
added a little bit of professionalism to the business but when you look at what this 
particular business actudy does, everything is delivered in the classroom, there's 
like almost no client contacts and most of the stuff is done over the phone. It was 
an expense that 1 didn't need to have, so I looked at it and thought $600 a month 
could be going into a house or whatever so 1 built this originaiiy and then we 
moved and then we just sold our other house and moved back until 1 sel1 this one, 
but it's.. ..it makes al1 the sense in the world for people who are running a smaU 
operation.. . . . . 



It d e s  it a lot more flexible .... when I jùst stmted I probably worked a lor 
more, which was good, because I was ttying to get the business to operate. Now 
il's kind of...l do mg n o m &  I go down around 8:00 in the morning a d  
surface around 4:00-4:30. I t j U  meuns thal I huve more flexr'büüy to corne 
and go and if I have other things I want to do, I jurt go. I don Y huve to answer 
to anyone. 

It's not made. ..not everybody is meant to have like a home office and tnvel and 
be on the road, and train and it's something 1 think if you really like it. you do it. 
It seem tu work better from having it at home. Especioüy when you're on the 
road a lot ..... Zf Z need to (work) on weekends, yeah I do. And it's much easièr 
than going out to an o f i e  because it's there. 

It was apparent that technology aüowed the creation of a virtual office, which 

facilitated the ninning of the business. The communications technologies are largely 

responsible for making t h i s  whole way of working feasible. 

No, you just cal1 into your phone every day and check and see if there are 
messages there and...I mean that's regardless of where I am. so let's Say I go 
to .... we used to try to go South or visit people somewhere, so if I'm somewhere 
then 1 still cd1 into my office every day because you have to maintain the office. 
It's just a matter, it doesn't bother you and it's not that you're dways carrying the 
office with you, you take 10 minutes, pick up your calls, if anything has to be 
answered you answer them, if it doesn't you just d l  again the next day. And you 
know you rnight get some really important ihings that you have to deal with, or 
you rnight get nothing. It's the same as if you were in the office so thank God for 
phone systems cause they make everything workable no W . .  . . . . 1 use e-mail now , 
but in t e m s  of business stuff it's ai i  by phone. 



Overview . 

P6 is in his late 30's and has two younger children. He works primarily as an 

organisational development consultant and trainer. He has been working as an 

independent for the last coupe of years. It wasn't a deliberate decision to set up on his 

own, circumstances and availability of contracts created an opportunity to work in this 

way. 

Earlier in his independent stage, he really questioned his fundamental suitability 

to the lifestyle of the independent. Over time, the initial anxiety has subsided to a large 

extent, but he still hasn't rded out a move back to a more cornfortable job scenario. 

He very much values the opportunity independent work has given him to punue 

his own direction in work. He has found that there is a relationship between work he finds 

intrinsically rewarding, and the level of extrinsic rewards. He works out of a home office. 

which he found initially difficult in terms of segregating work and family. He tends to try 

and punue a nomal 'job' type working day wherever possible, and not let work dominate 

his life. He suggested that the fkeedom and flexibility regarding how to manage and 

position work for the independent, creates additional stress, because it created choices. 



Working background. 

Researcher: F i t  of al1 if you can sort of give me a brief history of your 
working life to date.. . major shifts, and just a general overview. 

Sure, where to start? 1 worked ... coming out of university 1 must have 
started working for the (outward bound school), outdoor adventure 
education and I did that for about 5 short of summers/winters and in 
between there was another thing. Other things that 1 worked but 1 did get a 
teaching degree so then after my teaching degree 1 taught hi@ school in 
(town), Ontario and aiso in (city) briefly. Then 1 went oveneas and worked 
in.. ..Pm probably forgetting some major thing here.. . . but 1 think that's the 
path. Then 1 worked overseas in (country) for a year - taught English. And 
came back and worked for an organisation called (youth organisation) 
which is development education exchanges.. . ..so the program is split half 
in Canadahalf overseas. So one year 1 spent half the time in (country) and 
half the time in Canada and then the next year 1 spent half the year in 
(country) and half the...And then 1 came back to Canada and came to 
Halifax and 1 started working for the (organisation). centrally co- 
ordinating this English langage program which is funded by the federal 
governmen t. 

Researcher: 1s this like a traditional job? 

Yeah. So far it's.. . al1 those actually on contract if I think about them. they 
were like (youth organisation) was a contract. But it was a full-tirne for al1 
intents and purposes, 

Researcher : Longer- term project ? 

Yeah. 

Researcher: What sort of time frames were they? 

A year kind of thing, but it would have been .....y ou know like Outward 
Bound it would have ken ,  unless you're an absolute disaster you know it 
would have k e n  renewed kind of thing. The set-up was different but the 
actuaily 1 hadn't thought about that but 1 think actually alrnost al1 of those 
were contract positions. 

Researcher: You didn't view it in that way? 



No. That was just a job. You know full-time, office, etc. etc., benefits. 
Then came back from (country), moved to Halifax, worked at 
(organisation) then slowly.. . that wasn't going to be.. ..I wasn't keen on that 
for a long period of time, so I slowly staried doing conûacts with another 
consulting finn called (private company). And those contracts sort of grew 
into or probably in a two year period to where 1 was working full-time at 
(private company), doing contracts or working as an associate. 

Researcher: So when you started working there, how much of your rime 
was occupied with al1 of that? 

Initially, oh well just a srnall amount. 1 would have done it around this 
full-time job 1 had with (organisation). 

Researcher: Oh you had a full-time job at the same tirne? 

Yeah ... that would have been ... 1 probably would have done one or two 
contracts that somehow managed to get fit in. But then there also must 
have been.. -1 don't remember all the details. but over those first couple of 
years. 1 left (organisation) at one point and 1 wouldn't Say 1 was working 
full-time for (private company) you know there were some contracts and 1 
was probably enjoying myself and trying to find work.. .and so on and that 
just slowly grew into where 1 had enough contracts through this consulting 
firm and then. ..so 1 worked there for perhaps four or five years and then a 
couple of years ago ... 1 was ... for whatever reasons decided to set off on 
my own. 1 remember thinkuig 1 could start.. .I  could actually send out 
resumes and try to get a regular, traditional job or I could start my own 
business and 1 realised that 1 actually didn't need to make a choice, I should 
just do both and see which developed and I didn't get very far on the 
sending out resumes before I had basically enough and then more than 
enough contracts to start my own fm. 

Core Narrative by Theme 

Control element can deve lo~  increased identification with work. 

In terms of the independent working Life, P6 identifies several advantages. 

The elements of control and choice were once again predominant, ailowing the 



diversity and ability to direct hirnself toward certain types of work. He indicated 

the ability to gravitate toward work he prefers. and away from work he does not. 

increasing the degree of cognitive consistency between work and self- 

I think the main things would be.. . I guess for me one is the.. . .if rm doing 
something in a sense it's my own fault. but 1 mean that positively .... like 
rrn not.. . J'rn doing sornething because I want to do it and if I end up 
hing something I redise I don't want tu be hing I c m  change thd, 
tirete's no one saying you have to do fne more of those. If I agtee & do 
something it's because presumably at some levez I wanted tu or felr I 
needed to or whatever, so ....fe eüng like I'rn the one who d e  the 
choice about what I did.. ... 1 think king able to piece together different 
things and k i n g  able to change so if I huà smd two yeum ago I wanted to 
get ajob with a company I would have probabiy golfen hYed as a baïner 
Say wherecrs now most of what I do is oganisationd develbpment and 
I'rn not sure il would luive been. . it was just a graduai shifi. rm not sure 
that would have been possible in a traditional job. . 1 would have h a .  to be 
promoted or something. So 1 can sort of.. . .ad I jzut recedy developed, 
starfed doing some work wüh a sowa te  sûut-up company and so if I 
chouse to, I can spend 10,20 or 3040 of my tùne and il's jrcst a decision, 
a's not I have tu get tune offfiont my day job to do t u .  

In ternis of the range of work that he does. he highlighted a relationship 

between the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards associated with different work. He 

appears to go through an evaluative process, where he determines whether he is 

viewing a piece of work insuumentally or whether there is more intrinsic drive 

Well sometimes you feel I'rn doing this because of the m o n q  and I think 
lots of people actuauy do feel thut aLthough I wo& srill stay I try to be 
conscwus of. .... am I sayùrg yes to this cause I think I shouCd h order to 
pay the bills two month  from now or becarcse I r e d y  want tu? And 
usuaily it works better if 1 do it cause 1 really want to so I tq not to Say yes 
to thùigs I really don't want to do. 



He highlighted the ability of the independent to make ongoing decisions to 

achieve congruence between salient needs and work behaviours. The independent 

with a portfolio of work can punue different work contracts to service different 

needs. It appears to become not simpiy a question of intrinsically motivated work 

or extrinsically motivated work, but rather work can be evaluated and selected in 

respect of both motivational elements. 

Yeah. .. well I thhk a's.. . .... muybe it's just a happy coincidence thut I 
can get pcrid reusodl'y well for dohg what I want tu do. 1 don? thin. 
that's entireiy me. but 1 think there is.. ..you know 1 could choose to do 
things that got paid a lot les, 1 just happen to have chosen things where 
there's.. ..you can get paid quite well for doing it. so it's not, 1 dont suffer 
for the decision. I mean it's a riek to do it. to Say well rm not going to do 
that training course cause 1 really dont wmt to do that topic again even 
though it's weil paid, that 1 would prefer not to work and develop other 
areas than to.. . ..there8s a certain luxury there to be able to do that. 

. . . . . ..itls a continuous process. like a year ago 1 would have said ok. what 
work am 1 getting? How much did 1 get paid for diflerent contracts. so of 
like alrnost a per hour/per day kind of basis? So what are the highest 
ones and which ones am I rnost interested in doing? I actually find 
there's a Zittle bit of correlation there, not because I got paid more, but 
because I thhk the ones thot I uctuaZly thought through and did 
probably and there wus adequafe tinte and it wus part of a bigger 
process, I tended tu get pas beîter for it and I tended to enjoy more and 
the ones . . . sort of one off c m  you do a training thing and it's a day, 
knowing that 1 have tirne to do it. . ..those would be the less enjoyable, but 
they would also tend to be the less well paid, but that wasn't a criteria Pd 
use. 

There were indications that for P6, there is a strong identification with the 

work content he is pursuing, probably more than with the independent way of 

working. P6 acknowledges that a traditional job would be an easier working life. 



He does not have a cornmitment to working as an independent at the exception of 

traditional employment. It is more the type of work content he is dealing with. 

This was somewhat of a departure from other participants whose valuation of the 

work role was very much connected with the nature of independent work. 

And also pady I think...I dont think Pm always...l wouldn't necessady 
describe myselfas being cuf out for th&, I think sometimes it's better.. .it would 
actuuIly be a lof easier so a's just painfiL It would be u lot eusier to know ok 
two years fiom now, Monday morning I'm gonna be going off to an office 
and,. . . 

Reseacher: do you ever feel that urge to jump back into a secure job scenario 
where its very predictable? 

Oh yeah sure, if someone offered me the nght .... Pm not wedded to the idea of 
being.. .. it's more this is a vehicle for doing things and it seems to work quite well 
but ifthere was another way of doing some of the things thut I'm doing now, 
that I'm interested in and it was a firl-tirne job, that would be fine. 

It was aiso apparent that extrinsic factors are important to the meanings that P6 

attaches to work. He would apparently sacrifice the independent life if it did not provide 

comparable income to a traditional job. This provides insight into his salient needs. 

Well it's one way of measuring success so ..... if 1 was self-employed, for me 
anyway, it's not necessarily the best measure, but it's certainly an easy one and if 1 
know relatively speaking that you work for the provincial govemment, I'm doing 
work for the provincial govemment, I cm guess what you're.. ..within IO or 
$20,000 what your salary is, and if1 can say to nyself well I'm e m i n g  the same 
or more or lem, i2 gives me a way of gauging would I be beîter off just going 
and g e h g  a job lïke you have? So 2's an easy way to guuge success. 1 think to 
a certain extent it becomes an end in and of itself. It's a bit hard.. . 1 dont know 
how to get out of that ..... money is important and you start earning money from 
doing stuff on your own and you redise 1 can make more money at this, so is the 
purpose to make more money. or is it to what the money can do, or what you can 
get from the money? So there's a bit of sorting that out 



Regarding the extent to which P6 found independent work iiberating or 

traumatic, he indicated that the trauma stage was very much in the early stages. It 

brought to question his fundamentai suitability for this type of work. Now he feels 

he is beginning to see the freedom and control benefits. 

Weil Z think tmuma is probubly the fùst, lïke more towards the ttauma starting 
out and I would have said 2 wasn? pre-disposed tu work this way. It's sort of 
something that some people would be better at than othes and 1 wouldn't have 
said 1 was good at it.. -1 wasn't predisposed to be good at it, although 1 seem to be 
managing alright, so 1 think on that continuum, 1 feel I've moved away frorn the 
trauma. More towardk liberaiibn, so I'm sure where I am relative to people who 
work in organizarions, but 1 def inMy feel likp I have lois of control and 
freedom now versus Say in thefirst few months. 

Behaviourd indicators of involvement. 

P6 had an interesting perspective on his work ethic. It was a question of 

what do you classi@ as working. The separation between relaxing, leaming and 

working was not clearly defined from his perspective. This has an implicit 

element of involvement, as work related content may 'spillover' (Wilensky, 1960) 

into other spheres. 

WeU 1 think there's a....for me there's more of a continuum and 1 would 
be. ..someone once said about me that there are things that you do that you would 
Say were learning and other people would Say are work. So 1 think rve got a 
predisposition to.. ..I think.. . ..my father is an academic and you wouldn't Say stop 
working to him, he doesn't, it just is, Iike reading.. .or.. ..Yeah, so a little bit for 
me and maybe this possibly, at times you wonder about k i n g  a workaholic, but 1 
think there is, for me it feels like there's more of a continuum than for a lot of 
other people where 1 might be.. ... 1 think of it as leaming, sorneone else might Say 
youlre working as opposed to just sitting on the couch and watchhg TV. nere's 



a bit... I f s  not clear where the work en&, the learning starts, where the 
leaming stops and the reCau:aitin shrfs. 

Long tenn cornmitment to working in the indemndent realm. 

Regarding a longer-terni cornmitment to work. should financial security be 

achieved, P6 indicated that he would continue some elements of his work, and get more 

involved in projects with a useful social cause. This was consistent with other 

participants. It was clear that he would drop the work that he views as instrumental for 

economic needs, and focus on the more intrinsically motivated work. 

Researcher: The traditional organisation job you work until you're 60 and 
retire. Do you think that would be different for you in your situation? 

Well, 1 think probably I'd work.. . .it would be more of a continuum 1 suspect.. .if 1 
was wildly successfd, 1 would probably work l e s ,  that would be my theory or 
what 1 would feel like 1 had to work less. But 1 don't see. ... and maybe it will be 
different, 1 dont see at some point saying ... actually 1 see a lot of retired people 
who even if they did have a regular job, 1 dont see on my 60th birthday stopping 
work, so 1 see it more of a.. ..nt some point I would want to Say 0.R I've sorted 
ail th& out and I donrt need to work anymore for money but there are things 
I'm still interested in being hvolved in. 

I'd probublj continue some of my work involvement's . . . . . . . This software 
Company Td probably.. ..rd use some of the lottery winnings to invest in that and I 
would continue to work for whatever.,. I'd have to think about that. Cause I 
think they 're cornmined to thh social purpose and because actually it's not clear 
whether I 'm gohg to gef my hvesiment returned anyway, but I stiil see it as 
being socinny usefil. 1 think it would probably be hard for me if 1 won the lottery 
and then stopped working because work is part of aii the network of people and 
feeling involved and so on. . . .but would 1. . . I feel like there are contracts I would 
just say no to... I would probably drop a lot of them, but not al1 of 
them. .. .. . . . . Training, most of them would be trainhg ones so it 's work that I 
feel like Irm dohg because it hebs pay the b i k .  1 don't find it distasteful, but on 
the other hand, given the choice, 1 would spend my time readîng or whatever. 



Intemretation of the relative immrtance of work. 

P6 regards work as the bottom line, which suggests that it needs to occupy 

a very central place. The financiai metaphor is probably appropriate. However, in 

terms of a hierarchy of his different life spheres, he proposed. farnily then work 

and then ftiends. Earlier in the independent work stage, he found work requires 

more focus to get things going. 

Well I think it's.. . it's pretty important, i f s  the botrom line. 1 think it's where I 
spend.. . .my family and then work and then fnends, social stuff would probably be 
the order there. 

Researcher: Do you ihink your positioning of work is different from when 
you were an employee? 

It's probably still more or less the same actually (compared to when in an 
organisational job). It wouldn't have shifted drarnatically there. I'm not out of if 
yet, but 1 think there's defuiitely.. . when you s&rt working on your own.. . therets 
a phase of I have to work to eom money and I have tu do .... l have to work as 
hard as I can to get by..  .maybe other people don't have to do that, but that was 
my sense .... so it becomes more important simply because of that. But 1 think 1 
would aiways . . . A  always would have thought of work as k i n g  quite 
important.. . . 

The craftsman's work ethic. 

P6 proposed that in independent work, he has a clearer sense of 

contribution and value of his work. Work becomes 'tighter' and more business 



like. The opportunities to simply take the income without producing something of 

value, is largely removed for the independent worker. 

Oh yeah, I think.. .I ~ m e m b e r  having this discussion with someone.. . they 
were sort of an hourly king of labour-type job and they were thinking 
about going into a supervisory position and having a conversation with the 
manager and this hourly person, going into the salaried supervisory 
position was talking about. .. was asking about what happens if you have 
to work overtime and the manager is like well you don't get paid anymore 
than that. And they were saying well couldn't you take the next moming 
off if you had to work in the evening or whatever? and the manager is like 
weU you could but there would be more work tomorrow moming so. . 
.And you could just see this person's rnind going from o.k. 1 might have to 
work more than Pd actually get paid for, and I was saying yeah and the 
next step from thut is where you don't get paid anything unless you 've 
found a conhact and somebody's wüling to pay you for a.... .just 
showing up WU not actually genertzte a pay cheque. So in some ways 
you get.. -1 think you get a much more catalistic approach to things and.. . -1 
mean 1 d s o  feel.. .and now for me as 1 start to feel a bit better about.. . .like 
1 know 1 earned this money and it's wo nh... someone said this is worth 
paying for, I don't ... 1 could imagine having a job where you feel I'm 
Zucky I'm getting away with thk  for a few months, but I'rn certzzinIy not 
producing very much. So I think you attihie ...y ou become, or I 
become much more sort of business like, consciow of time and money, 
and those sorts of things and it's hard to keep the long term focus on it's 
not about ....y ou're not always doing things to earn the next doünr, some 
of it 's longer tenn stu ff. 

The ongoing work searchl cash fiow issue. 

P6 spoke of an emerging recognition of the patterns in the unpredictability of 

workflow. He seerns to see elements of certainty in the overall uncertainty of this way of 

working. This is seen as part of the leanllng process of independent work. 



I think weil in the consuithg business it would taAc two or three years to 
buüd up enough sort of a clientele where 2's predictable. So I'd actudly 
Say in the last 6 or 8 months 1 haven't thought about where the.. .there just 
seerns to be more or less a steady Stream of work and when I sort of sense 
there's not, 1 look on the tender boards and try to find more work and go 
out to lunch with people. I'm not quite sure how it keeps sort of Iurching 
along, but i2 does. In the early.. ..in the f m t  year and a half it was 
definitely difficult to.. . sometimes there'd be way too much and other times 
there'd be almost nothing and ir would seem Zike there wcrs going tu be 
almost nothing forever.. . . . . .. WeII I think partly ifyou just go through ir 
a fov times you reulike strf fs  gonna come Ur somehow. Like if.. ..I don't 
know exactly what PI1 do in January but stuff will come. so whereas 1 
would have said 1 don? have anything to do in January, what am 1 gonna 
do, two years ago. But also 1 think. . . .probably you just get used to it. part 
of it also is over tirne, it starts to be.. . . . A's  now mare the way it is, that's 
jus? the way it is. 

In terms of the issue of selling his time, and marketing hirnself. he doesn't 

see that he has a clear marketing plan, it is less tangible than that. The separation 

of social activity and work search is somewhat blurred. It is simply another 

activity that is fundamental to the independent. 

Well, there1s two answers.. . ..yes and no 1 think. 1 don't think of myself as 
a marketer.. Athough other people might Say (name) youlre good at you 
know, selling yourself or presenting yourself or whatever so 1 donlt have a 
coherent . . . you de fini tely have to . . .l mean being ~e~ernployed there 's a 
bunch of things you have io do .... administrative things, financial 
things, marketing things that you wouldn 't. . .su I don 't think of myseu 
as dohg those conscwusly and I don't think of myself us going out, 
runnhg around and m a h g  a bunch of COLI calk to hy and get work, 
but I think 1 do probubly pay attention, ü's sort of in the back of my 
min d.... have I &ne the things that wouhi be intporiant tu do, did I have 
lunch wirh that pemon? Did 2 follow up wwiCh that person? 

Researcher: How much tirne do you think you spend on looking for future 
work? 



Pm trying to think. . . .I actually know that . . . .from the past, but 1 don't know 
the current amount. Maybe.. ..ten or fifteen percent of my time maybe 
would be actively luoking fur work as opposed to.. . some of these things 1 
see as more of a continuum so.. .like I was having lunch with someone that 
was partly social.. .so whereas 1 think actually 1 see what's changed is that 
there's a bit of a breakdown in whereas if 1 worked at (pnvate company) or 
(youth organisation) 1 would see people.. . ..it would be fun to see hem, but 
it would be because of work, or 1 would see h e m  because it's to see them 
and maybe incidentally we chatted about work. But now it's a bit Larder 
to sepamte out those pieces. 

The abiiity to position work rather than k i n g  ~ositioned bv it. 

Surprisingly, P6 said that as opposed to using a more flexible schedule. he 

is trying to get more routine about his working patterns. So, it appears he is txying 

to establish parameters around his work, to counteract the pervasive nature of 

work for the home-working independent. It appears he 'saves' the flexibility from 

a day to day basis into larger blocks of time. 

Researcher: Do you find yourself using this flexibility to your own 
advantage? 

A c t u d y  conscwusCy think about trying to be more routine about a, so 
make it more Monday to Friday, 9 to 5, not Monday evening, not Saturday 
aftemoon kind of thing. But aetuaily the time that comes off, ik not so 
much on a weeWy bais but through the summer, over Christmas those 
sorts of thes ,  I feel I can make a decision about when I work and don't 
work over those periods. so 1 actually do consciously try to make so that 
it's not 1 only get two weeks holiday a year, but there's six or eight or 
twelve weeks or whatever where I'm not actuaüy working. 



Work flow can be a mediating factor. 

P6 went on to discuss the additional issues associated with king a one-penon 

operation. He has adapted by becoming somewhat of a rnini-organisation, outsourcing 

different tasks to other workea. In this way, he can keep control over work volumes more 

effectively, which be indicative of the value placed on non-work time. Moreover, this 

involvement of other individuals can help to combat the isolation of king a one-person 

operation. 

I think part of it is just having to make al1 the decisions on your own 
initially. Now actually about haif the time . A ' s  aiso 1 look for ways to 
involve other people. Either in partnerships or by paying people to help me 
do things.. . . . . . . .Well just practical.. .lm not interested at king an expert 
bookkeeper, so.. ... @en lots of time I could do the bookkeeping but there 
are other things I would rather do and 2 get paid more for it thun doing 
bookkeeping, so I'llpay someone to do the bookkeeping. But ako I think 
I look for ways of working with other people, likejust naking a point of 
it. If I can involve someone on it, I would rather do that than do 
sornething on my own. 

1 remember joking with.. ..you were saying it's arnazing how many people 1 have 
working for me now, but by the time you add it up, .... 1 mean no one's actually 
working full-time for you, but the number of people who now provide services of 
some fashion to me, from a lawyer, an accountant, bookkeeper, adrninistrator. you 
know it starts to add up. It's sort of a miniaturised organisation or the co- 
operation. 



Potentid for m a t e r  intemtion of iife d e s .  

The issue of the balancing of different roles and responsibilities, within the 

context of independent work, was discussed. It was implied that the requirements 

of paid work must get a high pnority. However. the ability to control his work 

allowed him to take blocks of what would be work time, for other roles. This 

ability to choose was interestingly viewed in a potentiaiiy negative light as it can 

create additional stresses. 

I probably don 't &.ke enough tùne for myself. Aithough.. ...A depends 
on who you're t a h g  to, but you're asking me su I thütk I acfuauy do 
OR ut balancing those thhgs, but a's definitely, it becomes a deciswn 
thut you have to make Z think is the bottom üne. Like if I had a job and 
someone said be here at 9:00 and leave at 590 or even if they didn't Say 
that, there would probably be some implied understanding of roughly 
wheo that would be. But you know on Wednesday I spent the day with 
my daughters and didn't do any work and so thizî's a choice thut I could 
actuully make that I couldn't make in a lot of other situations, so I 
actuaUy think I add some stress, it seents great, but it ad& stress cause 
you have to figure all th& stz@ out m m  PF if you 're startr'ng with a 
b W  slate, imtead of huving someone jump in and Say well do this, do 
that, huve lunch roughly at this time. ... 

Technologv mediated. home office environments can be a mediating factor. 

The opponunity for in tep t ion  of different life roles with the home office 

raises additional issues, in terms of the segregation of farniiy and work. In the 

event, P6 required greater physicd separation of his office, from his home. This 



gave him a both the segregation of Iife roles and a greater sense that this was 'red' 

work. 

Well there's good and bad points ... 1 think also it's evolving. At jÙst, a 
was quite dimult  Z think actuaILy because not so rnuch being ut home, 
but I think it was the transition zone or time. (Wife) and Our two kids, 
(wife) stays home two days a week and so.. .most people, my impression 
is. most people they leave their office and then there's a transition to 
getting to their home. And so. ..but that wasn't in place for me, in fact, the 
transition was reversed. My day would, some dàys, end when Judy and 
the k& h d  home and/or I had to go and get the kids and there 
wcrsn't sort of a grduai transition there, ït wcls quite abrupt, su that was 
a ba dimuk. And a h  Z think a bunch of separate, creating separate 
thhgs. We have a separate phone line.. .definitety a separate office set-up, 
ail sorts of things, so that was . A t  was important I think to do that and it 
was only important in reuospect.. -1 mean I don't know how quickly 1 did 
them actually. it's probably over a matter of months, but the more separate 
1 got, the better. So for al1 intents and purposes. the office is not 
completely separate, but it is ...y ou know there's a lock on the door. 
separate phone lines, cornputers, etc. 

Some of the things around creating the separate space, both mentally and 
physically even if rm working out of home or.. . that 1 am working and it 
has ... there's a sort of distinct entity there and it's just as relevant and it's 
getting easier 1 think as more people are doing it . . .but i t's . . .this ii as real 
as huvhg an office to go to. If's a lot easier to b o c k  on an orne dour 
than your own mental conîbuct, but Z think tu see it, this ii a real ... l'm 
dohg a real thhg here and creutîng al1 those things that are separate, 
that a h w  that separateness - separate phone lines. separate work spaces 
and stuff.. . 

Despite this separation, the accessibility of the home office means that P6 

cm continue working over a greater part of the day. 

Yes. In fact it's probably a bit too easy to .... 1 think if I was in an 
organisation, if 1 had a separate office at five o'clock, Pd have to make sure 
1 had the stuff for 9:ûû tornorrow moming or 8:30 tomorrow morning if 1 
was going off to meet someone whereas 1 can actually go and get it at 8:ûû 



the next morning or at 9:00 at night, so it 's al2 fou easy actually to swilch 
back into work mode as opposed to swilehing off i& 

Technology and working fiom home. has meant that work behaviour and 

activities are more focused. There is l e s  time that is wasted on the non-work 

related behaviours that may be more evident in a traditional organisational job. 

Yeah trying to separate is that just me or.. ..I use email a lot and.. -1 guess 
actually. Say when 1 left (private company) and started working on my 
own, the arnount of time 1 spent at meetings.. .now if I go to a meeting, it's 
with a purpose and 1 dont spend a lot of time. just you know let's talk 
about this for the.. for whatever remon, il would be a meeting with a 
client, you know it's a very deliberate thing you know, so Iprobably have 
more specific contart with people and Iess just sort of social, chatting. 



There now foiiows an overview of the central themes identified from the 

narratives. which related to work cenaality. There has b e n  no attempt in this section. to 

categonse themes under the value coniponent or the decision making cornponent. This 

was deemed to be a premanire step in the understanding of the issues. as many themes are 

not solely applicable to one component or the other. This will be addressed in the 

discussion section, 

Persona1 interoretation of the relative imwrtance of work. 

Paullay, Stone-Romero and Auger ( 1994) described how work centrality is seen 

as k i n g  shaped by the socialization of the individual. People l em to value work h m  

their families. fiiends, religion or culture. Kanungo ( 1982) posited that socialization with 

the Rotestant Work Ethic is one way in which individual's learn to value work. but it is 

not the only way. uidividuals may corne to believe through their own experiences, that 

work is to them a central component of their Life. Therefore, a personal interpretarion of 

the relative importance of work is seen to represent both normative influences and 

personal expience. 



Control over work c m  d e v e l o ~  increased identification with work. 

Theories of human motivation suggest that human behaviour is purposive. it has 

directionaiity. and it is initiated by need states. Behaviour will always be instrumental in 

satismng those need states. An individual's work behaviour therefore. will aiso be 

purposive, in that it is airned at both intrinsic and extrinsic need states of the individual 

(Lawler, 1973). 

Interestingly, authors on the subject of work centrality tend not to single out any a 

priori explanation for why working should be important in an individual's life. For one 

individual it may be financial. for another it may be socio-psychological factors. 

Subsequentiy, measures of work centrality do not represent any specific rationale. 

However, Lawler and Hall (1970), assume that invinsic needs are central to the 

selfconcept of the individual. It is assumed that if work is pursued as a means to an end. 

rather than an end in itself, then work will not be as cenual to the individual's self- 

concept. Therefore work may be viewed as important because of extrinsic needs. but the 

identification with the activity of working itself, will not be as high as if invinsic needs 

are the key motivational factors. 

The theme thai emerged was that participants identified the ability to have much 

p a t e r  control over the direction and content of their work. They are more able to pursue 

particular projects and contracts that have the potentiai to satisb their salient needs. On 

the whole, the salient neais identified were intrinsic. Moreover, they are able to work on 

these projects in a work format that is preferred. Therefore, the work content and the 



work context rnay combine to differing degrees to provide a strong source of 

identification with working as an activity. 

Work c m  be more tailored to persona1 needs, and as such, there is a greater 

cognitive consistency between the activity of working and self. This is very different from 

an organisational employment scenario, where the institution dictates the nature and 

content of work. 

Salient needs can change over time. 

It can be assumed that the salient needs to be sought through work will undergo 

some adaptations over ùme. Changing needs may not mean changïng cennality. As 

Kanungo suggested, work c m  be instrumentai in achieving intrinsic goals as well as 

extrinsic goals. Therefore cenuality of work may remain constant, but the motivational 

factors that are underlying may shift. 

De- of control and choice is mediated bv financial realities. 

Marx proposed that a state of work involvement will result when the work 

situation elicits behaviour that is perceived to be; voluntary, not instrumental for physical 

needs, instrumental for higher order needs including self-realisation, and conducive to 

developing individual abilities to their hllest potential. Theoreticaiiy this proposai has 

merit. However, economic realities dictate that only very few people are able to pursue 

wholly self-actualising work. People must eat to survive, and the opporhmity for 



subsistence in modem economies is almost nonexistent. Therefore paid work is the 

requirement. Unfominately, this means that the extent of choice in work activity is 

bounded by financial need. 

Therefore, it was apparent from the participants that although there is greater 

opportunity to punue more self-fulfilling work, this opportunity is constantly mediated by 

shorter-term financial need. As a direct result of this, it is inevitable that work is to some 

extent a means to an end. 

In fact. the MOW International Research Team (1987) found that the income- 

producing hinction of working is perceived as the most important function by the labour 

force in every country of an international study. One cannot expect therefore to separate 

the economic meaning of work from higher order meanings. 

The dienation of orpanisational - emplovment. 

To understand the meanings attached to independent work, it is purposeful to use 

the comparative context of organisationai employrnent. Marx looked at psychological 

involvement as  being on a continuum. With alienation and involvement being the two 

extremes. Alienation in work is the condition where work becomes external to the 

worker, and there is little or no psychological identification with the work, but it is simply 

a means to an end. 

In the industrial age, where the predominant form of work has k e n  as an 

employee, individuals rarely have had the opportunity to pursue their salient needs in 



work. Subsequently, the majority has focused on the economic significance of working. 

with work becoming more of a means to an end. 

Participants' narrative frequently gave alienated perspectives on organisational 

jobs. The experiences they have had, and the subsequent meanings they have attached to 
I 

traditional jobs, provided a clear contrast to their feelings about independent work. The 

lack of control and autonomy over their persona1 work in previous jobs underpinned these 

feelings of alienation. 

Greater identification with work - meater wsitive affective resuonse to work. 

As the MOW International Research Team suggested identification with work and 

involvement with work is mutually reinforcing. With the increased potential for cognitive 

consistency between perceptions of work and perceptions of self, it is unsurprising that 

this translated into participants indicating a positive affective response to their work. 

Greater positive affect toward working as an activity will naturally increase the pre- 

disposition to place work as a more centrai feature of one's life. 

Behavioural indicators of invoiverneot- 

The Meaning of Work International Research Team, suggested that involvement 

with work may be inferred from behavioural measures, mainly in ternis of the number of 

hours spent working . Although involvement may partially explain the behavioural 

element, it was clear fiom the participants' narratives that independent work by its nature 



often has a fundamental requirement for long hours to hiifü various work obligations. 

The division between wanting to work additional hours, and 'having to' is not a clear one. 

In many ways, there are features of independent home working that can act as 

indicatoa of involvement. When work is contained within the parameters of an 

organisation, work time is largely prescribed. However, in a home working environment, 

the individual can dictate the level of work activity. How the individual utilises this, can 

provide a behaviourai indication of involvement. Similady, technology c m  make work 

more accessible today, and the extent to which the individual takes advantage of this, can 

provide an indication of involvement. 

Long tenn cornmitment to working in the indewndent realm. 

With independent work, the duration of an individual's working becornes a 

personai decision, as there is no organisation dictating age limitations. One would 

assume. that as independent workers appear more able to puaue work that has the 

potential to satisQ salient needs, leading to greater psychological identification and 

stronger positive affective responses, this would translate into a stronger cornmitment to 

keep working. regardless of economic need. A greater level of cornmitment to working as 

an activity cm be taken as evidence of a greater centrality of work. 

The narratives produced, strongly supported this hypothesis. There was a strong 

cornmitment to working longer term, largely because of the potentid of work to continue 

to satisfy salient invinsic needs. An interesting observation is that almost al1 participants 
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indicated that they would stiil like to work, but on more socially fulfilling tasks. Once the 

need to work for money is removed, working for the general good emerged strongly. 

Work can become a more ~referred life sphere. 

Marx spoke about the aiienated worker, who cannot find satisfaction in his work, 

and subsequently prefers other life spheres. 'The worker therefore feels hirnself at home 

only during his leisure time, whereas at work he feels homeless." This results when work 

is seen as  external to the worker. If the independent worker c m  pursue work that is 

internal, the potential emerges for the work sphere to satisfy salient needs. The research 

narratives did suggest that work could become a more preferred life sphere, rather than a 

mode that is punued for purely instrumental reasons. 

The nature of independent work reciuires a higher work centralitv. 

There are numerous features of independent work that would seem to lead to a 

need for a greater work focus. Primarily, the fact that the independent worker who 

operates on a contract to contract basis, is potentially unemployed on a regular basis. 

Therefore, there is a need to continually search for future work, while maintaining high 

quality standards on current work. 



The nature of Dortfolio workinrr. 

The nature of portfolio working ofien dictates the need to concentrate on several 

different projects for several different employers. The mental and physical demands of 

this are significant. It is harder to cornpartmentalise work. It sprawls. and permeates life 

to a greater extreme. A traditional job, in many ways can maintain work in a more 

contained manner. 

The necessitv for a craftsman's work ethic. 

Evidence would suggest that the re-emergence of a tme personal work ethic is a 

real possibility. For many yean, organisational jobs have in many ways bred an overly 

cornplacent environment. where personal work standards are weakened by a secure and 

stable employment situation. Ernployees in effect are frequentiy paid for their position, 

rather than the quality of the work they produce. Certain realities becarne apparent from 

the narratives, regarding the nature of independent work. Reputation is central to the 

amount of work that is obtained, therefore the individual must be 'at the top of their 

garne' day in day out. This need for high quality standards would seem to necessitate a 

more disciplined, aimost 'craftsrnan* like work ethic 



The ongoing work search/ cash flow issue. 

It was apparent that independent worken are faced with the major challenge of 

constantly finding work. This is not a concern for an employee, as  work is provided, and 

even during slower times, an incorne is provided. For the most part, the independent must 

continudy look to generate work. That is a reality for survival. Requirement for income 

on a month to month basis appears to necessitate greater work related activity. 

The independent worker can position work rather than king ~ositioned bv it. 

Independent workers can have significant control over the direction of their work. 

but in addition, they can have significant control over how they carry out their work. 

Respondents indicated substantial flexibility in how they positioned their work. 

Possession of a more flexible work schedule allows the independent worker to position 

work according to their needs at a specific point in tirne. In organisational work. the 

decision regarding where work is positioned is largely taken out of the individual's hands. 

The independent worker can often exercise a level of choice. It could be argued that this 

introduction of choice has the potential to increase or decrease work centrality, depending 

upon the individual. 



Work fiow c m  be a mediathe factor. 

There is also the issue of workfiow, and managing fluctuations in work volumes. 

Work volumes will always Vary. even in organisational employrnent, but the fluctuations 

are often more extreme for the independent. The ebbs and flows of work volumes will 

inevitably have a subsequent effect on the positioning of work relative to other life roles. 

The ~ositioning of work behaviour mav become more congruent - with values. 

The whole decision process regarding how work is positioned. will be 

strongly infiuenced by an underlying value system, which may dictate very 

specifically, the relative 'big picnire' importance of each role. This value 

hierarchy. determining the centrality of work, is seen as k i n g  largely deiemiined 

by a socialization process. The centrality of work for an individual will be shaped 

at some level by normative influences referent groups, which would indicate how 

work should be positioned. Unfortunately, the majority of organisational jobs 

dictate the place of work in a penon's life. There was evidence from this research, 

that this new way of working with greater flexibility and control allows these 

hierarchies to be more reflected in behaviour patterns. 



Potential for mater  intemation of iife roles. 

The inherent flexibility in independent work. ternis of time management. allowed 

p a t e r  integration of work with other life des .  It was apparent from the narratives. that 

there was the potential for various d e s  to become more intewoven than segregated. 

Work became more malleable. and could be shaped to accommodate the requirements of 

different roles. This element i n d u c e s  a significant element of confusion into the 

question of ceneaiity of work. Clear boundaries are no longer in evidence. as different 

roles 'spillover' into each other 

The generai notion of multiple role theorists is that the cornmiment to different 

roles cm result in role strains and even role overload (Mannheim & Schiffrin, 1984). 

When role overload occurs, coping may necessitate a reduction in the centrality of certain 

roles and adaptations in the others. In fact. the narratives seemed to suggest that the 

malleable nature of their working patterns allowed cenvality of work without creating an 

anticipated level of role conflict. 

In general this ability to integrate different roles was regarded positively, but 

interestingly it was also suggested that the element of choice creates additional stresses. 

Working from a home office holds particular implications for the overlapping of various 

roles. There is the potential for various d e s  to becorne more intewoven than segregated. 

This element introduces a significant element of confusion into the question of centrality 

of work. Clear boundaries are no longer in evidence. as different roles 'spillover' into 

each other. 



Technologv mediated home office can impact the rmsitioning of work. 

The home office can be beneficial to the independent worker, in ternis of reducing 

traditional work-related activities (Parker, 197 1 ), such as travel and grooming. However, 

this is largely offset by the increased accessibility to work that the home office provides. 

Participants made reference to the expanded working hours the home office can create. In 

this way, it would appear that the home office would increase work-related activity. In 

ternis of work centraiity, as  work is efiectively 'on tap' ai home. a clearer behavioural 

perspective can be obtained. 

In a similar vein, technology was viewed ôoth positively and negatively. In one 

sense it ailows the independent worker to function effectively. allowing thern 

communications, without which even a decade ago. would have made their working lives 

substantially more dificult. However, again, technology can mean that work becomes 

almost ubiquitous. Work related information and communication is now available around 

the clock. 



Chapter Five 

Discussion 

Overview 

Participant's narratives generated numerous insights into the nature and meaning 

of independent work at the dawn of the post-industrial era. This emerging way of working 

fundarnentally alters many traditional interpretations and meanings of working as a life 

role. 

It is recognised that this sample of participants were of comparable ages, they are 

ail successful knowledge workers, and in large measure made a pro-active decision to 

work in this rnanner. It is further acknowledged that this pro-active decision to work 

independently could be seen as indicative of an dready higher level of work centrality. 

Their narratives clearly outlined that their motivations for working as an independent 

related to factors that highlighted their valuation of work as an end in itself, rather than an 

instrumental activity. These factors combined to elicit narratives that were mostly 

positive in direction. However, it was very clear that the world beyond jobs has its pros 

and cons. Participants described features and characteristics of this way of working, 

which seemed to create opportunities for an almost utopian world of work. This was 

counterbalanced by several 'dystopian' (Rifkin, 1995) characteristics of this work form. 

Narratives successfully communicated the potential range of positive and negative 

experiences in this environment, which aU independent workers could be exposed to. 

This range of expenence will be exarnined in the context of the work cenuality construct. 



There are two major theoretical cornponents of the work centraiity constmct. each 

with its particular properties (Meaning of Work International Research Team 1 WXI%e 

fmt component involves a value orientation toward working as  a life d e .  and the second 

component relates to a decision-making orientation regarding preferred life spheres for 

one's behaviour. It emerged strongiy h m  participants' nmtives.  that working as an 

indepeudent can have a significant impact on both cornponents of work cenuality. 

The belief or value component has two elements. identification with working and 

involvement or cornmitment to working. The critical factor that appears to impact the 

value component can be viewed simply in temis of conuol. Control over the nanue. 

content and smicture of one's work ï he  independent can maximise their inherent 

autonomy and control. in two key ways. Primarily. they are able to dictate the content and 

direction of their work choices. dependhg upon their salient needs. Secondly. their 

flexibility and control over work patterns aiiows the independent to more oppominity ro 

position work accordkg to personal values. needs and desires on a day to &y basis. In 

short, there is a much greater sense of ownenhip and personal relationship with their 

work behaiiors. This can lead to geater cognitive consistency. and identification berneen 

perceptions of work and self- In h.un this tends to increase the emotional investments and 

involvement with working as a life d e ,  and can create a longer-term cornmitment to 

working as a life d e .  

In tenns of the decision-making component of work cenaality, it needs ro be 

nxopnised that Life expenence is segmenteci into different sub-spheres or Life d e s ,  such 

as work, family, community, leisure or fiiends. These sub-spheres and the associatexi 

behaviors are preferred differentiaii y. The decision component relates to these sub- 



spheres, and has itself. two elements. The fmt element relates to sphere preference. in 

t e m  of the significance attached to behavion that take place in particular üfe spheres. 

Self-identification will be closely related to sphere preference. and therefore tnis element 

of the decision-making component is closely Linked to the value component. With 

increased identification, involvement and cornmitment to work. it would suggest that 

work becomes a more preferred life sphere in the decision-making context. The second 

element of the decision making component is the actual choice element. in ternis of the 

extent to which the individual actuaiiy chooses the preferred Me sphere and the 

associated behaviors. In respect of this element, independent work can provide a more 

transparent vessel, providing a more accurate reflection of work centrality relative to 

other life spheres. In traditional employment scenarios, behavioural indicators of work 

centraiity are de-valued by the lack of personal control. Without any directives fiom an 

employer, the independent can consistently position work in accordance with personal 

value structures, and in this way, independent work provides a more accurate behavioural 

indication of work cenuality. There is the freedom and flexibility to tailor one's work to 

the centrality of other spheres, not necessarily at the expense of othen. but the malleable 

nature of work in this environment cm be moulded to demonstrate higher leisure 

cencmlity or family centrality for example. 

However, it emerged that the degree of positive effect independent work can have 

in ternis of the value component and the decision-making component. is largely 

dependent on financial security, and the power balance between the individual and the 

market. In recent centuries, there has been the progression from master to slave, lord to 

serf, employer to employee, and now it is suggested that society is moving toward a 



funher stage of equality, with self-organised independent work. Control appears to the 

cntical factor, as work moves outside of the organisation, the perception of freedom is 

strong. However, participants' narratives indicated that ihere is a new master in the world 

beyond jobs. This master is less tangible, and has the potential to be more fickle than the 

standard employer. What strongly emerged is that in an employer deficient scenario, the 

new master is the marketplace. The marketplace can be seen to represent the body of 

potential employers, with unpredictable needs and difierential requirements for an 

individual's services. The key point is that an individual's experience of independent 

portfolio working is heavily dependent on their market success, at any specific point in 

time. A stmng market position can provide the financial security, a good range of options 

for work, and more opportunity to position work as desired relative to other life spheres. 

A weaker market position can provide a precarious financial status, a limited range of 

options for work, and reduced ability to position work in the life space. This market 

position can be relatively constant, but the narratives indicated that it is more in a 

constant state of change. Thus, the environment becomes "more of a seesaw" (participant 

6). Previously, it was outlined how the independent is able to choose both the content and 

pattern of their work. Due to economic reaiities however, the degree of choice in work 

direction is severely undermined by what the market requires and will pay for, at any 

given point in time. Furthemore, the abiiity to position work as desired can be severely 

affected by the fluctuations in worktlow. There may be increased demands on work time 

and work related time, with work becorning more pervasive and sprawling. Altematively, 

work may be entirely missing when the independent is caught between projects, in a state 

of temporary unemployment . 



Research Obiective 

To develop a model that will identio the key issues and factors that c m  determine work 

centrality in this world of independent work. It is intended that this model will highlight 

the decision-making processes involved in how work is positioned in the life of the 

individual. 

There are a few caveats that must be acknowledged in reference to the following 

models. Firstly, the models are not intended to indicate any causality in the strictest sense. 

They represent the researcher's interpretations of the participants' narratives. in the 

context of work centrality. Relationships are proposed, but these relationships are neither 

definitive nor directly generalisable to wider populations. They could serve however as a 

platform for further research, which will be discussed at the end of this chapter. 

Secondly, it is acknowledged that the relationships identified in the model appear 

to be static. It was difficult to represent the dynamics of the proposed relationships. Work 

centrality is not fixed throughout the life course. Work centrality indicates to a large 

extent an enduring set of beliefs and behaviours, but these beliefs and behaviours are 

constantly under the influence of changing personal experience and socialisation factors. 

Finally, in the context of the decision making model, the rnodel is ultimately 

divided into high and low work centrality. It is critical to recognise that work centrality is 

continuum based, and this visual division is purely for the purposes of a more clear 

presentation of conclusions. 
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The Value Component of Work Centraiih 

Ail individuals have some sense of the relative importance that work occupies in 

their lives. Paullay, Stone-Romero and Alliger (1994) described how work centrality is 

seen as k i n g  shaped by the socialization of the individual. Work centrality is seen to be 

determined at some level by normative influences. People can Ieam to value work from 

various referent groups such as their families, friends, religion or culture. These referent 

groups propagate values that c m  be seen as supportive of the Protestant Work Ethic. For 

participant t h e ,  the key referent appears to be religion. 

I have a belief ihat's busically what we're here to do ..... and my philosophy or 
religious belief tliat thut's whaî üfe ù about. Life's about. .... it's not silting 
around consuming drinks and sucking up ruys or ski bunnying even i fyou 
could afford to do thut, it's about work and hopefully duing some good. 
(Participant 3)  

Participant one, indicated how family experiences of independent work have 

instilled very positive work values. He has k e n  socialised in an environment where 

significant value has k e n  placed on working as a life role. 

I think theù cuhre,  theù family culture hm shown them the options, 
has shown thent th& work is a rich, s e f i i n g  ...... or can be a rich, 
satisfuing love affaù and not a depressing, agonking prison. (Participant 
1) 

Kanungo (1982) posited that socialization with the Protestant Work Ethic 

is one way in which individual's learn to value work, but it is not the only way. 



Individuais rnay corne to beIieve through their own experiences, that work is to 

them a centrai component of their life. Therefore, a personal interpretation of the 

relative importance of work is seen to represent both normative influences and 

personal experience. The critical point in reference to independent workers is that 

the nature and meaning of work is fiequently very different from the traditionai 

employee. In respect of this thesis, the concern is to a greater degree with the 

personal experience element, in terms of how participant's experiences of 

independent work impacted their valuation of work as a Iife role, relative to other 

spheres. Thus, the key to this discussion. are the personal experiences of 

participants, as communicated through their narratives. Participants clearly 

highlighted how independent work can provide the opportunities to develop a 

higher level of identification, involvement and cornmitment to working. This can 

lead to a more positive evaiuation of working as a life role. However, this is not a 

given. 

Participants' narratives were very consistent in identiMng the critical strength of 

the independent, as the ability to exercise control, autonomy and choice in their 

environment. The individual is not being allocated work from above, and there are no 

directives as such. The independent portfolio worker has a great deal more flexibility to 

constantiy change direction, focus, and work patterns as they progress from project to 

project. Rather, independent workers are more able to examine the available work, and 

their personal agendas, and make decisions accordingly on an ongoing basis, in terms of 

what work to undertake and how they wish to complete this. This control feeds a stronger 

and more personai connection between the individual and the outcomes of their labour. 



I would miher do that, 1 would ruther have no benem, I would ratiter be 100% 
responsible for me and my family and have the sense of satisfaction that cornes 
from that,from being however perversely 3 nuiy be the case in conbol of my lifo 
su that I feel some .... I feel the satisfaction of getting through, I feel the 
satisfaction of actually paying the light bill and puttîng food on the table. I ako 
feel the terror that cornes when t h t  may not be w o r h g ,  but thatfs the 
stimukmt in lue that I need.. . (Participant 1 ) 

Control provides ownership, and as such the independent has greater opportunity 

to tailor their work to achieve increased congruence with their salient needs, which c m  

further feed the personal relationship with the work role. An individual's self-concept 

will dictate salient needs, that the individual will seek to satisw through their work. 

Participants mostly communicated and explained their salient needs in terms of their 

personality. In this context, it can be assumed that perceptions of personality relate 

strongly to selfconcept. 

1 dont think it was just the fmt crack at it, I think it was more of a personal@ 
style thing. One pattern which has emerged late in my working life is that I'm 
much more ... this has only recently occurred to me as I've probably said to you 
before, I'm much more fnghtened of boredorn than 1 am of not having money. 
And that's the son of thing that needs literally decades of data before you can 
reach these conclusions, and that's absolutely m e .  (Participant 1 ) 

Although self-organised work has always existed, work in the industriai era has 

been ovewhelrningly dorninated by a structure of jobs, with employees servicing the 

needs of an employer. The employer-employee relationship has largely involved a 

directive ailocation of tasks, and subsequently the degree of perceived ownership of 

personal labour has been dirninis hed. 



but 1'12 tell you that I'm much, much happier workhg a 100 hours a week in rny 
little o n e  here where 1 feel sorne.. . .. . I feel that I'm going to no meetings that 
I don't chose to go to, I am waxting nobody's tinte and nobody's wasting mine. 
I'm either behg paid to do the work or attend the meetings or I am choosing to 
do the work and attend the meetings because 1 chose to do it. (Participant 1 ) 

Marxist philosophy would examine this relationship in t e m  of dienation. The 

lack of autonorny and control over one's work creates conditions for a cognitive state of 

separation between the individuai and their personal labour. Work becornes extemal to 

the worker, and the cognitive consistency between working as a life role and perceptions 

of self can be compromised. 

This separation between the worker and his labour has led to many worken 

becoming focused on work as an instrumental activity. to be valued mostly at an extrinsic 

level. A key observation from the study was the overwhelming emphasis on intnnsic 

factors when explaining the penonal significance of their work. 

My next ten year plan calls for me to make a lot more money, cause 1 was 
never focused on money, rnoney was never a focus for me. I'd never go 
Uito this to make buckets and buckets of money.. . . . ..More of a lifestyle 
and more freedom und more flexibility, and more of the challenge and 
more of the stimulafion from a variety of work, thut's why I got into ü. 
(Participant 3 )  

The ability to control the content and direction of their work, creates the 

opportunity to encourage a work path which focuses more on psychological growth and 

self-fulfilment, and less on purely instrumental needs. 

My old boss at , for example. who is rich by virtue of king with the 
Company 2û+ years. dohg weIl, investing weli, he's got rnillwns literally, he 
keeps telüng me how much he envies me.. ... the freedom, independence, and the 



ability to Say I don Y want to do that project, or I 'm out of town, or I'm going to 
go to my coltage for a month and w h o t .  What does it mean to hm.. .so in his 
state of mind he's an entrepreneur at heart that spent his entire working life 
s e l h g  out to the company for money. nioc result, I'm sirting here worried 
about next month's forecust in terms of where will  my money be, but ifyou ask 
me in my heart am I happy, I fm blissfuIZy happy. Eere's a guy who just gngnnds 
h& teeth every night, he's got millions in the bank but he gngnnds hk  teeth 
because he's depressed t h t  Le sou  himselfto the company (Participant 1) 

The empowement that independent work brings, aliows individuals to work on 

their own account to meet their own needs, to achieve their own purposes (Robertson. 

1985). There is significant potential that the portfolio lifestyle could increase the 

opportunity for self-actualisation through work. Self-actualisation is the pinnacle of 

Maslow's hierarchy of needs mode1 (Kelly, 1990), and it relates to a realisation of human 

potential, specific to the individual. Increasingly, with an society of independent workers, 

with more individualism and fewer employees, we could well see a societal shift toward a 

more holistic view of work and non-work. Kelly (1990) referred to work by Murphy 

(1975), who in his definition of holism, spoke of clear demarcation of work and leisure as 

king  inappropriate, as there is the potential for human fulfilment in each. 

The assumption is that an individual who focuses more on the intrinsic rewards of 

work, and sees it as having a value in and of itself, will have greater psychological 

identification with work, and will position work more centrally in their lives, relative to 

other roles. The individual, who views work as external, as a means to an end, will 

marginalise work in their lives relative to other roles. 

Oh absolutely, cause it's the.. ... the financial thing is just a background thing. 
It's like every once in a while you Say well maybe we should put the per diems up, 
but it's al1 irrelevant, Pfs just you know they senti the money but a's got nothing 



to do with the work. Well if you c m  find it. I think 1 was fortunate enough that 1 
found something that 1 think is really valuable. (Participant 5) 

However, for most individuals, money is not just a background thing. The 

relationship between intrinsically motivated work and exvinsically motivated work is 

cornplex. Theories of human motivation suggest that human behaviour is purposive. it 

has directionality, and it is initiated by need states. Behaviour will always be instrumental 

in satisfying those need states. An individual work behaviour therefore, will also be 

purposive, in that it is aimed at both intrinsic and extrinsic need states of the individual 

(Lawler. 1973). Interestingly, authors on the subject of work centrality tend not to single 

out any a priori explanation for why working should be important in an individual's life. 

For one individual it may be financial, for another it may be socio-psychological factors. 

Subsequently, rneasures of work centrality do not represent any specific rationale (Paullay 

et al, 1994). 

The key point is that control and ownenhip provides the individual with the 

opportunity to evaluate opportunities and make choices about work direction, based on 

salient needs. This can be done on a consistent basis. In terms of portfolio working, the 

reality is that there is often a combination of instrumental work, intnnsically motivated 

work and work where there is some degree of overlap. 

. . . . . ..ifs a continuous process, like a year ago 1 would have said o.k. what work 
am I getting? How much did I get paid for different contracts, so of like almost a 
per hour/per day kind of basis? So what are the highest ones and whkh ones am 
I rnost interested in doing? Z achuily /ind there's a Little bit of correlation 
there, not because I got puid more, but because Z think the ones that I actually 
thought through and did p r o b e  and there was udequate time and it was part 
of u bigger process, Z tended to get paid better for it and I tended to enjoy more 



and the ones.. ..sort of one off can you do a training thing and it's a day, knowing 
that 1 have time to do it.. ..those would be the less enjoyable. but they would also 
tend to be the less well paid but that wasn't a criteria rd use. (Participant 6) 

The ability to pursue work that is more aiigned with salient needs is effectively a 

function of two critical areas of control. Firstly, control over the nature and content of 

work undertaken. Secondly, control over the flow and pattern of working. 

Control over work content. 

Marx proposed that a state of work involvement will result when the work 

situation elicits behaviour that is perceived to be; voluntary, not instrumentai for physicd 

needs. instrumentai for higher order needs including self-reaiisation, and conducive to 

developing individual abilities to their fullest potential. Participants clearly indicated an 

inherent freedom and ability to control the nature and content of work projects 

undertaken. 

but over the years because of the freedom and frexibiliCy I've had to pursue 
unything I wanted when 1 wanted it. An opportunit'y would corne up to do thk 
or to team up with somebody or to start this business and I could say yes or no. 
If it felt kght, if I liked the people and I liked the situafion, then 
yes.. . . . .(Participant 3) 

This control would seem to allow individuals to pursue work that is more 

consistent with their own self-concept. The nature of work undertaken becomes more 

malleable and can be tailored to become more congruent with the worker's salient needs. 



In this way, the element of separation is minimised and the degree of connection with 

personal labour is enhanced. 

Iym doing something because I want tu do it and if I end up doing something I 
realise I don 't want tu be doing, I can change that, there's no one saying you 
have to do f i e  more of those. I f  I agree tu do something il's because 
presudZy at some level I wanted fo or felt I needed to or whaiever, 
so ....fe eling like Iym the one who made the choice about what I did. (Participant 
6)  

Of particular note, is that because of the project or contract nature of working in 

this way, at any time during the working life, should the salient needs that are sought 

from working change, the nature of work punued can be adjusted to maintain the sarne 

degree of connection. In a job scenario, circumstances are largely fixed over time, and the 

opportunity to pursue salient need satisfaction is largely controlled by the employer. 

For example, the selfemployed person is only ever doing projects. So a project 
has a start and an end. If you hated it, you don 't do it again. If you love it, you 
con steer your way towards more of those projects. Thut freribizity $ ofen 
reduced or even missing for most people who are irnprisoned by jobs. 
(Participant 1 ) 

The abilitv to control the ~ositioning: of work. 

It strongly emerged from participants that it is not only the freedom and ability to 

control work content that can provide a greater identification with working as an 

independent. Participants indicated a strong identification with the ability to work to a 

schedule and pattern which is largely self-determined. To a large extent, this could be 

viewed as identification with the lifestyle that this facilitates. 



In the industrial era, the temporal boundaries of the work role have been defined 

by the employer, which bas meant that the decision regarding where work is positioned is 

largely taken out of the individual's hands. Traditionally, there is a prescribed amount of 

hours that one must work annually, with the allowed time away from work k i n g  

specifically defined. This standard workùig pattern with monthly, weekly and hourly 

divisions has effectively served as a control mechanism. Once work is moved outside of 

an organisation, the defined space in the day for work time is removed, and the control is 

returned to the individual. 

Control over work volume. 

Work volumes will always Vary, even in organisational employment, but the 

critical difference is that the independent worker is more able to exhibit control and 

exercise choice over work volumes. It has been illustrated how participants work on a 

constantly changing body of work composed of a senes of projects. These projects ail 

tend to have a start and a finish date, and therefore work volumes become more 

controlled and defined, as opposed to ongoing and indefinite administration, clencal or 

management tasks. Thus, the individual is able to constantly make decisions regarding the 

amount of work to  pursue and undertake at any specific point in time. 

you sit down you have a meeting with a customer and decided well no I'm going 
skiing this week Mr. Customer, guess what? ... so I'm fully in conbol of rny 
&yrUner, I'm fuUy in conhol of how muny customers thut I want to put in the 
queue at any point in the. (Participant 3) 



Participant five, highlighted the ability to manipulate work flow in the 

independent arena. She has been able to concentrate a high volume of work into a shorter 

period of tirne, in order to allow non-work time or very low volume work at a later date. 

Again, the key is that it is a personal decision. there is a direct connection with her work 

acùvity and her own personal agenda. 

Researcher: So you would take a traditional vacation as such? 

No I never take tradidibnal .....y eah? truditiond but s p r e d  out. I'd have a lot 
more vacation time than Say your normal employee because where they might get 
three weeks or whatever, I c m  take and work double weeks and then take 
double weeks off. And Z can do that at any point during the year 

Researcher: Do you take advantage of that? 

Oh yeah? why else wouM you be doing it you know ? (Participant 5 )  

Narrative from participant four, illuminated how financial secunty and life stage 

cm impact the whole equation of work centrality. Following a buy-out package at early 

retirement, he didn't have to work, but chose to continue working as an independent at a 

reduced level. The project nature of his newly independent working status. allowed hirn 

to have more management over the incoming work flow. In a job scenario, you're 

expected to work on an ongoing basis, whether this is full or part time. 

You know because for one the part-fime job that I'm taking is only about four 
months old and 1 had lots of vacation time over the summer.. ..So.. .both of these 
options came towards the end of the summer so f was on vacation basicullj al1 
Sumner .... Now i fyou asked me the same question again next fall, and I've 
been on huo contracts ail summer then I'd have to reassess Lat .  (Participant 4 )  



Control over a fluid 24-hour dav. 

The old single shift factory scheduie. is still the bais  of the overall societal 

tirnetable, but this is changing rapidly. For years, work hours were inflexible as the 

machines stood waiting for the next shift. There is still a significant carry over from this 

period. Public schwls, restaurants, public transport, human services and recreation are dl 

organised around the standard working day. Evidence from participants strongly indicated 

how personai rather than societal schedules dictate, in the independent environment. 

1 just can't imagine myself ever k i n g  .... First of dl. working for anyone else 
because I'm very used to determining what I'm going to do and so on. And 
being somewhere at a set tinte every &y, whether you feel like working or not. 
. . . Untü now I've been A t ' s  been very nice with M, been amund., been here 
afer school.. ... any tirne I want to do anything I jus t  take the time to do it. I like 
to work according to my rhythm.. . . (Participant 2) 

No longer does work have to occupy a specified time space as traditional time 

structures are disassembled. The result is a 24 hour fiuid time space. How and where 

work is done, becomes far more amorphous, as individu& dictate their own personal 

patterns. 

Therefore, within this time space, the independent worker can exercise a greater 

level of choice. As Handy (1994) suggested, portfolio workers have more freedom to 
' 

chu& their time in any different way they choose. When you can manipulate and use time 

to your own ends, it becomes a form of medom. It effectively allows the independent 

worker to position work according to their needs at a specific point in time. 



A criticai factor that facilitates much of the flexibility available to the independent 

is the reemergence of home-working, which has in tum k e n  facilitated by the 

significant advances in synchronous and asynchronous communications technology. The 

ability to take advantage of the more fluid time space, is largely due to the ability to work 

h m  home. That segregation of work time by location is no longer evident. which 

immediately increases the span of time over which work cm be present. 

But the big thing that you find in doing this I think and working from a home 
environment office is that a lot of the work that you're doing c m  be done from 
your home office environment. So then you have a longer span of time that you 
can work at it. I mean if I chose to do some personal things today, this 
afemoon then I can work at my contract work tonight. (Participant 4 )  

Greater identification with work. 

Therefore, the participants narratives clearly indicated that the independent worker 

has an inherent control and flexibility over their working life. They are more able to tailor 

their work to achieve greater congruence with their salient needs. This increased 

congruence can stimulate a stronger sense of identification with working as a life role. In 

tems of control over work content and direction, the independent worker can mould their 

working role to achieve greater cognitive consistency between the perceptions of working 

and self. Conditions exist to create a more direct and penonal relationship with their 

labour. The tendency was that participants exercised this control to focus more on the 

intnnsic rewards of work. They tended to pursue projects that were perceived to have a 

value in of thernselves, rather than the projects that would be undertaken more as a means 



to an end. This intrinsic need satisfaction appeared to develop greater psychological 

identification with work, resulting in work k i n g  valued more centrally in their lives. 

1 do not take bonng assignments. 1 may do some boring or less interesting things 
wiihin an assignrnent, but I rarely do entire assignments thut are b o h g  or 'hot  
right for me''. (Participant 3) 

It strongiy emerged from participants that it is not only the freedom and ability to 

control work content that can provide a greater identification with working as an 

independent. Participants indicated a strong identification with the ability to work to a 

schedule and pattern which is largely self-determined. To a large extent, this could be 

viewed as identification with the lifestyle that this facilitates. 

1 might have to work like that, but I would rather vade the impulsive task 
management and swim and Tuesday afternoon sail, for working 6 hours on a 
Saturday. In other words I conrmtct my work patterns precisely the way I 
comhuct it. (Participant 1 ) 

Greater identification with work can lead to meater involvement with working. 

The Meaning of Work International Research Team (1987) defined work 

involvement as an affective response to working as a part of one's life. It may include 

behavioural elements in terms of work duration. Identification and involvement are seen 

as mutuaily reinforcing. With the increased potentiai for cognitive consistency between 

perceptions of work and perceptions of self, it is unsurprising that this translated into 

participants indicating a positive affective response to their work. This again relates to the 

ownenhip of personal labour. Independents have both the opportunities to pursue work 



that satisfies saiient needs, and the opportunity to complete the work to a very personai 

work pattern. 

Work is v i M y  impomnt. I love tu work, and love to work when I want to, so 
working independentfy is ideal. (Participant 3) 

There is a clear and direct connection between personai work and personal 

agendas. Participants indicated high levels of emotional investment in their work which 

is often missing for the majority of jobbed employees. If the work is devoid of enjoyment 

and satisfaction, they can steer themselves away from that type of project in the future. 

I think a's.. . . I believe that people shoukl do what they love doing and if you 're 
not doing if, you 're getting short changed and sontetimes the cost of doing what 
you love to do is that you have to take a fait amount of risk to dkcover ü..... I 
mean you get into the chssroom and I c m  never believe that people pay me to 
do it... So I think the value isn't so much the financial s t u . ,  itfs just when 
people Say Y makes a difference. (Participant 5 )  

If one considers the pervasive attitudes to working in the industrial era, the 

overwhelrning tendency has k e n  a degree of dissatisfaction. Evidence frorn participants 

would suggest that the re-emergence of a tme personai work ethic is a real possibility. For 

many years, the separation between individuais and their labour has frequently led to a 

decreased emotional investrnent in work, which in turn has weakened personal work 

standards. In simple terms, "their heart is not in it?" 

you just go and you do and il's kUld of a mindless robotron ope  of activity. 
(Participant 3)  

. . .because I actiurlly find organisafional life to be de-motivating with reference 
to the quality of.....l found ü to be de-motivatîng wifh reference tu the quaCity of 



my work Because what were the sigMLr or impressions? Do it right or do it 
wrong? Doesn 't matfer much. (Participant 1 ) 

Certain realities became apparent from the narratives regarding the nature of 

independent work. Reputation is central, and the need for high quality standards would 

seem to stimulate a more discipiined, almost 'craftsman* like work ethic. Vroom (1962) 

emphasised that with higher autonomy and control, there is higher ego involvement. 

whic h in turn increases work involvement. 

You a= the product and you are only us good as y o w  &zst piece of work. ... You 
becorne obsessive about the quafi@ of your work There U no co worker or boss 
hyer &O hide behind (Participant L ) 

Therefore, there is more pnde taken in personal work. and a narurai extension of 

this is a greater sense of personal achievement. One's contribution is not lost. as is often 

the case in a large organisation. The impact and contribution of an individuai's work is 

more direct and cIear, which can further stimulate involvement with work. 

Researcher: Do you feel an emotional involvement with your work? 

Of course I am involved emotioll~~ily with my work, since these are my own 
companies, so I want them to be succe ssfu....... One is more involved working 
<rs an independent in the feelings of responsibiliiy und aceompliîhments, 1 
thiirk. 

These feelings of accornplishment are accentuated by the standard project nature 

of independent work, with its specificaiiy defmed tasks and deadlines. Participant four 

found this to be the case in cornparison with his years in govemment. 



Because I think there's more sense of accomplishment in this type of 
environment titan there was before.. . . . . -1 don't know . . .just a sense 1 think that I 
have but 1 think that.. .a's project-oriented work, projectt-onented work usually 
h a  a beginning, an execufion stage and an end where you finish the thing and 
once you finish a project you Say well it's done. It was eilher a good job or a 
terrible job and you learn something from it, but so that gives you a sense of 
accompl~hntent I think more so than having to deal with ongoing 
administmîïon or management, on a &y-to-day basis and maybe well I think 
the resuh are less obvious. (Participant 4) 

It is perhaps a logical and natural extension of this high work involvement. that 

the participants exhibited a significant degree of spillover of their work into other life 

spheres (Wilensky,L960). Participants al1 exhibited a high degree of involvement and 

identification with their work. which led to a tendency for it to permeate into other 

spheres. As a greater connection between self and the work role develops. work c m  

become fused with other life spheres. 

There's a bit. .. a's not clear wltere the work ends, the learning starts, 
where the learning stops and the rekàxatzon starls. (Participant 6 )  

Moreover, whereas traditionally work is relatively fixed geographically and 

temporally, the independent can use the inherent fluidity to accommodate more than one 

life role concurrently. Therefore, rather than an either or scenario, the independent is able 

to rnould their work to meet the needs of non-work life spheres. Without any clear 

segmentation between roles, it becomes difficult to determine centrdity of life roles. 

Researcher: Would you take a traditional vacation? 

Well, yes we take traditional vacations. We also ofien take the children dong  to 
wherever we're going in Africa with these (international organisation) contracts. 
so we take a lot of vacation actually. I mean o fen  it's work-rekited.. .(Participant 
2) 



Participant one used the farmer analogy to describe the involvement with 

working. Compare the following narrative with traditionai attitudes to work. Whereas 

many workers in the traditional jobbed environment seek their satisfying interactions 

outside of work in their leisure, participant one is connected with work while at leisure. 

Are you a fanner by nature or are you not? I am a fanner by Mture 
even when I'm at leisure I'm constantly f4scinatet.i with the business 
opportunities ... And 1 find it a fascinating, endless puzzle so I'm never 
off duty in that regard. (Participant 1 )  

What c m  emerge is that there is such cognitive consistency between self and the 

working self, that self-identification can be dmost wholly related to work. Work becomes 

so persona1 with such a high degree of ego involvement, it can take over. 

You can run the danger of becoming yow work Le. the workahoiic truck- 
(Participant 1 ) 

Long - term conirnitment to working. 

With independent work, the length of the working life becomes a completely 

personal decision. Reference has k e n  made to the evidence of greater psychological 

identification and stronger positive affective responses to working as a life role for the 

independent. Work centrality theory (MOW International Research Team, 1986) would 

suggest that these factors would translate into a stronger cornmitment to keep working, 



regardless of economic need. A greater level of cornmitment to working as an activity, 

can be taken as evidence of a greater centrality of work. 

Participants' narratives strongly supported this hypothesis. There was a strong 

coinmitment to working longer term, largely because of the potential of work to continue 

to satisQ salient intrinsic needs. It became clear that participants valued the actuai process 

of working. An interesting observation is that aimost al1 participants indicated that they 

would still Iike to work, but on more socially fdfilling tasks. Once the need to work for 

money is removed, working for the general good emerged strongly. 

But I would slül work and w h î  would I be doing? I'd probably .... the mr2: 
woukü probably shift. .... I'd probably be doing a lot more with every if as rnuch 
passion a d  every bit as much facurarion and every bit as much detemination 
I wouid be doing project work but suddenly a lot less of it would be paying me.. 
(Participant 1 ) 

'The lottery question' is frequently used in work cenvality studies, in order to 

separate the importance of work from its economic significance. It became clear from 

participants cornmitment to work, that they viewed work as an end in itself, and not as a 

means to an end. 

Researcher: Say if you win the lottery tomorrow and you wouldn't have to work, 
wouid you? 

Oh I'd absolutely work. .... Yeah, I'd just work d@erently ...... I would 
probably. ..I olwoys wanted tu be a philantlrropist in t e m  of setting up some 
kuid of....lrd probabfy work with @ahhg people who couldn't get ttained 
othenvise or organizatbns who couldn'tfwid training. (Participant 5 )  

In traditional job environments, you have 'one egg in the basket.' Once an 

individual has completed their job t em,  in the sense of reaching a certain age, 



work is removed as a life sphere and leisure dominates. whether this is desired or 

not. A key point is that the independent portfolio worker has, as the narne would 

imply, a number of different working activities and projects. Within the portfolio, 

there will be work items that are viewed more as a means to an end, and others 

that arc viewed more as ends in thernselves. Therefore, at a certain stage, it 

becomes not a question of working or not working, but rather, which elements of 

the working portfolio to concentrate on. 

I'd probably continue some of my work involvement's. ..J feel like there are 
contracts I would just Say no tu. .. I would p r o b e  drop a lot of them, but not 
al1 of them.. . . . . ... Training, most of them would be training ones so a's work 
that I feel Iike I'm doing because it helps pay the bah. I don't find it distaste ful, 
but on the other hand, given the choice, I would spend my time reading or 
whatever. (Participant 6) 

In short, independent workes are perhaps more committed to work in the longer 

term, because work has very different and probably more positive meanings and 

implications, than would be prevalent in a traditional job environment. in addition, a 

critical factor in the cornmitment to working is that there is no organisation determinhg 

the duration of your working life. 

Researcher: To what extent are you cornrnitted to continue working in the longer 
term? 

I'll die workïng and love every minute.. ..this is my character. 

Researcher: How does working as an independent affect this? 

No one can retüe me. (Participant 3) 



Dystooian Elements of hdewndent Work can Mediate the Value Comwnent 

Control over work content- 

This ability to exercise control over the nature and content of work is often 

comprornised by the economic realities that dictate that only very few people are able to 

pursue wholly self-actualising work. People must eat to survive. and the opportunity for 

agriculturai subsistence in modem economies is almost nonexistent. Therefore paid work 

is the requirernent. In fact, the MOW International Research Team (1987) found that the 

income-producing function of working is perceived as  the most important function by the 

labour force in every c o u n w  of an international study. One cannot expect therefore to 

separate the economic meaning of work h m  higher order meanings. Unfortunately. this 

means that the nature of work activity is bounded by fmancial need. 

Participants' narraiives indicated that they are more able to choose work that is 

more a means in and of itself, servicing intrinsic needs. as opposed to a path of 

instrumental work. However, it was apparent that although there is pater  opportunity to 

pursue more self-fulfding work, this opportunity is constautly mediated by shorter-term 

financial need. As a direct result of this, it is inevitable that work is to some extent a 

means to an end. The= appears to be the situation whereby. because the individual has 

the ability to choose whaî work to pursue, there is the automatic presumption that they 

conml the whole equation. However, in reality, the market for an individual's services 

can be incredibly unpredictable and difficult to manage. 



David Foot (1996) described the independent worker who follows the transitory 

career path, which fkquently necessitates the adoption of whatever occupation is 

necessary to get work. The individual could be hired to work on a temporary project. or 

be a member of a virtual organisation, consisting of different specialists. This individual 

would offer a range of services w i t b  a broad speciality. For transitory workers. the only 

constant is change. The ability to chwse more intrinsicdly motivating work is constantly 

mediated by what the market requires and personai cash flow requirements. 

....itFs a &le bit ILRe the artist who says well I would really mther d o m e  china 
but the only thing the market WU pay me for is this c d e ,  crappy purcelain 
stuff that I whip up and I thhk that a lot of t h t  is tme. (Participant 1) 

Simple economics dictates that only financial independence can free the 

individual to discard instrumental work, and pursue more self-actualising work. Like any 

aspiring actor, the portfolio working independent is able to work in the near term on 

instrumental work, in order to dlow the continuing pursuit of inuinsically satisfying work 

fiuther down the track. 

A key point to note is that currently, the nature of employrnent is still dominated 

by jobs. This would suggest that although the numbers are growing rapidly, there is yet to 

be a large volume of independents seeking projects and contracts in the contingent wodd 

outside of the organizations. This obviously has significant implications for the 

competitiveness of the market. The more competitive the market, the more difficult it 

becomes to establish a strong base, from which an individuai can dictate their own work. 

A highly cornpetitive market would M e r  inhibit the ability to pursue more self- 



actualising work. mediating the element of control and choice. Participant three uses the 

prostitute metaphor to emphasise that at times of scarce work and real financial need, the 

ability to be selective over the nature of work you would prefer to do is effectively 

Oh I've been n prostitute for muney, there's no question about th&. . .the bank 
account's drained, the cards are up to their limit. and al1 this kind of stuff, it's an 
uphill battle. (Participant 3). 

One individual's narrative referred to the independent k ing  able to steer oneself 

toward the type of work that is desired. The reality appears to be that the degree to which 

you can steer toward more desirable work, is constantly deterrnined by market position. 

The more established one becomes, the more one is able to exercise a greater level of 

choice over the type of work undenaken. However, ail participants were very successful 

people, and even within the longer-term market success, there remains a constant shifting 

on a short-tenn basis, whereby the individual steea for a while. and then the market 

steers. Market position at any given point will to a large extent dictate the nature of an 

individual's portfolio, in terms of the comparative amounts of instrumentai work and 

intrinsically motivated work. 

And as I've said tu I keep getting pulkd back into these marketing 
planning thütgs, as I've s d  to the bvth of the matter is thal iny Zife to 
mke t ing  is the sume as the üfe of a p luder  to plumbing. It's my bade, I've 
done it for a long time and it bures the shit out of me, it r e d y  does. (Participant 
1) 



The ability to control the wsitioning; of work, 

The more utopian section of this discussion highlighted the ability of independent 

workers to position work relative to other life roles as dictated by personal needs. Work 

can be tailored or moulded around the requirements of other life roles. However, 

narratives suggested that this ability to position work is once again heavily mediated by 

market forces and the very nature of the single person operation. 

There are numerous features of independent work that would seem to lead to a 

need for a greater work focus. It would almost appear ihat work centrality becomes 

aimost a fundamental necessity for survivai. There are severai factors that determine this. 

Firstly, that the independent worker who operates on a contract to contract basis. is in an 

aimost permanent state of temporary employrnent. Therefore, there is commonly a need 

to continually allocate time to search for future work, while attending to the current 

workload. Once work is found, the challenges of operating as a single person enterprise, 

are magnified by the ongoing necessity for high quality standards. Narratives of 

participants indicated that far from work becoming more controllable and confinable in 

one's life, in reality it can be even more pervasive, even more sprawling. Subsequently. it 

becomes very chailenging to exercise the opportunity to choose a non-work life sphere 

and the behaviors associated with it. 

That results 7 days a week, anywhere from 14- 16 hours a day, except on weekends 
when he rnight shrink to 8- 10 hours. My point on thk U I r e d  thbs and I 
thought th& U massively depressing and conrpletely unhue and then I achrafly 
stood backfrom it and saiù it muy be massively depressing but it is completely 
bue. Thot Ls exact& the way I [ive, but I'm happy und anyone who is reading 



th& artiele would fùid it depressing b e y d  words, they would find it revolting. 
(Participant 1 ) 

Stanley Parker (1971) in his work-leisure anaiysis of the life space. identified five 

main categones of time use. Primarily there is work. which is usually identified as 

subsistence time or with earning a living. Secondly, work related tirne, which relates to 

work obligations such as travel and grooming. Some work related time may be 

intertwined with leisure, such as time spent reading newspapers and listening to music 

(but still in a work context). Also. there is spillover leisure. where for example an 

individual would read work-related material out of interest. Parker suggests that overtime 

and even a second job can be regarded as related to the main working time. rather than 

k i n g  a part of it. Thudly. there is existence time, which involves meeting physiological 

needs, such as eating and sleeping. Fourthly, there are the non-work obligations, also 

described as semi leisure. Finally, there is leisure, which tends to be viewed as free or 

discretionary time. 

What becomes interesting in respect of Parker's analysis, is how this applies to the 

more amorphous and changeable life space of the independent. Participants' narrative 

seemed to suggest that in this environment, both work time and work related time can 

become greatly expanded, which has obvious implications for the remaining components 

of the life space. In terms of increased work time, independents frequently need to 

manage numerous work projects on an ongoing basis, which c m  lead to work becoming 

more ornnipresent. Further, the independent appears to invest time over and above normal 

due diligence regarding work quality. Finally the nature of the home office tends to have a 

catalytic effect on this whole process. In t ems  of work related tirne. the definitions are a 



Little more imprecise. h o  this category, have been included those elernents which are 

obviously part of the work process, but which are separated from the paid element of the 

work. This includes the support services around the paid work role. The independent, as a 

single person operation, ofien ends up doing significant amounts of tasks that would 

traditionally be completed by a staff member. Furthemore, the whole issue of work 

search requires signifiant attention and energy for most, but is not a part of the paid work 

component. 

Increased work time - multiple ~roiects. 

It was identified earlier that the potential exists for the independent to dictate the 

level of workfiow, dowing  increased control over the position of work in their lives. 

However, the extent to which one can control pesonal workflow, will be heavily 

dependent upon income needs. Despite the inherent flexibility to dictate workflow, a 

consistent income flow often requires multiple projects, which in tum makes it more 

difficult to cornpartmentalise work. It sprawls, and permeates life to a greater extreme. 

a fur better way of living would be to only ever have three files at uny one time 
that you were working on. Absolutely it wouhi be a better way of living, but if 
you have a $7,000 monthly overhead and three fies over time would equate to 
$3,000 a month? you're short a huge amount of money so you've got to stuff it 
and maybe a's 13 open files ut any one time that nets you ut the end of the &y 
the $7,000 that you need to keep going. (Participant 1 ) 



A traditional job, with a singular focus, in many ways allows work to be 

maintained in a more contained manner. Work for the independent. with multiple points 

of focus, can overflow in a behavioural and cognitive sense. 

when you 're an entrepreneur and a self-employed person you really never do 
swilch it off, a's like the farmer. You're driving from here to Ontario in your 
car and you 're thinking you know those nine projects and you 're moving them 
around in your m i d  (Participant 1 ) 

Increased work time - the necessity for high auality standards. 

Furthemore, the independent is often totally self-reliant. Success or failure of the 

entire operation is dependent upon their work performance. This can lead to significant 

time investments of time and energy to try and ensure that work produced is of suficient 

quality. Lodahl and Kejner (1965) when examining the job involvement construct, looked 

at the degree to which a person is identified psychologicaily with his work, or the 

importance of work in his total self image. They operationalised job involvement as the 

degree to which a person's work performance affects self-esteem. Self-esteem is certainly 

a factor in this striving for personal work quality. as is the reality of the market, in terms 

of reputation. These factors contribute to the further expansion of the working houn of 

the independen t. 

Why d i .  I get up at 5:30 this morning and spend hours fussrtg over a report, 
whkh I was not paid to do...Because I think that at the end of the &y al1 
you've got b your reputation and your own sense of what is your threshold for 
quulity? For the quality of your personal work Is it high, is iî low, do you cure 
at all? (Participant 1) 



Increased work time - The home office- 

It became apparent that independent worken who operate in a virtual office 

environment, need to pay careful attention to their work style and its relationship with 

Iifestyle. One would assume that the time and energy associated with getting to and from 

a physical work place, could be re-invested into other life des .  whether that be personal 

leisure or farnily for exarnple. Narratives indicated that to a large extent the opposite is 

true. As has been mentioned, the average work Ioad of the independent tends to be more 

expansive. With today's technologies. work is often just a phone d l .  fax or e-mail away. 

Therefore, work becomes f a  more accessible, physically and psychologically. The 

oppominity exists to continue to 'chip away' at the body of work at any hour of the day 

(or night). 

Narratives indicated that the more people get connected. the more difficult it can 

become to disconnect. The boundaries between work and personal life blur, which can in 

turn create a lot of stress. Work becomes omnipresent, blurring home and work life. 

There are a number of physical things that are discoveries. One is I sleep less 
than 30 feetfrom th& orne. Convenient one would think. What I've disfovered 
about thù at-home office environment U the reverse of what Z expected to 
discover. Most people would Say wow there's no commute time, you know that's 
two hours back in your day. The reverse is actuaiiy true. The work-at-home 
orne  means that you work a lot longer hours ifyou are motivated by your work 
or pressured by your work. (Participant 1 ) 

In reality, what the home office creates is an environment that cari serve as a 

behavioural yardstick of work centrality, because the opportunity is aiways there to work. 



The extent to which this opportunity to work is utilised, can in many ways be seen as 

indicative of involvement and work centrality. in a traditional offlce or factory setting, an 

organisation's expectations and culture largely dictate work parameters. In the home 

office, decisions are purely personal. 

Yes. In f4Ct it's probdly a bit too eusy to .... I think if 1 was in an 
organisation,. . .if1 had a separate o f i e  ut five o'clock, I'd have to make sure Z 
had the stuff for 9:00 tornomow moming or 8:30 tomorrow morning if I was 
going off to meet sorneone whereas I can actually go and get a at 8:00 the next 
monthg or at 9:00 at night, so it's all too easy actually to switch back into work 
mode as opposed to switching off it. 

Increased work related time- no more "handle it ~eople." 

Moreover, there are inherent pressures and additional work loads associated with 

working as a single person operation. The individual is effectively a mini-business. with a 

need to pay attention to al1 the processes a larger business would need to attend to. There 

is the administration, the finances, the marketing and sales, the customer service. 

supplies, support services etc. etc. In a traditional organisation, the individual functions as 

piece of the overall process. In the independent world, the individual is the whole 

process. 

. . .there are no more "Hundle it" people . . .but you're probably doing four 
hours a &y of work that somebody eke used to do and nobody's puying you for 
that. So by definition your day expands to 12-14 hours irnrnediately. (Participant 
1) 

There is of course the opportunity for the independent to further outsource some 

elements of the workload, just as a large organisation would. Willingness to do this could 



depend on a whole range of factors. Participant six, indicated that prime reasons were that 

he would prefer to involve more people, which may suggest a degree of dienation often 

felt by independent workers. Also. the fact that it allows speciaiisation on his core 

cornpetencies, whiie getting specialists to look after different tasks. Whether work is 

outsourced to focus on other work, or whether it is outsourced to focus on non-work 

activities, can provide some indication of work centrality. 

.... &en lots of tinte 1 could do the bookkeeping but there are other 
things 2 would rather do and I get paid more for it than doing 
bookkeeping, so I'llpay someone tu do the bookkeeping. But ako I think 
1 look for ways of workïng with other people, like just mclliking a point of 
it ... If's sort of a minhr ised  organisation or the CO-operation. 
(Participant 6) 

Increased work refated time - The ongoina work search/ cash flow issue. 

It was apparent that independent workers are faced with the major challenge of 

constantly finding work. This is not a concem for an employee, as work is provided, and 

even during slower tirnes, an incorne is provided. 

In f a t  one of the things in organisational life is that if the contract doesn 't 
walk in the fiont door, you sit and wait.. .thut's culture for the must part. And it 
doesn 't d e r  cause you 're getting paid. (Participant 3 )  

For the most part, the independent must continually look to generate work. This is 

a reality for swival .  Independent workers are effectively in a constant state of temporary 

employrnent. Therefore, while working on current projects there is a need to be seeking 

future work. 



And you could just see this person's mind going from ok. I might have to work 
more than Pd actually get paid for, and I war saying yeah and the next stepfrom 
that is where you don't get paid anything unless you've found a contract and 
somebody's wining tu puy you for it.... .just showing up wül not actuaIly 
generate a pay cheque. (Participant 6 )  

Work flow and cash flow management is a constant burden to freelancen. For 

people making the transition fiom full-time salaried employee to independent contractor. 

deaiing with more irregular and ofien smaller incomes is a major concem. Maintaining a 

consistent flow of work and money may becorne the key task in the 'portfolio working' 

environment. and potentially the most stressful. 

The majority of work opponunities for independents often involve a cornpetition 

between contracton on the basis of proposals or bids. Working on the bids and preparing 

the associated proposals is time consuming, but it is not paid work. It is simply an 

accepted feature of the independent lifestyle. 

Sometimes I know that we probably work 50-60 houn a week maybe ....lncll's 
when things are partkuiarly busy and courses are starting or there are bids, I 
have to wnte bidî for some of the contracts we get with the cornputer Company. 
so when those bids have to be done that might mean more. (Participant 2) 

Even for the successful pordolio worker, maintaining a relatively consistent flow 

of work, is a major challenge. Independent work requires a certain selling and marketing 

component that can stretch already long working days. 

Researcher: How much of your time do you think you spend looking for 
future work compared to actually working on current projects? 



f m uying to think.. . l  actually know that.. . from the past, but I don? know 
the current arnount. Maybe.. . ten or m e n  percent of my time nzuybe 
would k octively hoking for work.. (Participant 6 )  

This figure will Vary considerably from person to person, and it is largely 

dependent upon their market position at any given point in tirne. Some individuals enjoy 

the significant advantage of having reliable sources of contract work. Having a consistent 

source of work, greatly decreases the need for significant time investments in work 

Yeah, and gettïng used to the whole contract thïng. Luckily 1 was always 
working with scientists that 1 had k e n  working with at the Bedford instinite 
so ... there was already a good rapport developed and they knew me and my 
background too, so it wasntt like gohg knocking on doors asking for work. 
(Participant 2)  

Several participants made reference to the fact that in the earlier days. when they 

were trying to establish themselves, the reaiity became greater work search time and less 

time involving actual paid labour. The establishment of a reputation increases the two- 

way flow of work, in the sense that work is coming in as well as k i n g  sought out. The 

incoming flow of work creates more of a decision making environment, which in tum can 

more accurately reflect work centrality. 

Researcher: what proportion of your time in general is taken looking for future 
work as opposed to working on current work? 

You go ihrough dmrent cycles.. . . when 1 j k t  strvted when I moved 
here it was eight hours a &y while people were in business and there 
was other stuff you did in the evenings, aetuauy making contacts, 
gening on the phone, meeting people through the &y and there was 
organising notes on an every &y b&. ..there was just rnonths and 



nionîhs of solid. .&en as one gains a ce* m u n t  of noiuriety and 
cre&;litp more s w s t a r n ,  thty sl<at to c d  you.. .. (Participant 3) 

With ihe necessity for increased work-related t h e  for work search. the time 

available for non-work inevitably g t s  squeezed. By some d e f ~ t i o n s .  the the  berween 

work has been defined in tenns of physiological time. obligations or semi-leisure. and 

discretionary time or leisure (Parker. 197 1). Non-work spheres have k e n  vaditionally 

confined to residual tirne after work. which has occupied a standard dot of evenings. 

weekends and vacations. However. many boundaries between work and non-work are 

evolving away from a simple dichotomy of work and leisure to more cornplex and 

fragmenteci arrangements. It was apparent from the narratives. that the nature of leisure 

undergoes a fundamental change in this new working environment. 

Acknowledging the increased work time and increased work related time. ir would 

be anticipaîed that discretionary or leisure tirne would be squeezed. Primarily. reference 

has been made to the fiequently large fluctuations in workflow patterns experienced by 

independents. 

It's always b e n  there, you just. At's kind of like.. .there8s tirne where rhere's 
absolwe feast and there are tunes when tliere are &ohte famines. (Participant 
5 )  

Bridges (1994) argues that without the job in the traditional sense, tirne off fmm 

work becomes not something taken out of job time but something that occurs in larger 

segments between projects. or during the 'famines.'. However. time berneen projects for 

the independent is rarely viewed as simply non-work tirne. 



W& p u  soH of &de it off, but a's fi you're 08, bui you're nof rmüj off. 
(Participant 5) 

Io reality, rather than time berneen pmjects k ing  viewed as leisure. it is often 

viewed as a pend of unemplopenr Leisure is usually seen as tbe antithesis of work. so 

that if you do not have arork. then y do n a  have leisure either. Therefore to say the 

uwmpioyed have ample leisure tïme a-ould be an iriiuAurate statement W U  tends ro 

happen. is tbar time between pmjects does not becorne perceiveci as discretionaq- Ume. 

Ratkr this Üme may need to be a b s o h d  by work related ùme. for marketing and work 

I've hzd motdis w h  I kt $7,m of expcnsa and no mm. rm mo w e k s  
away h m  those expenses and 1 have no mowy and ïm siaïng here. so it would 
be a -'~feat idea to take a few &!;s off. ri@ go golfmg. I chink that's a pretty 
couqeous person who would do that And tben the other flip side of it is rhat 
when you're having a good run. rhree or four months and you say wow I've got 
some cash buiu up weR m q b e  I should go golfing, weU wait a minu& mqbe  
thutuzsh ipillgooicay, m q k m y l u c k y s t t m k v i n n ~ n  to butitimes ....... Keep 
a go*, h e p  looking for more bushem. (Participant I ) 

How the indiklduai deals wirh the "faminesn is effectiveiy a combination of 

several fanors. Work c e n d t y .  personality. and currenr financial n e a h  appear to be key 

dimensions. but r h e ~  are numemus other variables. In rem of wo& cenrraiip. the 

choice to pursue additional work. even when economic circumstances do not necessirare 

Weii the buskss rhar ïm in. traditioaally rhe business used to slow doan in the 
summer time and it slows dom at Christmas too. there's not a huge. huge 
going.. mimi FOU I don V go h<cntlig thut M eirAcr. ..... WeLl I Loue thai to 
liqppcn, in other words 1 wanr some of tbese doam rimes. becaux 1 c d d  hussle a 
lot more. 1 could market a lot wxe and I could make a lot more money. but fo me 



at th& poïnî, it 's hard enough to get some sptzre time so I don 't.. ... I pace myself 
in th& respect. (Participant 3) 

The cntical point rernains however, that for the independent worker. non-work 

time rnay be absorbed by work-related tirne, because of the ongoing state of temporary 

employment. Under certain circumstances, time off from work may lose its purpose as 

recreation, to be repiaced by a work search function. Some individuals are more able to 

resist the temptation to use non-work time as work search time, but there is some degree 

of need for ail. 

but stillI go through some dies and valleys.. . because you don 't market enough 
and you end up in a hole and then you really scrarnble and you market and you 
get really, really busy and then you don't have enough îime to market, that's the 
cycle. (Participant 3) 

Surnrnarv: Value Commnent of Work Centrality 

Work is facing a paradigm shift. There is the potential for significant discontinuity 

as the economy increasingly takes the job outside of the organisation. As a direct result of 

this development, individuals are able to take greater ownership of their work, and exert 

an unprecedented degree of control over when and how work is done. It has been shown 

how this control and flexibility can lead to greater identification with working, and 

greater involvement and cornmitment to work as a life role. In short, for these 

participants, work is an 'intemal* activity to be highly valued rather than 'extemal* 

activity to be tolerated for its economic benefit. Work therefore becomes a more preferred 

Life sphere, more of a central lXe interest (Dubin, 1956). 



Acknowledging this possibility, the independent work environment presents 

unique challenges to the individual. It has been highlighted how the specific demands of 

the single person operation in terms of greatly increased time and energy investments, is 

exacerbated by the ongoing challenges presented by the marketplace for the 

independent's services. These factors can significantly undermine the ability of the 

independent worker to achieve congruency with saiient needs. As participant one 

proposed, the sense of control can be very subjective, and in reality the independent 

frequently has less convoi over their working life, than the traditional jobbed employee. 

With a reduced sense of control, the connection between the individual and their 

work can be severely weakened. In tum, it could be assumed that the degree of 

identification, involvement and cornmitment to working as a life role would be 

diminished, forcing work and its associated behwiors into a more peripheral position in 

the individual's value system. However, the critical factor is that despite al1 the 

challenges and obstacles that can undermine the control element, it remains an inherent 

feature of this form of working. This feature effectively sustains the cognitive consistency 

between working and self, and in tum sustains the individual's valuation of work as a 

meaningful Iife role. 

1 loved the sense of control 1 had over.. . nlthough a's pure perceplion, because 
in practical objective tenns you have less control ... So it's a little bit perverse, 
it's u Iiltle bit unrealisfic, a's mussively subjective, this whole concept of me 
conttolling my world.. . I think I'm controlling my world because l ultimately 
have the abüity to say yes or no to any of th is... other observers iooking in 
would Say here's u guy who's working himselfto death . . . (Participant 1). 



The Decision Cornimuent of Work Centralitv 

Sphere meference comwnent. 

It has been mentioned that, in terms of the decision-rnaking component of work 

centrality, it needs to be recognised that life experience is segmented into different sub- 

spheres or life d e s ,  such as work, f d y ,  community, leisure or fiends. These sub- 

spheres and the associated behaviors are preferred differentially. The decision component 

relates to these sub-spheres, and has itself, two elements. The first element relates to 

sphere preference, in terms of the significance attached to behaviors that take place in 

particular life spheres. Self-identification will be closely related to sphere preference, and 

therefore this element of the decision-making component is closely linked to the value 

component. The discussion regarding the value component indicated the potentiai for 

increased identification, involvement and cornmitment to work. Subsequently, it would 

be anticipated that work would become a more preferred life sphere in the decision- 

making context. 

Therefore, the decision process regarding the relative importance of work will be 

largely determined by an underlying value system, which has been moulded by the 

socialization process, and ongoing personal experiences with work. Several participants 

were able to verbalise their value system very specifically, indicating the relative 'big 

picture' importance of each role to the individual. 

Well I think it 'S.. . a's pretty important, it 's the bottom line, 1 think il's 
where I spe nd.... my family and then work and then fn'ends, socùil stuff 
would probablj be the order there. (Participant 6 )  



It began to emerge that although work frequently becomes a more 

preferred life role in the independent work environment, this wasn't retlected by 

any dramatic alteration of the relative position of work in the value hierarchy of 

participants. Participant two indicated that work, although valued highly. does not 

take precedence over family, social interaction or community involvement. 

Yes, I think I'm very work oriente4 I like to worR, I get a lot of 
satifcu~fion when things work well, but I don? see it as more important 
than my famüy or @ends, or volunteer work. 1 usually.. ... if Pm doing 
volunteer work 1 leave work that I know about to go and do volunteer 
work because ï'm reaily quite interested in what Fm volunteering in so 1 
think.. ..(Participant 2) 

Friedlander (cited in Kelly. 1990) exarnined the issue of the central life 

interest, first proposed by Dubin (1956). Friedlander indicated that the family and 

leisure aspects of non-work should be regarded separately. He viewed family as a 

primary group and leisure should be viewed on a different, more secondary level. 

Seen in this light leisure is the true cornpetitor of work for the individual's main 

source of satismg interactions. Therefore, perhaps in respect of evaluations of 

work cenuality. the key indication would be decisions made regarding the 

allocation of time to work or leisure. Noticeably, work and its associated 

behavion did consistently predorninate over leisure and its associated behavioe. 

For participant three, religion, family and work d predominated over personal 

time (perceived as personal leisure tirne) in his value hierarchy. 



... cause of the end of the &y is what's important? I've always said 
that.. .there's work.. ..for me I have a hieramhy.. ..my values.. ... one U 
God comes jht, fantily cornes second, wurk contes thùd. .... that's always 
been nty....so if I have to compromise my religious principles or my 
faüh and belief I God to do anything, then I won 't do it. Secody if I 
have to give up my family, or compromise my fumily in some way, then 
ah ah, then work. So work is thùd on the list. ......... Ah yeah the 
personal time came fourth.. ..but that's a little bit my personality.. ..Pl1 
usually suffucate my own neeh to take care of the needs of others 
around me. And a piece of advice I'd probably give myself is you know 
building a little bit more on that. (Participant 3) 

Dubin proposed that individuais in western society would not find work and the 

workplace, an overall centrai life interest (CLI). The construct, CLI. k i n g  operationally 

defined as 'an expressed preference for a given locale or situation in carrying out an 

activity.' Dubin looked at work involvernent as a Central Life interest. A job involved 

person is one who considen work to be the most important part of their Iives and engages 

in it as an end in itself. Participant one, had communicated on numerous occasions the 

high level of identification, involvement and cornmitment he has with the work role. 

However, this did not position work as his central life interest. 

Researcher: Do you find ....y ou mentioned that (his wife) had said a few 
things about work dominating your life.. .would you Say that work is your 
central life interest? 

Oh no.. .god no. I think.. .that P a li#le bit unkind (Participant I ) 

Therefore, it can be deduced that although work becomes a more preferred life 

sphere, this tends to be represented in t ems  of greater centrality relative to the personal 

leisure sphere. It is implicit that Dubin's work was done in reference to the traditional 

ernployment scenario of organisational jobs. In the autonomous, more intrinsically 



motivated, and flexible world of the independent, work is elevated in its relative 

importance to leisure. However, participants' narratives suggested that work does not 

corne to ovemde family in particular. This rnay relate to the inherent element of 

instrumentality associated with the majority of paid labour. 

This certaidy would appear to support Friedlander's assertion that, seen in this 

light, leisure is the true cornpetitor of work for the individual's main source of satiswing 

interactions. 

The acrual choice element of the decision-making component. 

The second element of the decision making component is the actual choice 

element, in terms of the extent to which the individual actually chooses the preferred life 

sphere and the associated behavion. The Meaning of Work International Research Team, 

suggested that involvement with work may be inferred from behavioural measures, 

mainly in tems of the number of houn spent working. Although involvement may 

partially explain the behavioural element, it undentates the control elernent of traditional 

employrnent. In a job scenario, the division between wanting to work additional hours, 

and 'having to' is not a clear one. 

In many ways, there are features of independent home working that can act as 

indicators of involvement. Acknowledging that an independent worker is more able to 

dictate the level of work activity, how the individual utilises this opportunity and 

freedom, can provide a clearer and more diable behavioural indication of involvement 

with work, and subsequently, work cenuaüty. Reference has k e n  made to this on two 

planes. In terms of the control over work volumes, and the day to day positioning of work 



relative to other life roles. What may emerge is a scenario where an individual's working 

life is a more accurate reflection of their value hierarchies with respect to life roles. 

But you know on Wednesday 1 spent the day with my daughters and didn't do any 
work and so that's a choice that 1 could actually make that 1 couldn't make in a lot 
of other situations, so 1 actually think 1 add some stress, it seems great. but it adds 
stress cause you have to jigure d l  thtl stz&ut from as ifyuu 're starting with a 
blank slizte, irrstead of having someone jump Ut and say well do thik, do thut, 
have lunch roughly at this time. (Participant 6) 

It is precisely this 'blank slate' that may provide the key behavioural insights into 

the work cenaality of individuals. The key point is that although most people have a clear 

concept of the importance of work relative to other roles in their lives, traditional 

employrnent scenarios have effectively prevented individuals from mirroring their value 

hierarchies. Unfortunately, the majority of organisational jobs dictate the position of work 

in a person's life. There is little true decision making component, in respect of personal 

values. Blauner (1964) proposed that work is often cenuai in terms of tirne and energy, 

but not in terms of personal values. There was evidence from this research, that this new 

way of workuig with greater flexibility and control allows the individual to utilise their 

'blank slate' to achieve greater congruence between value hierarchies and actud work 

behaviour patterns. 

As has been outlined, in the world of the independent, how and where work is 

done. becomes far more arnorphous, as individuals dictate their own personal patterns. 

Participants indicated that once the traditional barriers and segmentation between life 

roles is removed, a fusion effect inevitably occurs. Work no longer occupies a specific 

time slot, around which family, fiiends, leisure and community roles are organised. 



Rather. life roles become more inter-woven, and less segregated. As work continues to 

move outside of organizations and back into homes md comrnunities, further fusion can 

be anticipated in society. This fusion provides the opportunity and authority to make 

choices on an ongoing basis regarding life role priorities. 

An individual can focus more time on work, farnily, leisure, religion, friends or 

cornmunity. The fi-equency with which, or the willingness to exercise this opportunity for 

a particular role, can give key insight into true role centrality. Subsequently, this work 

format can present a more transparent view of an individual's true work centrality. Family 

and community interactions for example, have had to 'live' in the residual time before 

and after work. regardless of specific requirements these roles may have demanded dunng 

work hours. In this environment. participant two highlighted how she is able to allocate 

time according to need rather than at an available hour of the day. 

I'm scrying al2 these things so you see th& it depends whatever happens un that 
&y, so if fhere 's a problem with one of our immigrant fiends Me yesterday, 
she had to move one of ourfriendk, one of owf iends  had to move so we spent 
dl afemoun to get the people and get the buck and organising. So, maybe if 1 
tried to Say a typical day 1 rnight work from 9:30-1 or 2 - go out and do a visit or 
two. business or.. . ..then Z'd corne bmk and work maybe Ml 3:30 or 4 when the 
kids come home, when my son cornes home he usually plays piano and I come 
down and sit while he phys the piano, and then 1 get supper and then I usuaiiy 
work just doing paper stuff rnaybe two hours in the evening. (Participant 2) 

Therefore, the independent is able to control how, when and where they do their 

work. From the perspective of a different role, this control creates the opportunity to 

greatiy affect the time aiiocated to particular life spheres. The frequency, with which this 

oppominity is exercised can give key insight into true role centrality. For example, in 



terms of personal leisure, there is scope to greatly increase personal leisure time. and the 

extent to which this opportunity is utilised can provide an indication of leisure centrality. 

and I rementber riding on a Tueshy afiemoon with this actor mend of mine 
saying there is no amount of money in the world that could ever replace my 
ability to spontaneously go sailing with you on a Tuesday afemoon when 
everybody eke, many people with ntat~y, ntuny9 many times more money than I 
wül ever have in my lijè9 who absolutely must be in theu three-piece suit in 
their of f ie  th& Tuesday afiernoon and I am sailing because I chose to do thot. 
(Participant 1) 

What may occur therefore. is not necessarily any significant change in the 

centrality of life roles. but that the relative importance of each role can be met with an 

appropnate behaviourai response. Dubin ( 1956) developed the 'central life interest' (CLI) 

construct. Dubin proposed that individuals in western society would not find work and 

the workplace, an overall central life interest. However, in the independent working 

scenario. narratives indicated the significant potentiai to enjoy work as a means in and of 

itself. Therefore, with a greater work centrality. the general notion of multiple role 

theorists would be that the greater cornmitment to the work role would result in role 

strains or even role overload (Mannheim & Schiffiin, 1984). When role overload occurs, 

coping rnay necessitate a reduction in the centrality of certain roles and adaptations in the 

others. 

However, a key observation was that the inherent flexibility to shape work to meet 

individual agendas, can greatly decrease role strains. Different life roles are more able to 

co-exist, when the hard edges of enforced time structures are removed. 



I don Yjïnd thaî causes ... l'm not consfantly bying tu juggle and wonder 
how I'U get it al2 done ... L e m  's........ifmt balances out, sometimes I 
work less in the week and do more social things and volunteer 
stzi@..and then muybe if thut hqpens on the weekend I spend a full 
eight hours in the office getting al1 the papers solved and getting the 
banking ready and you know looking at bank statements and things like 
that. (Participant 2) 

Individuals are fortunate to have the potential for nch and satisfjing interactions 

in several spheres, including work. Rather than viewing an individual as having high 

work centrality, high family centrality or high leisure centrality. it became apparent that it 

is possible to reflect the importance of each, facilitated by the fluidity of working as an 

independent. Participant one provided an excellent metaphor. for how this operates. 

the best metaphor Ican think of is the fumer metuphor. Whicli Ls that there's 
always work to do, seven &ys a week and there's always Zittle opportuniîies for 
relaxafion within that work environment. mis whole nofion that hurnan 
beïngs segment work and recreation and draw this massive, this curtain crashes 
down between the two so thaf we work work, work, su that we can relax and 
then over here we can 't think of working, just relax? reCPx, r e k  1 mean that's 
basically a constmct of the last 100 years of human life. (Participant 1) 

Participant three made a similar point. The independent is frequently able to 

intersperse their work with "little opportunities" or "little snippets" of time and energy for 

other Iife roles. This is especiaily m e  frorn the home office environment that can allow 

greater family interactions, which would be mostly unavailable in a traditional workplace. 

1 find that home 1 can work, close the doors and....but then 1 can be in and out, 
when the kids come home for lunch and 1 can interact with my wife, and people 
come through the office or whatever kids will sometimes come in and sometimes 
litter up and FU boot hem out and sometimes they'ii sit and chat for a little bit, 
and my oldest son will come in and he'li sit down and chat and I'll stop what Pm 
doing. So you can connect with people in lirtle snippets and you also see the 



f d r i c  of the &y miring by v m u s  when you corne to an o n e  buiLüng, you 
check out Md this i r  it, this is aU you see when you go home. you have no idea 
what's been going on and a's compkfely sepcucrtrd und divorced. And it's harder 
that way, much hader.---.Yeah, it's hard to connect, like you're either here or 
you're there.. .but whm you 're at home you c m  do both. (Participant 3) 

A key point of interest occurred when it became apparent that the opportunity 

provided to behaviourally exhibit the relative importance of other spheres. directly feeds 

the levels of identification and involvement with work as a life d e .  Therefore, 

paradoxically. work becornes a more preferred life sphere because it provides the 

oppomrnity to focus on alternative preferred iife spheres. Independent work is not seen as 

an obstacle to fulfilment in other iife roles. but raiher it is seen as somewhat of a gateway. 

This was clearly iuustrated by participant nuo. 

genmdy wonRUig Uldependèdy is d o  a m e  p a ~  of my i d e m ,  ssùu I c m  
do whutever I feel like in my volunteer or sucial life any duy I feei, without 
wo&g dout work-îïme off. (Participant 2 )  

Similarly, participant one describes a scenario where he is able to enjoy 

opportunities for family and leisure interactions. because of his abiliry to construct his 

working patrem. This in turn, reinforces his identification and involvement with working 

in this way. 

So I 'm enormousfy k k y  in tluir regard I th* but agaîn Z'm choosUlg to 
eonsau~t mg work and my w o r h g  Efe aeeorduig to my definition of it 
(Participant 1 ). 

Therefore, to re-iterate, the decision-making component of work centrality has 

two elements. The preference for a particular life sphere and its associaïed behavion, and 



the extent to which the individual actually chooses preferred life spheres. Handy (1989) 

made reference to the opportunity in the new work environment to shape work to the way 

we live rather than Our lives to fit our work. WhiIe this may be uue for a proportion of 

independent worken, there are certain realities that can preclude this. In many ways. this 

is not a free decision scenario. Regardless of vdue centrality, as Blauner (1964) 

suggested, work occupies a central position in t e m  of time and energy. This is 

frequently, in large measure. an econornic reality that challenges the reality of the 'blank 

dateT approach to role centraliiy. There is of course, by its very nature. a degree of 

instnimentality to al1 paid labour. 

I think nzoney is the marter in the sense that ut the end of the day money is 
WW you put on the counter in Sobeys. Thut's a given whether you 're the 
prisoner of a bure(uu:MtiC job or whether you're the prisoner of an indopendent 
Life, thut's at the end of the &zy whut it is. O.K. fine. Now how you choose to 
work is the next dimension and my choice will always be independent work. 
(Participant 1) 

This is certainly of p a t e r  significance in an independent work environment. It 

was clearly apparent h m  participants' narratives that 'earning the daily bread' requires 

more significant investments of time and energy than would be necessary in the 

traditional job environment. Reasons for this were discussed previously, including the 

need for high quality standards, the multiple projects. the effects of the home office, the 

need for ongoing work search, and the realities of king a one-person operation. 

Researcher: Are there any elernents of a traditionai job that appeal to 
you? 

Oh yeah, when it gets c r q  and you work the &y shii and then you work the 
night shilt, and you work 7 WS jlat for months, upon months, upon months, 



doing thaî RNld of stuff, yuu begin to Say gee I remember when I used to work 6 
houm a &y and within that 6 hours a day there war a good slice of i# drinking 
coffee and chaîtihg and hanging over . . .yeah I ofen think what a holiday that 
wus. (Participant 3) 

As a direct result of the sprawling nature of work in the independent work 

environment, there is perhaps a tendency to overstate work centrality from a behavioural 

perspective. Narratives have demonstrated how independent work c m  be a more 

preferred life sphere with a higher degree of involvement. due to the perception of 

ownership and the more direct connection between the independent and the produci of 

their labour. Even so, it can be argued that the nature of work in the independent 

environment c m  distort the tme desired balance between life spheres. Consider the role 

strains described by participant one. The degree of time occupied by the work role could 

be viewed as an indicator of work involvement and centraiity. 

It's just a finding in my life that working at home has created a natural tendency to 
work longer houn which is reverse which I thought it would, and the other part 
of it ik that it requues a lot of thoughtjùl work to try tu keep that in balance 
with family üfe, with other pressures. For example, rny wife has told me 
recently, all you ever do is work, that's all you ever do. And in hrge measure I 
think shek prububly right, if's too easy to wulk by the door and say I'll just 
check the e-mail and when you're an entrepreneur and a self-employed person 
you reaily never do swireh il off, it 's like the fumer. (Participant 1 ) 

However, these outcornes are not consistent with value hierarchies, in terms of the 

relative preference of life roles. Rather, the challenging demands of the independent work 

role can necessitate a higher work focus, which c m  make the balance between different 

life roles very difficult. 



Researcher: How would work compare in terms of king a preferred life role? 
Where would you most like to spend your time given a choice? 

I'd most like to spend my time on a 50/50 mix of family rehted actinty and 
business projects of interest. . . . its a battle to keep the balance. People with pay 
checks get paid holidays, even 6 weeks in Europe ... so they get the famdy 
opportunily in their sahry. 1 am more like a farmer. There is work to do every 
day to stay alive. but its still my preference. (Participant 1) 

It is questionable therefore. whether the independent worker is able to consistently 

de-prioritise work to make way for family. leisure. or any other non-work sphere. 

Narratives would suggest that this would tend to be more the exception than the rule. 

There remain strong requirements for cornmitment and responsibility. to clients and the 

market as a whole. 

So when 1 finally did get back to my office at 2:30, instead of going working 1 
actually picked up my gym gear and went to the gym ..... Said what the hell! 
. . .. Every now and then, but it doesn Y happen that ofen. Ztfs o direct result of 
how many custorner pressures do I have on me, If I have a whole huge whack 
of customer pressures on me, no a would be irresponsible and I w o u h  % ... I'd 
end up with a bad reputation as a sloucher. (Participant 3) 

Although in overall t e m .  work is a preferred life role, some of the behaviors 

associated with it are less preferred. It is proposed that these less preferred behavioa are 

the more instrumental elements, where work behaviour is focused on the financial 

outcorne, rather than the inherent value of the work itself. It is the instrumental 

component of work that cm preclude true representation of value hierarchies, in terms of 

relative preference for different Life spheres and their associated behavion. If work is 

pursued for purely instrumental reasons. it cm be assumed that it is peripheral to the 

individual. In behavioural terrns, long hours spent working for instrumental reasons will 



not provide an accurate behavioural representation of mie work centrality. Instrumental 

work denies the individual the opportunity to achieve the desired balance in their life 

roles. Work in itself may be a more prefemd Iife d e ,  but this is Likely only if this work 

is inûinsically motivated as opposed to a means to an end. 

Independent work c m  afford the individual the flexibility to take advantage of 

more leisure time or more fam.iIy time. but commonly, this is only when the demands of 

the work role are not excessive. The key again appears to be market position and financial 

need, which in tum dictate the degree of control over the demands of the work role. 

Where the real measure of work centraiity can be determined is once financial need has 

been reduced, or where market position is reliably strong. Only then will the real element 

of choice emerge. regarding the relative preference for the work role. 

Then as one gains a certain amount of notonety and credibility more stuff 
starts. they start to cal1 you.. . 

Researcher: That's a critical point? 

There's a critical point where yeah there's.. . ..and then you c m  start . . . ..you have 
two choices at t u  point, you can back off on the marketing you do and enjoy 
and spend t h e  duhg sorne other things, and you can just take the time off if 
you wanted, oryou can market more. (Participant 3) 



Summarv: Decision Cornwnent of Work Centraiitv 

Decisions regarding the positioning of work, have to be made in consideration of 

both sphere preference, the ability to actually choose preferred life spheres. and the 

varying demands of the various life roles. The inherent flexibility in the independent work 

realm does appear to facilitate greater opportunities to reflect preferred life spheres in a 

behaviourai sense. Certainly, to a greater extent than would be possible in a standard 

organisational job scenario. In terrns of sphere preference, participants' narratives 

indicated that work becarne a more preferred life sphere, and in relative tems, work and 

its associated behaviors appeared to carry greater significance compared to personal 

leisure time. In particular, family and associated behaviors were described as a more 

preferred life sphere for al1 participants, and this work form can ailow this to be reflected 

on a consistent basis. 

In fact, the decision process would still appear to be oriented around the needs of 

work, whether work is more centrai or more peripheral to the individual. Participants' 

narratives indicated that the decision component is a question of e x d n i n g  the 

requirements of different life roles and making decisions accordingly. The control and 

flexibility of the independent can aüow greater congruence with value hieraschies. but 

econornic necessities can effectively undermine this. 

I like to look at it like a daytitner, and t i s  a trade offfrom a standpoint, you 
can sel2 all your time to your clients or you can sel1 a22 your tinte to your farnily. 
You go to either extreme and you 're going to tun into trouble. It's finding out 
what are the c&cal things I need to do for rny customers, what are the critical 
things I need to do for my famüy and make sure both of those get in the book 
for sure, and see whatyou've got lefC over. (Participant 3)  



Participant three spoke of the decision-making scenario on a day to day basis. 

However, similar decisions can be made on a project to project basis. Earlier in the 

discussion it was highlighted how the independent is able to manage workflow according 

to personal needs. This creates a hirther decision-making environment regarding the 

positioning of work relative to other life roles. 

Yeuh I guess the work gets a certain higherpriority than some of my volunteer 
SM because if sontebody's paying me tu do a job then I consider that it 
requires a higher priori@. But still, I factor in the fumiiy commüments and the 
volunteer commihnenh that I've got, I fatctor those in trying tu decide whether 
or not I want tu take a contract or I want to take a part-time job. (Participant 4)  

The independent worker does undoubtedly have a greater degree of choice and 

control over how, where and when work is undertaken. Life for the independent therefore, 

cm become more of a mosaic of role interactions, and the involvement with several roles 

can be reflected more appropriately in behavioural terms. Although work centrality may 

be high, the fluid nature of the independent working life c m  create conditions that can 

minimise role strains and role conflict. However, this ability is constantly mediated by the 

significant time investments required by the independent to fulfil the economic role of 

working. 

It depends on who you're taiking to, but you're asking me so 1 think 1 actuaily do 
o.k. at balancing those things, but it's definitely, it becomes the deciswn thnt you 
have tu mnke I think is the bottom line. (Participant 6 )  

The healthier the 'bottom line', the more financiaily independent one becomes, 

the more the necessity for instrumentai work declines. This creates a more realistic 



decision scenario to determine the individual's relative preference for different life 

spheres. The oppominity is created to pursue work that is more intrinsically motivating, 

and creates less dependence on work that would nomiaiiy be viewed as instrumental, or a 

means to an end. 

Researcher: To what extent are you committed to continue working in the longer 
term? 

Always WU- on projects thut twn me on. n e  hope would be thaîj5mncial 
independence would a h w  thatfle;icibility. 

This proposition is funher supported by narrative from participant two. who had 

cleariy indicated that she was financiaily cornfortable. The decision to continue working 

provides a strong indication of higher work cenuality, as it is clearly valued as an end in 

and of itself. 

I think I have such a luxury of having plenîy of work that I Iike to do 
when I want to do il. yeah I thhk I'm a hardworking persoh Because I 
Iike a, not ...y ou know now I t h k  we're quite financullly cornfortable, 
a's not because we hove to be working. (Participant 2) 

This emphasis on financial independence c m  to sorne extent explain the ability to 

position work in accordance with personal needs to a much greater extent. A weaker 

financial position would create a very different decision-making environment, where the 

demands of work wouid be more predorninant. 



Irn~lications for Future Research 

This study specificaily looked at the participant group as 'independent workers' 

and did not attempt to undertake andysis on further sub-divisions of this group. Even 

though the sample only compnsed of six individuals, there were many noticeable 

mediating variables on work centrality, such as gender, family background, family life 

cycle, age. income status, industry sector, reputation and years of experience of 

independent work. Previous research has established relationships between work 

centrality and several factors including demographic and socialisation variables, such as 

age, sex and education (Lindsay and Knox, 1984; Mannheim. 1993; MOW international 

Team, 1987). However. there is a need for additional qualitative research that would 

examine the impact of these additional variables on work centrality in an independent 

work environment. Gender is perhaps most noteworthy, because of the inter-relationships 

of work, home and f ' l y  and the associated role expectations attributed to males and 

femdes. 

On a related point, it would be of interest to repeat a similar study from the 

perspective of the farnily members, with particular focus on role conflict and role strains. 

There were suggestions in the narratives that the participants rationalised negative family 

reactions to their chosen way of working. 

The participants in this study have made strong reference to the positive 

interpretations of independent working. It was acknowledged that for the most part, the 

participants had made a proactive decision to work in this way, they tended to like the 

work format, and were al1 relatively successful in their own right. Increasingly however. 



as independent work becomes more of a necessity as traditional jobs disappear, the 

typical independent worker may enter this world as a reactive step to downsizing for 

example, and could find it even more challenging. The change in attitudes toward 

working and the subsequent impact on work centrality couid be significant. Further 

research could focus wholly on unhappy or 'struggling' independent workers, or 

altemativeiy the sample could include individuals who had worked as independents and 

chose to r e m  to organisational empioyrnent. 

A further potential research direction could examine the effects of ongoing 

sociaiisation experiences on work centrality. The stimulus for this proposai is that 

aithough this study focused on the participants' personal experiences of working as 

opposed to their socialisation experiences, it was clear that independent workers tend to 

congregate and interact with other independents on a professionai and personal level. 

Inevitably therefore, there are ongoing socialisation effects occumng. An examination of 

the prevalent group attitudes to working and the impact on individual work centrality 

would be an interesting research thnist. 

Finally, reference has been made to the hindamental difference between the 

growing number of portfolio based, independent contract workers, and the traditional 

small business owner. For the most part. the independents in this study are selling their 

time, and nothing exists as an enterprise beyond them. 



It would be very interesting to examine the ciifferences in working lifestyle and 

attitudes between these two groups, and the subsequent effects on work centrality. 



Appendix A 

Interview Outhe 

Preliminarv information: 

Biography: A bnef overview of the subject's working Iife to date. With particular focus 

on the timing and circumstances of the transition to 'portfolio working.' In order to 

provide context to subsequent enquiry, there is a need to determine how the individual 

came to be working in this way. It is also important io determine how long the individual 

has been working in this way, and whether it was a pro-active or re-active decision to 

make the transition. 

Personai & demographic information: For the purposes of background, data will be 

requested on the foilowing; age, education. marital status, immediate farnily composition. 

and parental occupation. 

Main auestion areas 

Reissman (1993) expressed a preference for Içss structure in interview 

instruments, in the interest of giving greater control to the respondents. She suggested 

developing 5-7 broad questions about the topic of enquiry. suppiernented by probe 

questions. These guidelines will be followed. The broad question areas are based largely 



on the components of the work centraiity construct identified by the Meaning of Working 

International Research Team ( 1987). 

1 Decision Orientation regardinn ~referred life spheres. 

Broad intro: What are the main areas of your life that you divide your time 

between? How do you balance them? 

Probes: 

What would you Say is your central life interest? 

What would be your most preferred life sphere? 

Where does work fit? 

To what extent do your different roles conflict? 

How cenaal is work in your life - why? 

Do you feel the balance between your different life spheres has changed as compared to 

k ing  organizationally employed? Farnily. leisure, work, community - more or less 

central? 

II Identification with work in a freelance economv: The op~ortunitv for a self- 

actualized workforce? 

Broad intro: To what extent are you able to do the type of work you want to do, 

and determine how you do it? 

Probes: 



How consistent is the type of work you do with your perception of what you should be 

doing ? 

How does this compare to your most recent experience of organizational employment? 

How real is the autonomy and choice in your work sphere? 

To what extent can you control the type of work you want to do. and how you do it? 

Do you feel truly independent and in control? 

How real is this potential for self-actuaiization? 

III The issue of a work ethic and cornmitment to work. 

Broad intro: Tell me about the personal values and beliefs you hold about work, 

generally ? 

Probes: 

To what extent do you have a traditional work ethic? 

Has this changed since you were organisationally employed? 

To what extent does your hours of work reflect an affective response to your work? 

And to what extent does it represent the instrumentai benefits, work provides? 

How do you value time as a possession as opposed to financial rewards? 

To what extent do you value other non-econornic benefits of work? E-g. social. status etc. 

Does this f o m  of work satisfy these? 

Given a choice, would you prefer Iess hours of work and less income, same hours of work 

& same income, more hours and more income? 

If you won the lottery tomorrow and had enough money never to have to work again - 

would you? 



IV Flexible workina vatterns: Im~lications of a 'fiuid time s~ace.' 

Broad intro: How do you manage your working time? 

Probes: 

What is your typical work pattern? 

How do you use the greater flexibility in your time? 

Do you use time flexibility to aiiow you to accommodate other life dimensions? 

How effectively can you do this? 

What factors determine how you will structure your time? 

Does the flexibility compensate for increased hours? 

How do you manage your leisure time? 

How do these compare or differ from your organizationd work experiences? 

How do you use your time when you are not working at full capacity? Work related 

activity or other spheres? 

How would you take time off? Traditional sense - in a block? 

V Living on a contract basis: The uniaue nature of 'clortfolio workins;.' 

Broad intro: Talk about living on a contract to contract basis? What issues does 

that create? 

Probes: 

How does it compare to organizational employment? 

What do think about the traditionaï job? 

Main advantages and disadvantages to both iifestyies? 



What implications does contract living have for your time? 

How do you deal with the irregular and unpredictable flow of work and income. 

VI Uniaue nature of indewndent work. home-working and virtual work. 

Broad intro: Working alone. at home and collaborating with people in vinuai working 

environrnents, is obviously a very different working environment. What 

issues does it create? 

Probes: 

Talk about the time of transition to this style of work - what was your experience? 

How do you find working at home? 

How do you find working as essentially, a one person operation? 

Talk about the role of technology in your working environment. 

What are your experiences of virtual working environments? Observations? Evaluation? 

How have your experiences in this working environment. affected your attitude to work 

in general? 

Overail, would you Say you find working in this way liberating or traumatic? 



Appenàix B 

FoUow Up Questions 

Dear participant. 

To assist with the clarification and refinement of conclusions, 1 would be very grateful if 

you took a little time to answer some follow up questions. Your narrative is key to this 

process. Please be as expansive as your time and inclination permits. [f you have any 

questions or dificulties, please dont hesitate to contact me. 

NB* You can just reply in the body of this email message. 

What are the beliefs you hold about the general importance of work in your life? 

How does working as an independent affect this? 

What influences do you feel have shaped these beliefs through your life? 

To what extent is work an important part of your identity? 

How does working as an independent affect this? 

To what extent do you feel an emotiooal involvernent with your work? 

How does working as an independent affect this? 



To what extent are you committed to continue working in the longer term? 

How does working as an independent affect this? 

If you think of other life roles, such as family, personal leisure, social, community, 

religion etc. How would work compare in tems of k ing  a preferred life role? Where 

would you most like to spend your tirne aven a choice. 

How does working as an independent affect this? 

Many thanks once again for your participation, 

Paul English. 



Appendix C 

Application for Human Ethics Review 

Thesis Title: Work centrality in the freelance economy of pst-industrial society. 

Researcher: Paul Jonathan English (95088340) 

Degree: Master of Arts. 

NATURE OF THl3 PROJECT 

In the last decade, the nature of employment has undergone a fundamental and 

progressive shifi. A rnultiplicity of factors have begun to erode traditional and 

standard forms of work, and in its place, non-standard work is flourishing. 

Severai observen. including Foot ( 1996). Handy ( 1984). Robertson ( 1985). Bridges 

( 1994) and Toffier ( 1980) have pointed toward the emergence of a freelance economy 

in post-industrial society. Increasingly. individuals are expected to work as 

independent, self-employed service providers. rather than king employed in jobs. 

The transition from a culture dominated by organisational employees to one 

dominated by independent workers will naturally have a major impact on how society 

views the primary meaning and importance of work. In relation to this study, the 

critical question relates to the centrality of work in such an environment. From an 

individuai perspective, how and where wili work be positioned in a Freelance 

economy? 



A qualitative research approach will be adopted to develop a deeper and richer 

understanding of individuals' perceptions and experiences in relation to work 

centraiity in the working environment outlined The methodological approach will be 

narrative analysis. which takes as the object of investigation the individual's story 

itself. Personal narratives will be drawn from individuals who already work by 'the 

lythms of tomorrow', Le. their working patterns already display the features of the 

predicted working patterns of the future. 

To determine whether the changing work patterns of the post-industrial world, will 

lead to a fundamental re-evaluation of work's salience in society. 

The intention is to develop an explanatory mode1 that will identify the key 

determinhg factors, decision making critena and the decision making processes that 

can determine work centrality in the world of independent work. 

Paul Jonathan Engiish 

620 1 Allan St. 

Halifax 

Nova Scotia 

B3L 1G7 

supervisor: Dr. A. Richards, School of Health and Human Performance. 



HOW THE RESEARCH INVOLVES HUMAN SUBJECTS. 

The study will involve seven individuals. The sarnpling methodology to be adopted is 

essentiaily a 'chah sampling' approach. Subjects will be sought through referral on 

the basis of the the following cntena; they are an independent knowledge worker, 

operating on a 'contract to contract' basis; they have been organisationally employed; 

Moreover, representation will be sought from the following sub-groups; it was a re- 

active move to work in this way (e.g. downsized); the individual made a pro-active 

decision to leave traditionai employment to work in this way; they have found the 

transition liberating; they have found the transition traumatic. 

Participation in this study is entirely voluntuy. Individuals may refuse to answer any 

particular questions, and withdraw from the study at any time.The subjects will be 

asked to participate in in-depth interviews, lasting between one and two hours. There 

wiii be follow up contact, in the form of 'member checks' at a later date, which will 

take approximately one hour. 

The subjects participation in this study will be completely confidentid. During the 

interview, 1 will be tape recording the discussion. After the interview is over, 1 will 

transcribe the tape recordings and will then erase them. The wrinen transcription of 

the individual's interview will be identified by a research number only. The subjects 

name will not be used in association with this project. 



Appendix D 

Consent Form 

Work centralie in the freelance economy of pst-industrial society. 

Paul English 

Dear Participant, 

1 am embarking on a research study relating to the significant changes in the 

nature of work and employment towards the end of the 20' century. Specifically, the 

focus is on the rapidly expanding group of self-employed service providers. who work 

independently on a contract basis, ofien from home and in 'virtual environments.' 

The purpose of this study is to develop further understanding of how individuals 

like yourself, manage and position work in your life, in the context of this way of 

working. Broad areas of enquiry will include; how and why you position work in your 

life, relative to other roles; your experiences of independent work, home-working and 

virtual work; your experiences of living on a contract to contract basis; the implications 

of flexible working pattems; the issue of a work ethic and your cornmitment to work; the 

extent to which you identiQ with your work. and where your motivation cornes from to 

work. 

If you agree to be involved in this study, 1 will make an appointment with you, at 

your convenience, to spend one to two houn. taiking to you about your work patterns, 



lifestyle and working environment. 1 will contact you again to clarify and confirrn that my 

interpretations of your comments are accurate from your perspective. 

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to answer 

any particular questions, and withdraw from the study at any time. 

Your participation in this study will be completely confidentid. During the 

interview. 1 will be tape recording our discussion. After the interview is over. 1 will 

transcribe the tape recordings and will then erase them. The written transcription of your 

comments will be identified by a research number only. Your narne will not be used in 

association with this project, unless you expressly wish it to be. The information gained 

from dus study may be used in conference presentations. journal publications, and future 

research projects. 

If you have any questions or concems. please feel fixe to cal1 me at 492-1 166, or 

email to pjenglis@is2.dal.ca. Aitematively. you c m  contact my academic advisor, Dr. 

Tony Richards at 494- 1 160. 

Sincerel y, 

Paul English, Dalhousie University. 

- _ I _ - _ I - - - - -  

Declaration: 

I . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . have read this consent form. 1 understand the nature of this study, 

rny rights, and the researcher's expectations. 1 hereby consent to be a subject. 

Signed: 
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